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PETITIONS: 

MR.A. M. DUNPHY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to present a 

petition on behalf of the Conununity of McKay's. McKay's is 

located approximately fifteen miles from an area where they 

will receive the laying of pavement in the very near future. 

This petition is signed by all of the 

residents of the Community of McKay's. Actually it accounts 

for one hundred per cent of the residents. 

The prayer of the petition reads : "We the 

undersigned of the Community of McKay's, District of St. George's, 

hereby submit our names, strongly urging the government to include 

the one and one-half miles of road in our community for pavement, 

along with the announced programmes for Highlands and Maidstone 

which is approximately fifteen miles distance from our community. 

Efforts were made with the previous administration to no avail." 

They desire to have this work done and I am 

hoping the Hon. Minister of Transportation and Communications can 

see his way possibly to add this small bit where paving is already 

proposed to go. One and one-half miles is not that much actually. 

It would mean a great deal to these citizens who live in McKay's. 

They have been after this for quite some time , Actually I think 

this is the only request of any consequence that they have ever made 

since I have been the member for that district. 

I take pleasure in supporting this petition and 

asked that it be placed ort the table of the House and referred to the 

department to which it relates . 

MR. S. A. NEARY.: Mr. Speaker, it is indeed a distinguished honour, 

Sir, and it is a great pleasure for me on behalf of my colleagues in 

Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition to be able to support the petition which 
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I believe is the first from McKay's, in the District of St. George's 

where one hundred per cent of the people in that co111D1unity, Sir, 

would like to have a very simple matter like one and one-half miles 

of road paved. As the honourable member pointed out, it is the 

first time that these people have ever requested anything from 

a government, despite the fact that the member who introduced the 

petition could not resist the temptation to stick a little dart 

in at the previous Liberal Administration. 

Sir, we are now in the midst of a federal general 

election. I am sure that the people in McKay's will have no problem 

at all to get Mr. Marshall, their Progressive Conservative Member, 

to use his influence on the Minister of Transportation and Communications 

and no doubt within a matter of a few days we will hear an announcement 

out on the West Coast, Sir, now that the Liberal Party has an excellent 

candidate out there. Mr. Marshall is running scared. Mr. Jim Campbell, 

the new Mayor of Stephenville -

MR. DUNPHY: The honourable gentleman from Bell Island,who 

is trying to support this petition, is wandering a long way from the 

petition and going into elections. Let me assure the honourable member 

that this member is quite capable of getting things in his district. 

He does not have to rely on the opposition. In the past, as the 

honourable gentleman will recall, when I was successful in getting 

twenty-five miles of pavement, the Hon. Member for White Bay North 

was mouthing off and not adding very much to my efforts. I would 

appreciate it if in the future he would keep out of my affairs. 

MR. E. M. ROBERTS (Leader of the Opposition): Mr. Speaker, to that 

point of order. I have no desire to go into the affairs of the honourable 

gentleman. Whatever state his affairs are in is his own problem, not 

mine and not the Houses. I submit my colleague here is within his rights 

in attempting to support this petition. He is doing it in a very effective 

way. If the gentleman from St. George's,whom we are glad to see with us 

once again, out and around and in the best of health once again -
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_MR. EVANS: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Speaking of affairs. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Name the honourable gentleman? I would not 

name the honourable gentleman. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

MR. ROBERTS: What I am suggesting, Mr. Speaker, is that my 

cqlleague has the right to be heard, according to the rules of the 

House. The honourable gentleman from St. George's, if he cannot 

keep his spleen to himself, he would be well-advised to confine it 

to his own colleagues. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

The Hon. Member for Bell Island may indeed have 

the right to rise in support of the petition. I do submit that 

he was certainly wandering very far afield from the prayer of the 

petition. If he should wish to continue, then he should be relevant 

to the prayer of that petition. 

MR. NEARY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

As I understand it, Mr. Speaker, there will be 

some road paving done about fifteen miles away this year. They are 

so close to ~cKay's, Sir, that the people there can almost -

MR. DUNPHY: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. If the honourable 

gentleman is going to rise to support a petition, he can at least 

pronounce the word, McKay's and not McKi's. 

MR. NEARY: 

Mr. Speaker 

Anyway, Sir, there it is. I have no doubt, 

Incidentally .the member made the point himself, Sir, 

that he could well look after his own district. Well, Sir, if he 

could, I wonder why the people had to circulate a petition and 

give it to the honourable member to present here in the House? Why 

could he not have gotten in there and fought with the Minister of 

T~ansportation and CoDDUnications and gotten this road paved and saved 

the people the inconvenience and the trouble of having to circulate a 

petition? 
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MR. DUNPHY: I think I portrayed to the House -

MR. ROBERTS: To a point of ~rder, Sir. Does the honourable 

gentleman have the right to speak again in this matter? If so, 

there are a number of us who would like to get into it. 

MR. SPEAKER: If the Hon. Member for St. George's is not 

rising on a point of order, he does not have the right to read the 

petition again. 

MR. DUNPHY: Point of order, Mr, Speaker. The gentleman 

was misleading the House,to try to convey to the House that I 

was not aware of the needs nor wants of McKay's. I certainly was. 

I asked the people of McKay's, while attending a meeting there just 

a few weeks ago, to strengthen our case and to add a petition to 

the efforts put forward on my behalf. I think I will be successful, 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR, NEARY: 

MR, SPEAKER: 

of the petition -

MR. NEARY: 

Mr, Speaker, may I finish my few remarks now? 

Order please! 

Mr. Speaker, may I finish my few remarks? 

The Hon. Member for Bell Island spoke in support 

Mr. Speaker, I had not finished my remarks. There 

were so many interruptions, I had not finished. 

MR. SPEAKER: In the opinion of the Chair the Hon. Member for 

Bell Island has concluded his remarks in support of the petition and 

is not permitted to continue. 

MR. NEARY: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. I am just going to 

ask the honourable House if this is a new technique now in getting 

things done in one's district. A public meeting is called, suggest 

to the people at the meeting that they circulate a petition and bring 

it into the House. Is this how one gets things done now, Sir? 

MR. DUNPHY: Point of order, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

Would the honourable mel!lber take his seat. 
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MR. SPEAKER: This matter has gone on for quite some time and 

I sense that it is becoming a debate between members of both sides 

of the ·honourable House and I suggest that we get on with other 

business. 

HON. J. :ROUSSEAU (Minister of Manpower and Industrial Relations): May 

I speak in support of the petition, Mr. Speaker, because I was a 

former resident of the West Coast and knowing how hard and how diligent iv 

the Hon. Member for St. George's has fought for every inch of pavement 

in his district and all the other things that he has been able to 

accomplish over there, I know that he needs no assistance in 

getting these small things that he needs. 

I would like to stand up 11m,, for somebody who has worked 

so hard for the wonderful District of St. George's, Ile berates the 

ministers when they do not come across any time that he requests 

something for his district. He is so tenacious and vigilant in 

caring for the needs of his district, I think that this whole House 

should support such a member in his efforts to upgrade the district. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, impelled by the eloquence of the 

gentleman from Labrador West who said that the Member for St_- George' ~ 

needed no assistance and then proceeded to give him exactly that no 

assistance, I too want to say a word or t,.,.- in support of the petition 

so ably and so originally presented by the gentleman from St. George's. 

I hope the people of McKay's will get the pavement 

this year. I suggest to Your Honour and to the House how it can be 

done. All that has to be done is for the Member for St. George's to 

announce that the paving will be done and in fact it will be done. 

I am glad to see the Minister of Transportation and Collllllunications. 

in good health and I hope in full voice,with us again. We welcome him 

back. I have no doubt he will confirm this, Sir, that all is necessary 

is for the Member for St. George's to make a public announcement on 
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the radio and television stations and then it happens. The 

mere fact that the minister may not know anything about it or 

he may say to the House that he knows nothing about it, is of no 

regard at all. The Member for St. George's, Sir, - I think credit 

should be given where credit is due. The Member for St. George's 

has the ability to know what even the cabinet and what even the 

Premier do not know,and that is to get the roads paved. 

I think the people of McKay's should have their road paved. 

If they do not get it paved right away, after what we have heard in 

the House today, it is clearly the responsibility and the fault 

of the gentleman from St. George's. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. F. STAGG: For the second day in a row I rise in support 

of the petition so ably presented by the Hon. Member for St. George's. 

It seems as if he is able to create a great deal of discussion on 

each petition he presents to the House. I think this is the seventh 

or eighth one he has presented and on each occasion it has lead to 

protracted discussion on the merits of the petitions. 

I agree with the matters that are set out in the 

petition. I am going to take a new tack of my own. Since we are 

in adjoining districts, I am going to ask the Member for St. George's 

to come down and assist me in drawing up some petitions so I can 

get some of the pavement of the type he has outlined. 

MR. SPEAKER: It has been brought to my attention that we have 

in the galleries today The Hon. Allan Grossman, the Secretary of 

Resources fo the Province of Ontario. It is a great pleasure for 

me to welcome the honourable gentleman to the galleries today. I 

trust that his visit here is 1110st interesting. 

ORAL QUESTIONS: 

_MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I have a question for the Minister 

of Manpower and Industrial Relations. Could the minister tell us whether 
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he has as yet ( lie or the cabinet - he speaks for the cabinet in this 

matter) have appointed the Chairman of the Advisory Board,which 

is provided for, I think, under Section 35 of the Fishing Industry 

Collective Bargaining Act? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: No, the chairman has not been appointed yet. 

It has been under consideration. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, we have been hearing that answer 

for the last year and one-half. Could the minister tell us when 

the consideration is expected to come to an end and when the appointment 

will be announced? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: As soon as possible, 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, on a different tac k then with the 

honourable gentleman: Could he tell yet whether the government are 

going to introduce the amendments to the Fishing Industry Collective 

Bargaining Act which they first announced two years ago in the House? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: 

all I can say. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

That is before government at this time. That is 

Mr. Speaker, could the minister indicate whether (It 

has been there for two years. It has been announced as policy, not 

by him but by his predecessors in that portfolio who had announced 

that these amendments •~ould be brought before the House) trey will be 

brought before the House in this current session? In view of the 

fact that the price of fish will probably drop and could possibly 

drop severely, surely there is an urgent need for it now, 

MR. ROUSSEAU: It is now before cabinet; that I can say and 

I am sure the honourable memb_er can appreciate that. It is before 

cabinet, Unti 1 cabinet makes its decision,which I hope will be made im

minently , for everybody's sake. I cannot say· anthing further until this 

time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, if I may: I do not know whether we will 

be sitting on Thursday (we may or may not) but may I merely no~e that if 

we should sit on Thursda~, I shall want to raise this matter. 
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MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I just wonder if I could ask a 

supplementary question arising from the questions by my colleague, 

the Leader of the Opposition. Would the minister indicate if the 

regulations that have to be drawn up under this act are drawn up 

and ready to be implemented? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Once the amendment is made or the amendment 

which is now under consideration is made, what we said in the 

original instance is that the act gives no power to the Fishing 

Industry Advisory Board. It is a paper tiger. It has no right 

to look into books to try to find the information it needs in order 

to give an indication to the minister what the price of fish should be. 

Until these amendments are brought in, in effect, then the Fishing 

Industry Advisory Board has no power whatsoever to be able to find 

out the information needed in order to establish itself. 

MR. NEARY: 

even drafted yet. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: 

understand it. 

In other words, the regulations are not 

The regulations would not be necessary, as I 

The amendment to the act would do it. Lt is 

an amendment which would give the Fishing Industry Advisory Board 

the abilities of the Public Enquiries Commissioners, under the 

Public Enquiries Act. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I have so many questions I do not 

know where to start. I will start with my colleague, my friend, the 

Minister of Transportation and Communications. I gave the minister 

advance notice of this question, Sir. I would like to welcome him 

back to the House, Sir. I trust that he is in good health, feeling 

better after his surgery. I would like to ask the minister if he 

would inform the House if there is going to be any road paving done 

on Bell Island this prese~t summer? 

BON. T. V. HICKEY (Minister of Transportation and Communications): Mr. Speaker, 

there is approximately one mile of paving to be done on Bell Island. I 

not sure exactly which one it is. There are a couple of small projects 
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which were, included or at least ones which we hope to get done. One 

of them is included in a tender which has been called, I believe, 

or in the process of being called. I am afraid I cannot give my 

friend any more detail than that because I just got back today and 

my deputy minister and assistant deputy minister are in Quebec City 

for meetings. Until they come back, 1 do not have any further details. 

I can confirm that there is one mile, I believe, of pavement and 

it is to be included in another project. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Would the minister 

undertake to get me some more details about that one mile of paving? 

Could he tell me whether it is going to be Middleton Avenue, the 

East Track or Scotia No. I, the Green or the East End? In what part 

of the island is this paving going to be done? 

the road or what roads are going to be paved? 

What is the name of 

MR. HICKEY: 

MR. NEARY: 

I will. 

Okay, Sir. 

Now, Mr. Sl)eaker, I would like to ask the 

Minister of Public Works what is going on down in the old Daily News 

Building, down there on Duckworth Street? 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: The minister does not know? Well, perhaps the 

Minister of Justice could tell us. Has that building been taken over 

by the government? Is it being renovated by the Oepartment of Public 

Works? Is it getting ready for the appeal court? 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: The minister does not know what is going on? 

My understanding is by t~e Provincial Department of Public Works. 

Mr. Harold Duffett owns the building,in case the honourable gentleman 

is interested. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

'MR. ROUSSEAU: 

MR. NEARY: 

the building. 

(Inaudible). 

I will check it out. 

It is the minister's department that is renovating 
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AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: Find out if they have i t rented and what they 

are doing with it. What is it going co be used for? 

Seeing m.y friend here today, Sir, the 

Minister of Industrial Development, who is so cocky and so lippy, 

can t_he minister tell us if it is true or false that the subcontractors 

in Churchill Falls are being given forty-eight hours to clear out 

and take their equipment out of Churchill Falls? 

HON. W. DOODY (Minister of Industrial Development): That sounds 

like a very silly question. I do not really know if there have been. 

I suspect, 
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certainly hope that they have not been. It sounds like a kind of a 

feat that we were used to under a previous administration. It is 

certainly not the policy of this government. 

MR. NEARY: Well, Mr. Speaker, supplementary. ls the minister aware 

that workers that were recalled by these subcontractors in Churchill 

Falls were sent back home l There is no work there for them and they 

were told that they were given instructions by the government to get 

ready to move out of Churchill Falls. 

~~DOODY: Is that a question? 

MR. NEARY: Yes, that is a question. Is the minister aware of that? 

I asked him in the beginning. 

MR • DOODY : No . 

MR. NEARY: It is not true. 

MR. OOODY: I am not aware. 

MR. NEARY: Not aware. Would the minister undertake to find out if it -----
is correct or not? 

MR. _QOODY:_ Yes, I will undertake, Sir. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, the minister there behind my friend there, 

the Minister of Municioal Affairs and Housing, would the minister 

tell us what he has done ahout the request for special assistance 

from the Town of Wabana to maintain essential services and extend 

water and sewer lines on Bell Island? What is being done about that? 

~- EARLE: Mr. Speaker, sometime ago the minister asked somewhat a 

similar question. The affairs of Bell Island are being gone over very 

closely by officials in my department, trying to come to some satisfactory 

arrangement whereby the council can be enabled to do essential works. 

At the moment they have not yet completed their study. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, supplementary: Hould the m:lnister irirlicate 

when he expects the study, the Doane Report I think it is, to be completed 

and submitted to the minister? The council is threatening to resign. I 

saw a newsletter the other day they put out. 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Speaker, in due course. 

MR. NEARY: Everythi~ with this government is due course, Sir. 
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I wonder, Sir, the Minister of Fisheries is back in his seat and 

I am asking him this question on behalf of my colleague who is attending 

the opening of the fish market over there on the southside today -

MR. DOODY: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: The minister was invited. Why did he not go over to the 

opening? He might have gotten a codfish. I know they have been codding 

the minister long enough, he might have gotten a cod if he went over there 

todav. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! Order please! 

'IR. NEARY: Sir, I want to find out from the Minister of Fisheries 

just what his government is going to do, forget this passing the buck 

to Ottawa, what is the province going to do to help the fishermen in 

Newfoundland and Labrador, I assume who cannot start fishing yet because 

of the ice conditions, especially along the northeast coast. Would the 

minister indicate what the province is going to do? Forget sending 

telegrams to Ottawa. 

MR. DOODY: Why? 

MR. NEARY: Because it is a provincial matter. I want to know what the 

provincial government is going to do about it. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: No, but assistance, ls there going to be any special assistance 

for these fishermen, ~oart from welfarel Will the storm troopers be 

sent in by the Minister of Social Services when they apply for social 

assistance? Is the minister going to answeF? 

MR. COLLINS: Mr. Speaker, I have been trying to find some people during the 

last few days to give me advice on how we can improve the weather and 

how we can get the ice moving off the northeast coast of Labrador and the 

northwest coast and I have been unable to find anyone. I checked all parties, 

including the Liberal Party and the NDP and Social Credit and others.and all 

of them came up with a blank. Now that does not mean there is not a real 

problem existing with regard to the fishermen who were unable to get their 

nets in the water and be able to earn some income. I would remind the 

honourable member that last year we had a similar occurrence and after a 
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lot of pressure was brought to bear on the Minister of the Environment, 

they have not got the good manners in Ottawa to have a Minister 

of Fisheries, after bringing a lot of pressure to bear on the Minister 

of the Environment,and the Premier on the Prime Minister of Canada, 

we eventually convinced the authorities in Ottawa that they did have 

a responsibility in terms of fishermen whose unemployment insurance 

benefits had terminated in mid April and May, to come up with an emergency 

programme for compensating fishermen for lost time, the time lost between 

termination of their unemployment insurance benefits and the time when they 

could get their nets in the water and obtain some income. 

They did come up with a programme. To rive them all credit. 

they did come up with a programme,which was not administered properly 

but that is not my faultnor anyone here; that is their problem. I have 

been in touch with the Minister of the Environment, the honourable Jack 

Davis. The Premier has wired Mr. Trudeau and if we can believe all of the 

utterances from those people during the campair,n now, they are genuinely 

interested in the welfare of the fishermen of Newfoundland. tie have said 

to them that in view of the fact that they have not come up with a proper 

income support programme and in view of the fact that the unemployment 

insurance benefits have terminated because of legislation and the repulations 

and so on and so forth, that they introduce an emergency financial programme 

to take care of the fishermen until such time as they can get their nets 

in the water. 

Now the honourable member for Fogo he wired me a few days ago 

saying that the province had a responsibility. Pe <lo have some 

responsibilities but the real responsibility here, Mr. Spe!'Iker. is 1,.i. t h 

the federal government because the unemployment insurance regulations 

as they are now discriminate against the fishermen of Newfoundland. Before 

the elections started, Mr. Davis was in the province, I met with him, I 

am sure the honourable members met with him, the honourable member for White 

Bay South, I met him going in when I was coming out, and there was every 

indication that an income support programme was going to be introduced. It 

has not been introduced and until that is done then the responsibility rests 
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with the federal government to come up with an income support programme 

to support the fishermen who through no fault of their own cannot 

get their nets in the water to make some money. 

MR. MARTIN: Supplementary to that one, Mr. Speaker, , i nee the honourable 

minister has indicated that the action taken by the federal government 

last year had some imput from the provincial people, I wonder if he 

could tell us whether or not in this year's pror.ramme which they are trying 

to get through, whether the fishermen on the Labrador Coast will be 

treated equally with the fishermen on the ~ewfoundlan<l Coast, since they 

were deliberately left out last year. 

"ffi._C0LLINS: ·~r. Speaker, there is no reason why we should discriminate 

against the Labrador fishermen. The situation might be a little bit 

different there in that normally speakinp. the Labrador fishermen might 

not be getting their gear in the water so quicklv as fishermen on the 

east coast. But whatever the facts are, the main thinp which has got to 

be corrected is the discriminatory aspects of the l'nerr.ployment Insurance 

regulations. Last year,as I said, the federal governemnt came up with 

an emergency programme which was not properly administrated because 

had it been properly administrated the fishermen would have received 

much more money than they did. They <lid not have the wherewithal 

or the intestinal fortitude to carry through and do thin8S like they should 

have been done,because the compensation should have been made available 

to the fishermen whose unemployment insurance benefits had ter~inated 

in April or May. They are the only people who should have benefitted 

from it, the real fisherman whose unemployment insurance benefits had 

terminated. Instead they made the thing available just about on a universal 

basis and where fishermen should have received maybe $700 or S800 or $900 

or $1,000, it ended up that the $2 million that was allocated was divided 

in so many ways that nobody 11:ot anything out of it. What we are suggesting 

to the federal government now and we did then is that they look at the 

unemployment insurance records. It is all available on computer punch-

out~, to find out what fishermen in Newfoundland, I hate to say Newfoundland 

and Labrador hut I will say it for this purpose, all fishermen whose 
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unemployment insurance benefits have terminated, they were the only people 

to have been compensated to have benefitted from the emergency funds 

which were made available. I hope that they will do that this year and 

that the real fishermen will b~ the main beneficiary. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: I will answer that questions which was a shock at the time 

it was mentioned I know, I just checked it out and actually we aTe 

lookin11; into it, which I knew was the case . 11,er : 1 -s nn worK r;eing· aone. 

It is an on~oing thin~. ',, hen a 11overnment department ref!uests space 

we look in the various areas where space mi11;ht be available. There is 

certainly no work goinp. on and negotiations have not in any way as yet 

been finalized but we are certainly considering that as a possible 

site for a government department that has requested it. 

MR. NEA~'l'..:. Could the minister indicate what government department has 

requested sp~ce down there in the old Daily News building? 

MR. ROUSSEAU: The Department of Justice. 

MR. NEARY: ~r. Speaker, I wonder if the Minister of Justice could 

indicate why his department requested the Department of Public Works 

to rent that space. Was it for the Appeals Court? Is it to take the over

flow from the Supreme Court and start new offices? Why has the minister 

requested this office space? 

MR. J!.ICKMAN 1 Minister of Justice: Mr. Speaker, a few weeks ago 

lep.islation was passed by this House authorizing the setting up of 

a Court of Appeals and it may be many months yet before the Government 

of Canada sees fit to introduce the necessary legislation into 

Parliament to amend the Jud11;es Act to provide for the appointment thereto. 

But it is incumbent upon the province to provide the facility to accommodate 

any courts in the province. The present building that is now used by 

the Supreme Court of Newfoundland and by the Ma11;istrate's Court and the 

Family Court is filled to capacity. We looked at the building that is 

presently occupied by the two district courts and received a rough estimate 

that the cost of renovating it would be $.5 million and we thereupon 

asked the Department of Public Works if they would try and find a building 
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reasonatly close to the law library which is situated in the main 

c,nurt iwuse building, to accmmnodate the Court of Appeal. I do hope 

my colleague, the Minister of Public Works and Services.and his 

officials will succeed in finding a building and findin!! an owner 

thereof who will be prepared to do the renovations to comply with our 

requirements and specifications. Thank you for asking me this question. 

'1R. NEARY: ~r. Speaker, the minister has the cart before the horse 

in this case. I think maybe he is expecting Mr. Stanfield to be 

elected and then the minister will be the new judge of the Court of 

Appeals, ~ir, I wonder,seeing the Minister of Fir.ance over there 

is anxious to have a few works today, I notice he J-as the Union Jack 

draped around him today, Sir. I would like to see the Union Jack draped 

around him but in a pine box, not around his neck. 

Sir, I wonder if the minister could tell us,now that he has admitted, 

now that the minister had admitted that the eight per cent sales tax 

on manufactured homes, that is on labour and material and so forth, now 

that the minister has admitted the eight per cent sales tax is unfair, 

what does the minister intend to do about it? There was a sur,i?estion 

of mine made in this House about three weeks ago. 

MR. CROSBIE, Minister of Finance: Mr. Speaker, that is not a question, 

as I have not admitted that any tax is unfair. What I have said is that 

the fact that the sales tax is imposed on mobile homes, well these are 

not mobile homes, they are mobile for a while and then they put in the 

foundation, the sales tax is collected. We are looking at the situation 

to see whether there are any changes to be made so that the sales tax 

only applies to building materials in the home. So that matter is being 

looked into. However, it is not something new. 

MR. NEARY: lt is not something new, Mr. Speaker, I raised it three 

weeks or a month ago in this House. Sir, I wonder if the Minister of 

Transportation and Connnunications could tell us, Sir, what is happening 

in connection with the harbour arterial road . Is there anything new on 

that white elephant over there? 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I will have to takp that question under advisement. 
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As I have told the honourable gentleman.I have just gotten back and 

I have not had a chance to meet with my officials so I am not up to 

date on what the status of that project is hut I wi 11 unclertake 

to get the information for him. 

MR. NEARY: Sir, we are not dragging much information out of him today. 

I wonder if the Premier could tell us what the government's 

position is on wage and price controls. What is the provincial 

governemnt's position on wage and price controls? 

MR. P«>ORES: Mr. Speaker, that is a question that should be 

asked in the House of Commons. I strongly recommend the member 

for Bell Island have a go at that, 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would if I thought it would do any good, 

Sir, is the Premier aware that wage and price controls can also be a 

provincial responsibility and are? 

MR. :t,!OORE!';: No. 

MR, NEARY: The Premier is not aware of that. The Premier does not have 

the nerve to say he favours Mr. Stanfield's wage and price controls or 

not. He does not have the nerve. 

MR. MOORES: Mr. Speaker, with all due respect for the honourable member 

for Bell Island, I made a statement on this. I do not see what it 

has to do with the urgency or the emergency in the House or relevancy 

even of the Rouse. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Stanfield thinks it is urgent. 

MR. MOORES: I have said, Sir, that I think wage and price controls put 

in for a very short period of time,until policies have been formulated by 

a federal government that will deal with the factor of the cost of 

living, that will deal with the factor of this rampant inflation that 

we have had for several years, that is increasing, that obviously the 

Liberal Government in Ottawa has absolutely no means or wherewithal 

to do anything about, they do not know what policies to put in. the 

policies are obvious by their absence, I would say if we had wa~e and prier 

controls for a short period of time until proper policies can be 
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formulated and introduced then yes, Sir, I am in favour of it but 

only for a very short period of time. 

MR. NEARY: What does the Minister of Finance think of that statement? -~ - --

fl!} HONOURABLE ME"'IBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: I heg your pardon! He does not know what he said. 

'-W. ~-~OHE : No, and nobody else knows. 

'IR. N_F~~::,:_: That is true, Sir. Nobody else knows what the Premier said 

either. Slr , I wonder if the minister -

J\N HrJ~TOURABLE '~MTIER: Inaudible. 

l~R. SPEAKP.R: Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: ------·-- If he should want me to go and ask the Premier that question. 

If T _iust asked him about Churchill Falls I mip;ht p;et a different answer, 

like l did the other day. 

"!R. SPEAKER: l)rder please! 

"ffi. NE.AJ!Y: I have a note here for the Premier. r want him to read it after. - - ----
Sir, I wonder if the Minister of .Justice could inform the 

House what his government is doin<'. about proposed increases in this 

nrovince in automobile insurance? 

''II. HTC.K"IAN: !~ell, )Kr. Sneaker, J cannot tell you what mv ll"OVernrnent 

is doing but J can tell you what the honourable Premier's p,overnment is 

doinq. 

'1R. ROHERTS: The Queen I s Government. 

!KR. HICKMAN: Well, the 0ueen I s Government. The superintendent of 

insurance. who is with the Department of Provincial Affairs and the 

Environment, has been asked co inquire of the industry as to the basis 

from which they are now seeking to increase or have announced the 

increase in premiums. The only information we have been able to 

receive so far is that this is attributable primarily to the increase 

in the cost of repairing vehicles that are insured. 

The no-fault: Does the honourable member want the no-fault? 
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MR. NEARY: Yes. I was going co ask a supplementary question about 

the no-fault insurance. 

'lR. HICKMAN: The position on no-fault, Mr. Speaker: How much time 

do we have to answer this question? 

AN HONOURABLl MEMBER: We have a no-fault 1t1inister. 

~- HICKMA.~: How much time, Mr. Speaker? 

MR. SPEAKER: Approximately ten minutes, 

MR. HICKMAN: I have a ten-minute answer on no-fault insurance. 

MR. NEARY: No, table it. I can read. I can read. 

MR. HICKMAN: In view of the fact chat honourable gentlemen opposite 

do not wish co have the details of what is going on with respect to 

no-fault -

MR. NEARY: Does the honourable minister havP. the report of the 

subcommittee of cabinet? 

"R. HTCK'-!A.~: ~av I simply say that the subcommittee of cabinet has 

met on several occasions since I last reported to this House. We, 

together with representatives of the other provinces, excludin!_' the 

three provinces where they already have a state insurance, have met. 

We have told the insurance industry that the submissions they have 

made co dace with respect to a proposed no-fault insurance scheme 

are not satisfactory, that they have not given us figures to indicate 

that the present proposed scheme will result in either a reduction 

in the insurance premiums and/or maintaining them even at their 

present level. 

We have sent them back as well and told them that we want 

a proposal with respe~t to property damage coverage under the 

proposed no-fault scheme. We·have asked them to submit to us and 

also the firm of chartered accountants who are doing a cost analysis 

of this, a proposal whereby there can be some covera~e for a motorist 

under the no-fault scheme, for property damage loss; because the 

no-fault proposal and the no-fault scheme as in force in some other 

jurisdictions prohibits absolutely the right of a motorist to sue a 

third party for property damage to his own vehicle. 
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~any motorists in Newfoundland, I think the fi~ure is about 

fifty per cent, do not carry collision coverape on their vehicles. 

They say · "If I am involved tn a motor vehicle collision, there is a 

fifty-fifty chance chat the ocher person will be co blame, therefore I 

can recover f x:om him under his property damaj?e cove rape.·• Al cernati ve_ly , 

Ta~ a very prudent driver and if I can ~ec by with one collision every 

ten vr:-ars I will be money in -pocket." So, they have noc been carryin~ 

collision insurance . 

To suddenly wine out a cause of action for property dama~e 

a~ainst a third party. 1n my opinion and this ooinion is shared by 

mini~ters from other nrovinces, would he wuch coo drastic. 

We havr,, also noted with sol'le interest the rather tra~ic 

results that have emana ted f rom the :lmposicion of state insurance in the 

Prnvi.nce of 'lanitoha, known as AUTOPAC . This year there was a j?eneral 

nremium increase of nine oer cent and in some instances u~ as hi~h as 

nineteen per cent. There wa·s n very substantial loss co the '-'anitol·•a 

Treasury lase vear . which had to be made up ouc of the net deficit of 

annroximately $10 . l million which had co be made up by the caxoavers of 

"anicot>a. to allow the mocorine public the luxury of 
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what in the beginnin?.; w.as suppose.-J to be a rate below industrv. 1./e 

I-now that '.-!anitoba's is not workin,'. so, 'fr. Speaker, •,;hen we 

re ceive bacl- from the i nrlw;try anrl fr~m the firm of accountlints - whose 

name l have been lool-in~ for here anrl cannot find -

Peat, Marwick'! 

MR. JJrrr1A:;: No, it is not Pe;it, !>farwick it is -

MR. !!_ .. :-i_. KO\-I_E_: Tloane? 

MIL ll!CK!'1AN: No. /lo ir. is not. The government will decide whet'ier 

it is in the best interest of the Newfoundlanrl motorist to have no-

fault insurance. The hope is that we can find a scheme that will 

result i ,. no-fault insurance bein~ iranlemented. 

11R. :JJ.Af<Y: '.fr. Soeaker, I wonder if the honourable the Premier coulrl -- ·- . 
el;ihorate on ,; public statement that bP. made outside of this i!ouse in 

connection with his recent trio to Europe and to Grf:at flritain with 

regard to the negotiations and inLerviews with people that he boned 

would come over and worl- for the r~urchill Falls Corporation? 

HQ_N...:_ f.D.M<JORF.S (Pr:c_"!_i"rl_: Mr. Sneaker, that is not quite accurate. 

Thr· position will he outlined lat<'r today when the debate resumes on the 

IIHlNCU - Churchill Falls Labrador Development hit and piece and it will 

he tGtallv clarifiP.<l ~t that time when I speak. 

!'1R. Nl•:ARY: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question: Wil 1 the Premier 

indicate then if these are replacements for people who have resiP,ned 

at r.hurchill Falls? l asked the minister earlier, before the Premier 

came in, about the suhcontractorl,i down there. Have they heen kicked 

out? 

11R. MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I tried to mention that I will be clarifyin~ 

this later this afteIT10on, I hope evP.n to the honourable member's 

satisfaction. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, iust to change the subiect: I wonder if the -- -- - -
Premier could tell us -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. NEARY: Yes they have resigned, Sir. 

AN HON. MF:MBER: N'o! No! No: 

MR. NEARY: "That ain't the way I heered it.•· 

honourable the Premier - to change the subject 

I wonder, Sir, if the 

could tell us what is 
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happening to the buffalo population on Brunette Island? 

MR. MOORES: I have no idea, Mr. Speaker. Maybe we should send the 

honourable gentleman, "The Reddy Kilowatt from Bell Island", to check 

it out. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

MR. SIMMONS: Mr. Speaker, I would like to direct a question to the 

Minister of Municipal Affairs: I wonder if he would bring us up to 

date on the proposed road for Gaultois. I have been having some 

difficulty getting information. I have tried a number of ministers hut 

I understand now that it is the responsibility of the Department of 

Municipal Affairs. Could the minister bring us up to date on what is 

happening on the Gaultois road? 

MR. H,R_:_v_.EA_RLE (M.inister of Municipal Affairs and Ho~sing) :_ Mr, Speaker, 

at the moment I am not in a position to give a correct answer. I will 

check it out and see where we stand. 

MR. SIMMONS: I s ee the Minister of Transportation. Perhaps he could 

also indicate to me or to the House, what is happening on the ferry for 

Gaultois. He undertook a couple of months ago to pursue this matter 

with all haste. I have been having some difficulty getting reports since, 

so perhaps he could brief us on it. 

MR. T. V. HICKEY (Minister_oLix:an:;p.or.tati~m sm.c!.J&.mgiunicatiom;): Mr. Speaker, 

all I can tell the honourable gentleman is that subsequent to his meeting 

and that of the delegation from Gaultois, I passed on that request to the 

Director of Transportation. I have not had the chance to get together 

with him but I have asked him to give me some details in terms of what was 

required and so on. As soon as I get the report from him I shall be glad 

to pass it along. 

MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary: Is the minister indicating that a 

feasibility study is being done now? 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I am not sure whether I would term it a 

feasibility study. I have asked the Director of Transportation to 

indicate to me, for example, what type of vessel would be required and 

some further details before we get into actually talking about the 

service. At the present time it is not clear to me what kind of service 

would be required norindeed what kind of a vessel would be required. 
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MR. SIMMONS: A supplementary: When does the minister expect to 

be able to have this study at band and the findings? 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Speaker, I have no idea. As I indicated I have 

just gotten back and I have not had the chance to talk to my officials 

yet. I do not know how long it will take. All I can say to the 

honourable gentlemen is that as soon as I get it, I have no reason to 

keep it from him, I shall be glad to contact him and pass on the 

information. 

MR. SPEAKER: The time for the question period has now expired and 

we shall proceed to Order of the Day. 

On motion,that the House resolve itself into Committee of the 

Whole to consider certain resolutions relating to the raising of 

moneys required for the purchase by the Province from Brinco Limited of 

all the interest and title of that company in and to hydro electric 

facilities and water rights in Labrador, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Order! I think the honourable the Leader of 

the Opposition had the floor when we finished on Friday. 

MR. ROBERTS: Thank you! Mr. Chairman, I had said a few words on 

Friday by way of introduction. I would like to say a few more by means 

of closing phase (1) of our remarks on the resolution before the 

committee. 

The basic point, I think which I had made on Friday, Mr. Chairman, 

was the point that the government have not yet given the committee nor for 

that matter the people of Newfoundland any real information about the 

financial aspects of the Upper Churchill pro.1ect itself. They have not 

told us how much money the Churchill Falls Labrador Corporation is 

expected to earn in a given year. The corporation's income should within 

the next year, I should think, be at its peak or at least have reached a 

very high level. The only product of the company will be the electricity 

which comes from the Upper Churchill. The only source of revenue will 

be the money they will get from selling that power. As we all know,the 

power has been sold for many years forward and for many years forward 

at a fixed price. 

That means that it should be relatively easy to foresee the 
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revenue of the company. The expenses I would think are nearly as 

easy to foresee. The cost of the money that has been borrowed to 

build the project is foreseeable. Most of the money in fact has 

been borrowed. The only variable cost I would assume would be 

staff, operations and maintenance costs,and they are surely a very 

small part. I suspect the government have this information. Indeed, 

I am- quite sure that they do and I would like them to make it publ1c. 

I also made the point on Friday,which I think is worth making 

again just to put the thing into perspective, that to my colleagues 

and me the question with respect to the Lower Churchill is the 

destiny of the power and the price which shall be paid for that power 

and above all the involvement of the province in providing that price 

and in consuming that power. The Ministe·r of Energy made the statement 

(I am putting words in his mouth but I think I am accurately reproducing 

his thought) that an aluminum plant or some such high-load factor, 

high-volume consumer of energy was not necessary. I was glad to hear 

him say that because,as I said and let me say again, an aluminum plant 

I think is of debatable value to Newfoundland. 

It is a very expensive proposition. It would take a great deal 

of money to put one here. That money would not be put up by us but we 

would have to put up the money to provide the power supply. If an 

aluminum plant should use one-third of the Upper Churchill power, as it 

easily could, then we are putting up, if the cost is say $1.2 million, 

and it is more than that as I will come to, we are putting up $400 

million for power for an aluminum plant. 

I say that if industry should want to come and it cost us $400 

million,we have a right to expect a good deal in return. I am not sure 

that an aluminum plant represents such a good deal at all on those terms. 

I think it should be borne in mind that alUlllinum in particular and it is 

the one that everybody talks about when we come to talking of energy 

consumption, aluminum consumes a very great deal of energy for a 

relatively low return in jobs. Our interest in these projects is surely 

largely, not totally but largely based upon the number of jobs 
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to be produced and the amount of money that will be put into 

circulation. 

Afternoon 

We must be concerned as well with environmental considerations 

and with the general social factors. The aluminum nlant bv that 

measuring, by those standards then comes off at least as badly as any 

other large, heavy industry, anv other large industrial process. 

I hope that we will not get locked into the position where we 

have to take an alU111inum plant. I would think that as we look at the 

Lower Churchill - there was an editorial in the "Telegram" on Saturday 

if I may be permitted to refer to that "yellow rag of journalism" or 

whatever it is. The"scurrilous dogs". I forget the current epithet 

that is being used,but it made a very good point. Sometimes the 

"Telegram" editorials make very good points and this is one of them. 

The point was that the deals which the government shall be making in 

the next little while, the next year or two,whatever it is with respect 

to the sale of the power from the Lower Churchill, the energy from the 

Lower Churchill, that we will really not know the value of those deals 

.or not know the social nor economic worth or otherwise for a number of 

years. 

The "Telegram" said that some of the present cabinet may not be 

in office,and I believe that to be correct. Indeed, I believe none of 

them will be in office by 1979,the date that they mentioned. It also 

said that some of them would be dead. I hope that that is a little 

optimistic. The only demise I wish for gentlemen opposite is political 

and the sooner that comes the better. 

Mr. Chairman, there is an important point: We are going to have 

if the Lower Churchill development is brought to the island, as the 

ministry say they intend to do, we are going to have a very large block 

of power, 1,800 megawatts,in round figures, twice as much as we are now 

consuming on the island,for all purposes. 

MR. DOODY: 1,400. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well the Teshmont Report is 1,760. 

MR. DOODY: That is up there. 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. DOODY: 

That is up there. How much comes to the island? 

1,400 firm on the island. 

Afternoon 

MR. ROBERTS: 1,400 firm on the island. We are still talking one 

and a-half times as much as we are now consuming on this island. That 

is a lot of power, Sir. The Minister of Industrial Development is 

playing his usual role of being a "Yes" man. 

HR. DOODY: I always agree with the honourable Leader of the Opposition, 

Sir. 

MR. ROBERTS: The honourable gentleman does always agree. 

MR. DOODY: Always. 

MP-. ROBERTS: Unfortunately he agrees not only with me but he agrees 

with others and that, Sir, is his problem. Mr. Chairman, the position 

is that the government are going to have to find a customer for that 

power. Until they have a customer at commercial rates for a long period 

of time, then there will be nobody willing to put up the money needed to 

finance the whole development. That includes the Government of Canada 

and that includes the money people,be they in London or in Montreal or 

in New York or wherever the money of this sort comes from. 

The Minister of Industry shakes his head. Well, I say that for once he 

is wrong. For once he should agree with" me that nobody will len<l the 

province, whether it be the province directly or whether it be Gull 

Island Power Company Limited, I do not care what they call it, if they 

set up a corporate entity to deal with the development of the Lower 

Churchill nobody is going to lend
0

the money needed, over $1 billion, it 

will be close to $1.5 billion by the time ~e are done, nobody is going to 

lend that money without take-or-pay contracts for a very large chunk of 

the power to be produced and at rates that will generate revenues 

sufficient to amortize the debt, to repay the principal and to pay the 

interest. 

We have two choices for that, Sir. We do not have to have 

industry. We do not have to,but we have to have a customer. My fear is 

and I think the government are on the brink of this now, I think they have 

made a political commitment and now they are going to have to chop 

reality to fit into it. I think they may be in the position of Procrustes, 

Procrustes1 bed, who took travellers in and made people fit his iron bed. 
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If they were too short they were stretched and if they were too tall 

they haq their feet chopped off or their heads chopped off. It goes 

way back to classical times. 

I might also remind the honourable member of another classical 

simile that he for one would do well to remember. It is the story of 

Icarus, a man who on wings of wax and fea~hers flew too close to the 

sun. When Icarus got too close to the sun the wax and the wings 

melted. I would remind the honourable member that those who get too 

close to the radiance of high places often wilt and suffer. 

AN HON. MEMBER: That happened to the honourable Leader of the 

Opposition some time ago. 

MR. ROBERTS: No, Sir. My fall from grace had nothing at all to do 

with that sort of thing, 

MR. DOODY : That was not the sun then? 

MR. ROBERTS: No, Sir. In Newfoundland it was not. The Minister of 

Industrial Development would do very well. He has a chance here to do 

somethinp, worthwhile for Newfoundland or he has a chance to particip'ate 

in what could be one of the great disasters in Canadian History. I 

must say, on his record he is equally competent to achieve either. 

Now, Sir, we are a long way ahead of selling beans or whatever 

the honourable gentleman tells us he has done. 

MR. DOODY : (Inaudible) 

MR. CROSBIE: Of all the things he has done so far,I do not krow of one 

mistake he made. 

MR. ROBERTS: I realize the Minister of Finance does not know of any 

mistakes but that in itself, Sir, -

MR. DOODY: I am as good at selling beans as the honourable member is 

at practicing law. That is the way I look at it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr.Chairman, they are all great tenders of the fact that 

I have not practiced law. At least let me say this, Mr. Chairman: I am 

able to go back to the practice of law,which is more than I can say for 

the honourable gentleman going back to the selling of beans. The standard 

of the bean industry has improved considerably since the honourable 

gentleman sold them. 

MR. DOODY: They would love to have me. There are thousands of them 
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screaming outside the building now; "Doody leave the government and 

come back to the beans." 

MR, ROBERTS: Yes, Sir, I agree. There are thousands outside the 

building screaming; "Doody leave the government." Most of them are 

the honourable gentleman's constituents,as he will find out. 

MR. DOODY: That is right for -

MR. ROBERTS: Now, Mr. Chairman, 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: (Inaudible) 

MR. CHAIID-[Ai~ (Stagg): Order please! Order please! Being the first 

day of the week and the honourable gentlemen have now gotten some of 

their more intemperate remarks out of their systems, maybe we can 

resume this debate; I'. relevant debate and a courteous debate. 

HR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, as I was saying,the problem is that we 

are going to have a great quantity of power. We are goinP, to have to 

find a customer and there are only two possible customers, two possible 

~roups of customers: (1) is the government themselves through the 

Newfoundland and Lbardor Power Commission or through some other agency 

and the other is industrial development. In the latter, if one wish, 

underlying it all is the domestic load growth. 

I am told that by 1990 predictions are that the present domestic 

load will have grown to the point where it will absorb all of the extra 

power which could he produced from the Lower Churchill. That is fine, 

Sir. That is .iust Jim Dandy. In 1990 all of the power which would 

come to the island would be used up in normal domestic use. Well and 

good, a customer. Not a VPry good customer in economic terms, because you 

are Jocking at load factors at fifty per cent, but a customer, somebody 

to use the power. At least half of the power that will be produced from 

the Lower Churchill would be paid for. Who would pay for the other half? 

We the people would. What do "'e do for the eleven years in between? They 

are talking of this power coming here to the island in 1979 but 1990 is the 

earliest date at which, under present predictions, the domestic load 

growth will have grown sufficiently to absorb all of that power. 

Yet, Sir, the power must be paid for the moment the money is 

borrowed,which means at the very latest 1979. The interest during construction 
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will be capitalized in accordance with the nonnal technique. I say 

there is a danger. I am not saying that it 1'411 happen, I hope it 

will not but the danger is there and the ministry are being 

intellectually dishonest in attempting to mislead the country. If 

they do not point out that the moment we the Newfoundland people 

decide through the government to go ahead and develop the Lower 

Churchill, we take upon ourselves the borrowing of all the money 

involved, $1 billion, $1.5 billion,and consequent upon that we take 

upon ourselves the obligation to repay that money. The money to repay 

that debt can come from only two sources: It either comes from the 

sale of the power or it comes from us the taxpayers. The burden of 

repaying that could be extremely heavy. It is estimated at the best 

level in this report, this Teshmont business, at over $100 million a 

year. That is a lot of money. 

If we sell all the power all is well and dandy, If the 

ministry can show us where they will sell the power and show us how it 

will be sold at commercial rates for desirable industries, then I 

would be the first to stand and say; Hurrah: and Well done: They have 

made no such efforts to show this. There is vague talk. The Premier 

goes to Corner Brook and speaks to his own riding association at a 

mass meeting. He talks about four, five, six or seven types of 

industry which will come. These are essentially the ones outlined in 

this report (I forget the page) a caustic soda plant, a chlorine plant, 

a cement, an aluminum reduction plant; all of them fine and all of 

them pipe dreams. 

The cement plant may be close to reality; really through little 

achievement of the government hut through the normal -

MR. DOODY: They laughed at the mine. 

MR. ROBERTS: What mine? 

MR. DOODY: The tech mine. 

MR. ROBERTS: I did not laugh at the tech mine. Mr. Chairman, the 

honourable gentleman is attempting at the very best to twist and to 

distort. 

MR. DOODY: Not at all. 

MR. ROBERTS: The tech mine was made possible by grants. 
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MR DOODY: They refused to build the northern highway. What a joke! 

'1R ROBERTS: No, Sir. What I do say again is that the government are, 

to use David Lewis's phrase, taking part, taking part in a giant corporate 

rip-off lv giving a great, rich company, a great rich corporation that 

can develop a mine and will make great profits out of that mine, depleting 

all resources, they will give them a free road. ~ice crowd! Another 

coroorate rip-off! 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: DREE Road. 

MR ROBERTS: Free road! Free and DREE! I would rather, Sir, if we are 

going to have DREE roads, let them put the road where the need is. 

Let the Premier get in his car and drive with me, or without me if he 

prefer, from Deer Lake to St Anthony, and let him then see where the 

road should go if they have nREE money. It is going in the Daniel's 

Harbour section because the province insisted upon it , because the 

province insisted unon it, asked for it, insisted upon it and said 

ap,ain and again that it must go there. Their interest was not people, 

their interest was the zinc mine. That was their interest. No, Sir. 

thejr interest in puttinp. that DRF.E money and that free road for that 

great mining company -

MR SPEAKER: Order please! I would like to hear the end of it. It 

will nrobablv take some time. I suggest it is stretching the bounds of 

relevancy to the resolution under discussion. 

!'R ROBERTS: I can understand Your Honour's ruling. I only hope the 

~inister of Irdustrial Development does as well. The point I was making 

was that the Premier,in Corner Brook, and it was based upon a statement 

in the Teshmont Report, the Premier announced a great range of possible 

energy users, possible industry could come to Newfoundland to use energy. 

(I will be at least ten minutes, yes.) The Premier is dving for a 

911loke. The Minister of Health would take umbrage to that, and so he should. 

The industries are only pipe dreams, except for the cement plant. 

The cement plant is a very real possibility because we have the resource~ 

and the economics of it in the world market and particularly in the 

American market are now such that our resource - it is down in Your 

Honour's district. Your Honour doubtlessly knows all about it. 
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Your Honour will doubtlessly be there laying the first cement or whatever 

it is one does to open a cement plant: and the gentleman from St George's 

will be a good second, which is his normal role in life anyway. 

Now, Sir, the government are embarking upon this plan. They 

realize that the island needs power. There is no doubt at all that 

Newfoundland is going to run out of power, the Island of Newfoundland 

and the Mainland of Labrador are going to run out of power very quickly 

and very soon and very shortly. So, we must have power. If the Lower 

Churchill he the way to do it, they have not yet shown us that. I am 

not opposing it, I am not endorsing it, I am merely raising the question. 

They have not yet shown that the Lower Churchill is the best means of 

providing the power that we must have in Newfoundland. 

They have come up with all sorts of airy-fairy statements that 

sound magnificent until they are examined. They have talked, for 

example, of exporting power to Quebec. The Premier has said this a 

number of times. The gentleman from Placentia West, the Minister of 

Mines and Energy, said again in the House on Friday, when he spoke. 

Quebec, I have no doubt, will purchase our power. They will 

purchase it at a damn cheap price. The Teshmont suggestion is five 

mils; but it costs us fifteen mils for the island - and thev are 

proposing to sell it to Quebec for five mils, short term, short-term 

recall. First of all, there is no evidence that Ouehec will buy power 

on that basis and, secondly, there is no mention anywhere of the cost 

of providing the means of transmitting that power from the Upper 

Churchill - the inter-tie is provided for from the Lower Churchill to 

the Upper Churchill: from the Upper Churchill West. I am tnlrl, Mr. 

Chairman, by an engineer and I must go on what I am told, that the lines 

now there are not adequate to handle any significant extra amount of 

power. There are three lines there. Two of them are used to carry the 

full capacity of the Upper Churchill and the third is a spare to get 

an extra amount of power. 

IN HONOURABLE ~ER: The word from Hydro Quebec says that -

MR ROBERTS: The word from - I would like to see somebody a little more 

authorative than the minister speaking off the cuff. I would like to 

see a statement, I would like to see a proposal, I would like to see 

something behind, beyond airy-fairy statements. The Premier's statement 
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in Corner Brook again was that airy-fairy when it came to this. fine 

and dandy! But where are we going to get the money? We are on the back 

of the note and Quebec know it. The Minister of Finance was so eloquent 

the other day when he talked ar-out the bargaining power of 0uehec or the 

one-sided relationship which existed between Newfoundland on the one 

side and Quebec on the other, or Brinco and Ouebec,when it came to 

selling Churchill power. Well, what bargaining power would we have here? 

Short-term power going west to Ouehec, Sir, is a pine dream, an absolute 

pipe dream. The danger is that the ministry will go ahead and build 

this project and then go looking for power consumers, then go looking 

for somebody to pay them for the energy: but meanwh:tle we mll he nn 

the hack of the note, Sir,we wil] he lashing out the money each year. 

That is the danger. 

Then too when they come to talk of industry,there is another 

noint I would like them to elaborate upon when thev speak and that is 

the liability factor, the back-up factor. lndustrv, the heavv user:e;, 

narticularly an aluminum plant insist upon a great degree of back-up~ 

thirty or forty per cent I am told in aluminum plants. If thev normallv 

have a million units of electricity they want an assurance that at least 

three hundred thousand to four hundred thousand be available from an 

alternate source of supply, should the main source of supply for some 

reason cease to produce. And we are proposing to build an aluminum 

olant on this island, and one suggestion, proposing to build it at 

the end of a six hundred mile power line across some of the wildest 

country in North America. What are we using for back-up? Are we 

going to use Bay D'Espoir? That is terrific, just magnificent! We are 

all sitting at home some evening, watching our television, and a little 

notice comes on: "The main line is in trouble, therefore we are going 

to have to cut into the alternate supply. Therefore, ladies and gentlemen, 

your power is going to be cut in half so we can keep the pot line 

warm on the aluminum line." 

Where is the alternate line going to come from? Thermo plant? 

Possibly. Maybe Holyrood. Holyrood is already being used for hack-up. 
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Is it enough? If not, what is the extra cost? Another matter the ministry 

haA not dealt with. On the quasi-technical thing, let me add something 

to the remarr.s of the ~inister of Energy about crossing the Straits: 

The Teshmont people have recoaanended there are two possible way 

of getting no~-1er across the Straits. It is a startlfn~ imput into the 

obvious. They either run it in a submarine cable laid along the floor 

or they dig a tunnel and put the power cables through the tunnel. They 

recommend that it he laid on the submarine ceble route, that tunnels 

be driven down at each end and out a little bit under the Straits and 

from then on it just follow the course of the bott01T1 across the way. 

Well, it is known that power to cross the Straits it will have 

to be a tunnel. There is no other way around it. The Teshmont Report 

makes a ·great point of saying that the depth of the water is two hundred 

and ten feet and that there is a central hank protecting it and that no 

icehergs can get down beyond that to destroy the cable. 

~r. Chairman, on last Thursday, when I checked this when I 

thought I might get to Speak in the debate on that day, Thursday I 

checked this and there was an iceherg aground south of the Central Bank, 

directly on the route of the cable route, the proposed cahle route across 

the Straits, in three hundred and ten feet of water. It was just off 

Point Amour on the Southern Coast of Labrador, and if there had been 

cables in existence that iceberg would have in all probability damaged 

those cables and possibly cut them. 

So much for the Teshmont Report. But the fact remains that on 

last Thursday there was an iceberg, and it may still be there for all I 

know, aground in three hundred and ten feet of water. It was observed 

by the University Iceberg Report Spotting Station at Point Amour. They 

bought the lighthouse from the Government of Canada, the Transport Department. 

They have a team there. They have been studying it for a number of years. 

So for them to put the power across the Straits it will have to be in a 

submarine tunnel. We cannot take a chance because if the power should 

be interrupted it is not just a matter of replacing a fu~e or of ge~ting a 

new cord and splicing it on to the appliance, it is a matter of getting 

new cable and new cable laid. I am told that unless one be willing to carry 
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a very high inventory of twenty or thirty millions to have the cahle just 

spare, ready on the shelf, that if one were not to do that one faces a wait 

of a year or two years to get new cables made to specifications. 

It is obvious that tf we are going to come across the Straits we 

are in for the extra cost of the tunnel whatever it may be. That will be 

$50 million or $h0 million or $70 million. I think if the ~inister of 

Energy were to be frank with the House he would tell us that the technical 

peonle at Ottawa have expressed the same doubts as well, the very serious 

doubts about anv possihility of bringing the power across the Straits by 

submarine cable, with the degree of reliance and safty and effectiveness 

which is needed, 

If we are going to bring it across the Straits, we are going to 

put it rock tunnel across underneath the bottom of the Straits and bring 

it down to Forteau somewhere and bring it up on the other side to Salvage 

Cove or somewhere on that part of St Barbe North. 

I have already touched upon the reliability, the factor that again 

has not been dealt with by any of the speakers for the ministry nor, 

as far as I can see, with the rePort. 

What do we use for back-up sunplies? Are we goin~ to put the whole 

orovince's energy position in as hostag.e at the end of a s:fx hundred mile 

line? Obviously that is unthinkable. We have some supplies on the Island, 

but are we going to have enough? If our domestic consumption is going to 

increase from nine hundred megawatts a year or gigswatts or gigawatt how e" ver 

that turns out to be - if it is going to increase from a capacity of nine 

hundred megawatts a year to a capacity of twenty-three hundred or twenty-four 

hundred mepawatts a year, obviously the back-up supplies that we now have are 

not adequate. We shall need others. Where are they to come from? Where are 

they to be and what are they to cost? Because if we are to build thermo 

plants, these are very expensive,as we all know. They may be the only 

solution. What else? But again, what are the government thinking? 

On the subject of cost, ~r. Chairman, I would like to know just 

what effect all of this is goinp. to have on the debt of this province. 

The Minister of Finance pooh-poohed and scorned and got off with all his 

usual cheap clantrap which to me is dead certain proof that he is concerned, 

that he l<nows,that he is worried that th:fs proposal to borrow over a billion 
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dollars, every cent of ,.,,hich, '-fr. Chairman, will be directly on the credit . 

of this province. It may not show in the direct debt but it will certainly 

show in our guaranteed debt: and in one blow we are going to double the 

debt of Newfoundland, from a billion and two hundred million dollars, a 

billion and three hundred million dollars, whatever it is today, to over 

two and a half billion dollars. I would think, ~r. r.hairman, this is 

something that should be looked at and examined and thought about by all 

the neonle of Newfoundland, because we need roads and we need schools 

and hospital and water and sewer svstems and we need a great deal else 

in Newfoundland: and our capacitv to get those things depends upon our 

capacity to borrow money with which to build them and our canacity to 

repay that money we have horrowP-d. But if we increase the debt of the 

province, if we double it with one shot, what does that do to our 

canacity to borrow? The Minister of Finance has already, time and time 

again,lectured us with his tales of woe about how much we have borrowed 

and how we cannot go on borrowing as much. And we saw a savage tax 

increase this vear, brought in for one purpose only, to annease the bond 

market, to try to convince them that they should lend them more money. 

What is going to hanpen when we add on a billion dollars to a billion 

and a half dollars? Let there he no doubt that everv cent of it will 

be on our debt, every cent of it. That includes Ottawa because even if 

nttawa put un the five hundred million dollars or whatever the trans

mission lines will cost, and I believe they will and I hone they will 

and I think they should, that shows on our debt. We have to undertake 

to pay off that debt and it is as much a part of the debt of this 

nrovince as is the Confederation Building, the lease-hack here, or the 

linerboard mill at Stephenville. If anybody think the Government of 

Canada are going to nut up a trani;mission line and give it to us, 

he has another think coming. Five hundred million dollars even for 

Ottawa is a very great deal of money and they will do it only if they 

can be shown how it is to be naid back and given some security so that 

they get their repayment. They owe nothing less to the taxpayers of 

Canada and the people of the country who put up the money. 
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The total cost we are told, according to the report, twelve hundred 

million dollars: five hundred million at Gull Island, in round figures, 

five hundred millions, in round figures, for transmission, fifty millions 

for the inter-tie to the Upper Churchill: one hundred and fifty millions 

extra capacity on the Island, twinning or tripling,or whatever the 

technical phraee,of our power lines on the Island. 

I say, Sir, that is not the true cost. I say that if we come out 

of this with less than one and a half billion dollars we will be doing 

well. The ~inister of Energy can say anvthing he want , he can produce 

all of the fancy figures he want but anything less than a billion and 

a half dollars, $1,500,000,000. 

AN H0NOURABLE ~EMBER: He is using his glass ball. 

MR ~nRERTS: I am not using my glass ball, I am merely saying what 

has hapnened to every project that ever was started. I am also relying 

uoon Mr. Jamieson who made some very good statements which have not 

been critid.?.ed - Oh, they have heen criticized, of course, hP.cause they 

are unpalatable hut they have not heen ccrntrarlicted. This Tes!,mont Rep,..,rt 

is based on money at seven and a-half per cent, eight and a-half ner 

cent. Money today is eleven ner cent and twelve per cent. I was at a 

luncheon, so was the ~inister of Finance, at which the chief general 

:malyst of the Bank of Commerce was present. He was here and took 

out a number of nrosperous oersons and a number of us de~tors, bought 

us all a lunch. He said, and it was not a orivate affair at all, that 

he could not see any real change in interest rates. He did not know 

~•hat Pas goi.ng to happen, but he said that they might go down a little 

hit in the next little while, but he certainly would not het a lot of 

money on it. Well, we are betting a lot of money on an interest rate. 

The maior cost of a hydro-development is the cost of the borrowed money. 

When the Minister of Energy speaks, and he can speak again and 

again and again, let him deal with those facts. What is it going to 

cost at eleven per cent interest or ten per cent interest? 

MR BARRY: It is still the lowest cost.if the rates are anything less 

than thirteen per cent -
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MR ROBERTS: The honourable gentleman says "lowest cost". I shall come 

in a minute to lowest costs, compared to what? 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: The other alternatives. 

I am sorry? 

MR ROBERTS: What I want to know is what it is going to do to the credit 

of the province and what effect it is going to have on our borrowing power. 

I do not see how and I do not think anybody can see how we are going 

to be able to borrow another billion dollars without it affecting our 

credit. That is six year's borrowing. Add on the $160,000,000 we are 

borrowing in the bill before the collDllittee; project financing. Of course 

it is nro.1ect financing but it still has to be borrowed and paid out. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: There is a lot of difference in the borrowing. 

MF. ROBERTS: Yes, that is true. That is true. The difference, Mr. Chair111an, 

the difference is that the ~roject nays it back. That is why I kept asking 

when will the nroject, where are we going to get it paid back? That is 

the information we have not had. That is the information we have not got. 

That is the important information. Of course it will affect it. The 

Ray D'F.spoir was nroject financing. If one heard honourahle gentlemen 

when they were on this side talking about the debt of the province, a 

quarter of a million of which includes Bay D'Esnoir. We did not hear 

any talk about project financing then, ~fr. Chairman, nor did we hear any 

talk about pro_1ect financin,-- when we came to look at the guarantees 

for all the other things shown in exactly the same way, F.PA, all the 

other industrial developments which stand to the debt of this province, 

the fish nlants and what have you, all of them project financing. But 

the only person in this project is the Government of the Province and the 

only peonle who stand behind it are the taxnayers of this orovince. So 

that is why the ouestion must be asked and it must be dealt with. 

In the Testmont Report, page 26:- "Even given fast energy growth, 

even given the )?'overnment's optimistic forecast .•• " and I suspect 

they are more than optimistic - " ••• the power will not be used until 1985, 

in full." Who pays for the surplus energy? This year in the estimates 

of the government there is provision for about ten million dollars for 

surplus energy, and that is in connection with the Holyrood thermo plant 

and the surplus capacity we have on the Island, about one-third; thirty-three 
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oer cent accordinp to the Teshmont fiJ<Ures. 

Who fa p,oing to pay for the surplus energy from 1979 to 198-5? 

The answer is we, the peoole. Sure we are! Sure we are : It is going 

to come ripht out of our pockets, another two per cent or three per 

cent o r four ner cent on the sales tax, that is what we will oay . That 

ii; what 1,ie will nay. f'ne po;!.nt is nine million dollars or ten trillion 

dollars . !lo,., many ooints to nay for that? Well, we will come back 

to the question of other thenn.o olants beside oil plants or coal 

plants or nuclear plants, the three sources of the=o oower. Nobody has 

ever used wood that J knov of to make thenno power, a l thou,i;h to hear 

the forestry neonle talk r,erhaos that is going to come next. 

If we ,r.o on the «low 17.rowth. whatever that me.ans, 1988: So we 

arP stuc• at the heat w1ch six years of paying for power that is not 

bei.nS?. u!=:ecl and stuclr as well with the grave danger that even 1n a fa:st 

ener~v ~rowth we wi,Jl see loss leaders. 

Let us put this to the ministry: They say n·ow ,md thev orohahly 

mean it, I think they mean it: "Oh well, we are not ,r.o1.nit to h:ive ;rny 

giveaways of power. " And they will all. stand and say to me: '"We 

will all s tand and believe it!" Well, I ask them now recause l have 

seen the situation where honourable and honest inen, honourahle !(entlemen 

opposite are honourable and honest, ii:et tranped. I can see it now; 

they have to i:ell a certain !.'rnnortfon 
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of the power. They have only one, two or three possible customers. 

That is all they will have, only ,a limited number. They will have 

·to take any terms they can get. The customers know that just as 

Hyd·ro Quebec knew full well the situation with res1>ect to the 

power on the Upper Churchill. The Minister of Finance went on at 

some length and he was quite right. 

I invite the ministry now (They may laugh at this but 

I think it is an idea that is well worth looking into.) to put an 

act on the books of this House, on the Statutes of this Province. 

that no power can be sold at less than cost. Put it on the Statute 

Books so that no minister or no cabinet have any power to do it. 

If there should be a case to do it, come back to the House and the 

House can change any law that the House has ever made. It would 

be statute barred. Then when the industries come in, a cost can 

be defined. It could be worked out. It might take a few words but 

it could be done. It worked out with John Shaheen a number of times. 

MR. DOODY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Right, using the same definitions that we worked 

out the first time around, word for word. They are written by 

Mr. Fred Woolgar and Mr. Larry Johnson of Peat, Marwick,and checked 

by all sorts of people.but good definitions. Put it on the books 

and then a company fir;ures: "Ah, ha! 'fo p.ot 1\Jewfound1 and now, boys: 

She has got to sell 300 or 400 megawatts of power and we are the 

only possible users." Give the ministry the ability to say, 11well, we 

are statute barred, we cannot go into the House. Unless we go into 

the House, we cannot sell it at less than the defined rates; It 

is a suggestion well worth thinking about because believe me, Mr. Chairman ; 

I can see the day coming when the ministry, be it this ministry or 

be it their successors, will be faced with the alternative of, "Boys, 

we got to sell the power. The only customer is a crowd who will buy 

it at a fire-sale rate, at a cheap rate. Are we going to do it or 

are we going to start digging into our own pockets to pay it out?" The 

Minister of Energy shakes his head. The Minister of Energy, Sir, is 

not much older than I am. Indeed, he may not even be as old as I am. 
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We are approximately the same age. I am afraid that I have seen 

more for good and for bad government than he has yet. I would 

suggest to the Minister of Energy that that suggestion is well-worth -

MR. BARRY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: If the minister he genuine in his protestations 

that the province will not sell power at uneconomic rates, then 

let him bring in such legislation and put it on the books. It 

could always be changed if time should show the necessity to change 

it. It can always be changed. The House can change any law that 

the House has ever passed. We have that right under the constitution. 

I suggest that, It would be a good, earnest -

AN HON. MEMBER: Define cost. 

MR. ROBERTS: Of course, one has to define cost. It might 

take a hundred pages to define cost. That would be a lot cheaper 

and a lot easier than selling power ac less u1an che cosc. of co•ir~c,, 

cost can be defined. It is defined in the Teshmont Report and it 

is defined in even document the minister has. If it is not defined, 

he is working with less than the full information. This is not 

going to be cheap power, Mr. Chairman. Even giving the federal 

financing a"lternative, which is the cheapest alternative, the 

cost at the bus bar, 1985, is supposed to be 4.3 mils: 01·, -l ,mother 

4.3 mils to move it to the island. Mr. Chairman, you are looking 

at 8.5 mi] power. Given the federal financing of the whole picture, 

1980, Hr. Chairman, you are looking at power of 13.9 mils . Given 

the base case, 1980, the base case is the most expensive, it is 

the private enterprise group. Mr. Chairman, you are looking 

at 13 mil power in 1980, you are looking at 14 mil. power in 1985 . 

That is even with federal financing, the former figures of 14 mil s 

in 1980 and 9 mils in 1YH5. 

Mr. Chairman, the difference between them, of course, is 

that the base case includes sending power west to Quebec and 

the other case does not take that, The figures can be found on 

page ninety-four of the r~port, ninety-four and ninety-eight were 

the figures I quoted. The minister can look them up. 
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As for the federal role, there is an interesting thing 

which seems to be developing. The ministry seem to be taking 

the position now that if this thing shou.ld not go ahead it shall he al ' 

the fault of Ottawa. I have no doubt,'Sir, and I have no authority 

to speak for Ottawa on this but if the problem,if financially 

sound and if there are sufficient customers located and signed up 

with sufficiently proper contracts, then Ottawa shall finance it . 

I want to know if we have to choose between that financing and something 

else. Ottawa has a limited number of dollars for all of Canada. Any 

government does, whether it is Mr. Stanfield as Prime Minister, 

Mr. Trudeau, Mr. Lewis or Mr. Caouette. If we get five hundred 

millions put into a power line,will that mean that 111Uch less for 

a highway or will it mean that much less for the housing funds 

from Central Mortgage or that much less for roads from OREE or that 

much less for resource development, fishery and forests? These are 

questions which should be answered. They have not been answered. 

I find it passing strange,while on Ottawa's involvement,that after 

the government buy the Upper Churchill, they go to Ottawa and ask 

to set up a study of the various financing methods and what they will 

cost. I would have thought that that would have been a preliminary 

step. 

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a word or two 

about nuclear power. The Teshmont Report on nuclear power deals 

with it in a short paragraph. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: No, it has not been tabled. That is why I have not 

read it. When I checked for it, it was not here. It may have been 

lost. 

The Teshmont Report deals with the nuclear alternative 

in a very short form. I think it is a paragraph. It may be eight or 

ten lines. I do not have the page reference here. I could find it 

if one wanted to look it up for a minute. I am sure the minister knows 

the report intimately. 
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I do not know what nunclear power will cost, The International 

Atomic Energy Agency, which is a UN body, convened a wo r 1.«w , 11c· 

symposium, which was held in Instanbul, an interesting place. The 

information in that was that the total for nuclear power was 2.81 

mills. That would be on site, There would have to be a transmission 

charge. 

MR. DOODY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: I am merely reading what is put out in this great 

marvelous book. 

The Government of New Brunswick are putting up a 

project to produce 1,200 megawatts, which is about the same size 

as the one we have here. They are talking of $900 million in 1979. 

It is not far out from what we are talking about. That is going to 

have in addition,off that figure will have to come the 

federal contribution because Ottawa I understand it has offered 

to pay half the cost of the first nuclear installation in each province . 

That, of course, really does not enter into it. The point I was 

going to make is that they will obviously have to do the same sort 

of thing for Newfoundland whether we go hydro or nuclear. There 

will be federal involvement and that is why there is going to be 

federal involvement at Churchill Falls. 

The point is that the nuclear alternative is not 

as unthinkable as is so gaily and cavalierly said. The nuclear 

alternative has to come on I am told in blocks of 600 megawatts. 

One either builds a 600 megawatt unit or one does not build any. 

We are talking of building an 1,800 megawatt unit or building none 

at all. 

MR. BARRY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBER7S: The Minister of Energy shakes his head. What is he 

going to do, Mr. Chairman! Is be going to put a plant down there 

with an l,800 _megawatt capacity and not turn on half of it? 

MR. BARRY: We will have different lines. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Oh, we are going to have different lines. Well 

given 600 megawatt reactors, nuclear plants, we could have three. 

We could put one in Labrador, if we needed one in Labrador. We 

could put one on the West Coast and we could put one on the East Coast 

and not even have to build the transmission lines. 

Mr. Chairman, all I am saying is that the ministry, 

at least, to this pain~ -

MR. BARRY: 

is saying. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

I do not believe what the honourable gentleman 

Mr. Chairman, the fact that the Minister of Energy 

is unable to believe it only strengthens my belief. The honourable 

minister can get up and destroy me or disappoint me or anything he 

wants. He can try. 

Mr. Chairman, all I am saying is that the nuclear 

alternative is not unthinkable. It may be unpalatable and it may 

well be undesirable. The ministry again, Mr, Chairman, have no·t 

made any convincing case. All I can say in summation, Sir, is 

that the government have made a political decision. That is neither 

good nor bad. They are now trying to get the facts to fit that 

decision. They have announced they are going ahead and now they have 

set up the financing study group after they commit us publicly to 

it. They have not sent any legal documents for the Lower Churchill. 

Then they commit us publicly to go ahead. I fear they are placing 

themselves in a position where they will have to go ahead whether the 

facts justify them or not. That is all I am saying. That is all any 

of us are saying. That is all any of us can say in Newfoundland. 

The government have not been very free with information. They produced 

one copy of a report for the committee and then there is the one copy 

here of the summary volume which was llade available to the opposition. 

That is the sum total of the information which they have made public. 

The two speeches by the two ministers who spoke here in this debate have 

given us no information that we did not have before. 
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I say to the ministry, Sir, that they have a duty 

to tell the people of this province what it is they propose to do. 

Until they do, the people of this province cannot judge properly, 

cannot judge on the basis of all the evidence. All I have done 

throughout an hour and one-half of talk is raise questions, 

questions which I believe should be answered. I see no reason 

why they cannot be answered. The ministry have not answered them. 

I hope they will. 

Mr. Chairman, let me just touch on one other point, 

Sir, the effect on Labrador. My colleague, the Member for Labrador 

North,is not here but he will be shortly. He doubtless will have 

a few words to say on it. I would assume that the gentleman from 

Labrador South will have a few words to say. In Labrador, Mr. Chairman, 

it is terribly relevant to this proposal to develop Churchill power. 

I feel and I fear that for the first time we may be seeing some 

substantial weight being given to a quasi-separatist or to a 

separatist movement. 

I am glad to see the gentleman from Labrador West 

back in his seat because I know he is as concerned about this 

as we all are . 

There is a feeling in Labrador, it has been there 

for a long time and it is becoming more articulate, it is becoming more 

coalescent, it is becoming more vocal, it is becoming more of 

a political factor,and that is that Labrador is not only getting 

the short end of the stick, it is not getting any end of the stick. 

The Snowden Report, which admittedly contains nothing new, is a 

good summary of many of the reasons why that feeling of discontent 

exists. It will be a mark of what can be achieved and it will be 

a test of what is achieved and 5o will this proposal to develop the 

Lower Churchill. There is a feeling of anger building among people who 

say why should our power? They took all of the Churchill power and 
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sent it west; they took all of our iron, ore and they are shipping 

it out; they are taking our forests and shipping them out to 

Stephenville; they are going to take the rest of the power and 

ship it off to the island." It is true it is part of the same 

province but that does not answer the questions which the people of 

Labrador raise. 

Mr. Chairman, I think the government have a duty 

and a very heavy responsibility to ensure that if Churchill power 

is going to be used for industrial development that as much as 

possible of that industrial development take place on the Labrador 

itself. I know of all the problems, the difficulties of climate, 

the difficulties of shipping. the difficulties of distance and 

so forth. Run a line to Happy Valley and possibly to the 

coast to hook-up the domestic use, domestic people, the people who are 

there now.because what they are using in their homes now is not 

enough. 

The iron ore mines in Labrador West and the great 

pelletizing plant in Labrador City are being fuelled and run on 

the power from Churchill Falls, Twin Falls originally. It is now 

all coming from Churchill. That still does not meet the feeling 

(We are not dealing with tangibles, we are not dealing with the 

types of things that can be put in a report and quantified. We 

are 4ealing with very real, very genuine and very deep feelings.) 

of 35,000 or 40,000 of the citizens of this province. The Lower 

Churchill will be the last great resource development. There will 

be other hydro developments _presumably and other great mineral 

developments. It will be the last great hydro development. It will 

be the bench mark. 

Mr. Chairman, I must say that in the last few 

months I have been having ever greater fears that the quasi

separatist movement for the first time is beginning to attract 

sympathetic attention from people of substance in Labrador. I think 
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it is fair to say that up until recently it had not become 

part of the political firmament but now it is a fact with which 

we must deal. One of the political parties of this province is 

studying it quite seriously and with an intention to make a study 

of it with a view to seeing whether the separatist option would 

work and whether the Territory of Labrador should be a federal territory 

as in the Yukon and Northwest Territories or whether it should become 

part of the Province of Quebec or whether it should attempt to achieve 

some other status separate from Newfoundland. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: No, Sir. It is obviously not the Tory Party because 

they gave up studying some time ago. If the honourable gentleman 

do not know, I shall tell him. The New Labrador Party quite 

publicly announced that they have a coDDDittee or a number of committees 

at work studying this. It is a factor. It is something with which 

we must deal. We are not in this House of Assembly to take part -

MR. BARRY: (Inaudilbe). 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, that is not worthy even of the usual 

despicable tactics of the gentleman from Placentia West. I am saying, 

and I shall repeat it again and I shall answer to anybody in this 

province for what I say in this coDDDittee or outside.that the 

feeling is there. It is the attitude of thE Yahoos like the 

gentleman from Placentia West, that is leading to it. To ignore 

it, to pretend that it does not exist, Mr. Chairman, is to court 

disaster. The way to deal with it is to meet it head on, Mr. Chairman, 

There is a legitimate basis for that feeling. It took Don Snowden 

one-half million dollars and God knows how many man-hours of work to 

tell us what everybody knew. He did do the service of cataloguing 

it all and listing them all down. Just to pretend, ignoring ;im.l it wl ll 

go away, is to court disaster. The way to deal with the problem is 

to bring it out. It is all over Labrador. People are talking seriously, 

maybe not the toadies with whom the Minister of Mines and Energy 
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consorts with when he goes there. I say the people of Labrador, 

Sir, for the first time in my experience of politics, brief as 

that may be, as long as anybody in this committee, there is some 

weight being given to it. I say that is a factor which must 

be taken into account in shaping the policy of the Lower Churchill. 

I do not believe that this province should be turned over to the 

technocrats. This province should be run by the elected politicians, 

the men who have been sent here by the citizens of this province 

and the men who will answer for what they have done and not done, 

not the technocrats. It is all very well to get Mr. Teshmont 

and pay him God knows how much to do a study . Well and good and 

useful! They do not make the decisions. They do not answer for the 

decisions. The people who answer for the decisions and the people 

who take them are here in this House of Assembly, They have to take 

into account the flesh and blood and the heart and spirit as well 

as the dollars and cents and the gigawatts, the kilowatts, the megawatts 

and the millabars and the mill rates and the whole bloody works. That 

is all I am saying. I say the feeling is there in Labrador. 

The Minister of Energy's attitude is typical of the 

attitude of his colleagues. I hope and I believe it is not what I fo 1 

one fear. I know it is not the attitude of the gentleman from 

Labrador West, who is as responsible and as concerned as the gentleman 

from Labrador South or my colleague from Labrador North or myself 

or any of us in this House! Anybody who has had the least thing 

to do with the people of Labrador in the last six months has seen 

that change. It is becoming quite obvious. It is becoming quite 

open for the first time, For the first time ever I have noticed 

it of that magnitude. Up until now it was always sort of, well 

not quite an oddball fringe but it was a radical group. I think 

the Minister of Manpower would agree with me that now there is 

beginning to be some solidity to it. It is not to be encouraged but 
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it will not go away if we just pretend that it does not exist. 

The place to discuss it is here in this House of Assembly. Since 

the ministry have not put down a motion on the Snowden Report 

and have not stated their policy on it, the appropriate place 

is here in the discussion of a motion which will affect Labrador 

and affect it very deeply. It is something which the ministry 

must take into account. If I have said little else in this 

debate that the ministry pay any heed to, I would ask them to 

pay some attention to that. I am deadly serious and I know what 

I am saying. It is a despicable tactic of the Minister of Mines 

and Energy. He should know better. If he do 

be silent. 

MR. BARRY: (Inaudible). 

not, he should 

10 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, it is not encouraging a fact to mention 

it • One does not encourage crime by mentioning the fact that 

there is crime in this world. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: We are supposed to hurv our 11.;ads in the sand. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, the Minister of Energy would have us bury it 

and pretend it does not, the reason the problem is as bad as it is 

is that for too long it was ignored; for too long the ostrich like 

attidude of the Minister of Energy prevailed. 

MR. BARRY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr, Chairman, the honourable gentleman's conduct 

and words are equally despicable so I will not deal with them. 

Now, Sir, in closing, all I have said throughout the 
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hour or so I have spoken in this debate that I have asked for more 

information, I said we shall support this b{ll, The bill itself 

is fairly straightforward. It is a bill to authorize the government 

to borrow $160 million. We shall support it. I would assume, I do not 

want to speak for the gentleman from Labrador South, he will do that 

for himself, I assume he will support it too and every member of this 

House will support the bill. What we have not been told, and hopefully 

we will be told the financial details. I can only assume the reason 

we were not told was that the Minister of Finance, through no fault 

of his own, is not in the best of health these days. I am sure 

otherwise he would have mentioned it. Perhaps when he speaks at some 

later point in the committee debate, and it is a committee debate, 

we can all speak again, there is no rule of speaking only once in this 

committee, that the Minister of Finance or one of his colleagues will spell 

it out in sufficient detail. It does not have to be great detail but 

it has to be sufficient detail. 

Then the other points which I have made are worth answering. The 

questions deserve an answer, No answer, or sarcasm or scorn, -all the 

tactics which anybody can use. It does not take very much intelligence 

to use them, anybody can use them, a loud noise and a lot of scorn 

and sarcastic talk, We are just as capable of it on this side.I can 

assure Your Honour, if those questions,if they are answered by that 

sort of tactic, that in itself is revealing. That will show that the 

government have no answers, that they have not thought through the 

problems. 

I could be wron~. Indeed I might very well be wrong on most 

of the things that I have said. I am not the least bit concerned 

about being wrong, what concerns me is if these matters go through 

the House without any debate, if th~y go through without questions 

being asked. 

I do not assume the ministry are the fountain, repository of all 

wisdom. Maybe they are. but thev have to establish that thPy are.I must 

say, the more I see of their performance, the less that I am convinced 

that they are the repository of all wisdom and knowledge. Indeed the more 
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T see them the mo r" I am convinced that they have very 11 ttle knowledge 

or wiscom at all, lt is not enough just to fling down a report 

and the other volumes which have beet! tabled,bllt which only one 

copy of which is available, and say that is the answer. We are 

talking of $1.5 billion, more than that we are talkin.P .,r,011t the fntur<' 

o f this province and that is too imnortant to be dealt with hurriedly. 

It is too important to be dealt with hv airv-fairv nl,c,tit11rles . with emi:,tv 

phrases and generalities. 

The ~overnment have already committed us to a ~20 million gamble 

this year. We are on the hook now for ~20 million and if it work 

out well and good and if it do not we are out-of--nocket S.20 million. 

That i,; the $14 million that is in the Lower Churchill, going ahead 

this ye~r on surveys and what have you and another $5 million which would 

have to he paid out if the project were to be cut off this smmner or cut 

off this fall,if it were not to go ahead. 

l suspect the government rushed into that decision. I suspect 

they rushed ahead on the basis of the Teshmont Report which they got 

in February and which laid down that they had t,, act. 6}· April 1, 

"'-'"' it'? T. t is here on the first two or three pages. 

Here is a report the government get, dated I believe February 1974, 

ff ti\? feasihll lty of bringing Gull Island power to the island by 

January 1, 1979,is to be protected,a decision must be made by April 1, 1974, 

authorizing an immediate programme of field investigation and engineering 

work during the sprini:t and summer of 1974. The costs of the preliminary 

work will be Sl4 million. To maintain the schedule a full project 

releaese would be required hy October 1, 1974. If for any reason a 

full project release was not given on October 1, 1974 and all work was 

susoende>d at that time, there would be an added cost of $5 million for 

cancellation of contracts, demobilization and general wind-down expenses." 

So that is the $19 million or $20 million we are gambling now. 

It may be a very good gamble. But I for one am quite prepared as a 

Newfoundlander to see the government of our province gamble $20 million 

on this pro_1ect. The stakes are worth it. The gamble is either a 
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good one or a bad one and only time will tell,but it is a good risk 

to take. But, Sir, until and unless these other questions are 

answered we will not know. I think it is up to the government, particularly 

up to the Premier who will speak now. I assl.Dlle he will speak now. I hope 

he will speak now. It is up to the government to ~ive us as many of 

these answers as they can and where they do not have answers indicate 

what they are doing to get them. We have had precious few so far. 

The Minister of Finance was well off his usual form. He is 

not well. It is not his fault and we hope he will soon be back in 

full vim and vigour and full of all the many marvellous things which 

he is usually filled with. The Minister of Energy was in his usual 

form,and as a result of the two speeches together we were not given a 

great deal of information, Well I hope we will and if they want to 

crack me or criticize me then they should feel perfectly at liberty 

to do so. It does not particularly bother me, as lon~ as we get the 

information. That, Sir, is where we see it now. The government have not 

as yet produced enough information. They have not produced very much 

information of any sort and I would hope and I would ask the Premier, 

and that these be my closing words at this stage, to assure us that he 

will produce . the information,that as much of it as possible will be 

given before this session ends and that the questions that are in my 

mind and in the mind of all sorts of people all over this province will 

he dealt with and will be dealt with satisfactory. They have not been as 

yet. 

MR. MJORES: Mr. Chairman, unlike the Leader of the Opposition I will 

try to be somewhat brief and answer I would hope most or all of his 

questions, certainly either directly or by taking a position whereby 

they will be available by one of the ministers in this debate. Certainly 

it is not the intention of the government to become involved on an 

individual basis at this time 'Whereas the Leader of the Opposition says 

that you can go after him the individual. I think this bill we are 

debating in the House now is probably of such importance that certainly the 

parochialism and partisanship that has been practiced many times in the 
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past should be something that is put aside because we are talking about 

the largest industrial development, the largest responsibility I suppose 

than any government in this province has up until now ever taken on. 

First of all I would like to say, Sir, that the bulk of my 

remarks will be involvjng the corporate structure, how it is envisaged 

for the development of Labrador energy, what will happen to the power 

from that development and also later the technicalities and various 

financial figures will be made available by the Minister of Finance. 

I might say that the Leader of the Opposition has, I am sure not 

intentionally but he has used a great many wrong facts when applying them 

to this particular project,in giving illustrations from Venezuela or 

whatever part of the world he got his latest brochure from, Tl1e . fact is 

that we are talking, Mr, Chairman, about the development of Labrador. 

We. are talking about the development of hydro power in Labrador and 

hy talking about this I think we should stay with that particular 

subiect and exactly what it means to our province in the future development 

and also in cost to us the people. 

The Leader of the Opposition did say one thing which I can certainly 

totally agree with and I think all members of this House agree with, 

that is to pay a tribute to the BRINCO people for a job exceptionally 

well done from the time of initiation. When I say'well done' I am talking 

about being pioneers in the fields of engineering and financial achievement. 

I agree that when the Upper Churchill was commenced, I suppose it was a 

very difficult time for people in an area such as remote as that part of 

La~cador was, it was very difficult for financiers in New Yerk, for 

the people who put the engineering studies together, to make it a real 

thing. 

The sales contract which sold the power that qualified the 

financing at the time certainly is a matter of debate. Hingsight 

is not what is important now. although I am sure that most of us feel 

that Newfoundland did not benefit to the degree we should have at the 

time that power was sold. Certainly with hindsight we know we should have 

henefitted more. However, I will grant the opposition or anyone else 
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the fact that at the time the engineering and the financial performance 

of the principals were indeed magnificent achievements. 

The individuals involved, the late Mr. Don McFarland, Donald 

Gordon, Henry Borden, all the other gentlemen_who headed this great 

organization deserves every credit in ·the -world, Anyone who has had 

the fortunate experience of visiting Churchill Falls realizes that 

the engineering achievement taking place in our province is something 

physically in itself literally to be very proud of. 

However, that is not what we are discussing here today, Mr. Chairman . 

We are talking about what this particular development will mean to the 

future of our province. Before going into that I would like to reply 

to a few of the points the Leader of the Opposition brought forward. 

He talked about the price of money being the criteria on what the 

price of power will be in the future. Hell, that of course is absolutely 

accurate. But also what he failed to say is that the price of money 

is relative to any source of power, not just hydro but also nuclear, 

thermo or any other. When we talk about the price of power or the price 

of mone1,,we are talking about the price of any source of power. 

So as long as the world needs energy, Mr. Chairman, the price of 

monev is relative to any source of power itself. Before this debate is 

over the Minister of Finance will establish the price that has been 

negotiated with the Bank of Nova Scotia for the cost of money in the 

terms of that loan. That will be done when he speaks next. That was one 

of the questions the Leader of the Opposition was very concerned about. 

Also the generation of revenue, repayment possibilities,will be discussed 

by the Minister of Finance. 

The other point that the Leader of the Opposition made,that we 

paid too much, well that Mr. Chairman, has to be quite a ridiculous 

statement because it is very difficult for anyone at this point in time 

to say that we have paid too little, too much,and given without the 

information it has to be an opinion only. Where did the figure of 

$160 million come from? That will also be explained by the Minister 

of Finance in his wind-up remarks when we break down exactly how we 
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arrived at that figure and why we were prepared to pay it. 

During this debate we have heard a great deal aho11t the 

Lower Churchill,,necessary for the development of our province, when 

I say the development of our province I am talking about the island 

part and Labrador. The one thing that seems to have gotten totally 

out of wack, Mr. Chairman, is the cost of alternative sources of 

energy. Now energy is the life-blood of any society, industrial 

society or with any aspirations to be an industrial society. The 

alternatives are very simple, 'l.- have three : Tht:rmal oower, based 

on oil supplied,and we know what that is in world cost today. l-/e 

cannot possibly depend on a source of fuel for a thermal plant based 

on the middle East philosophy, the OPEC nations.without some degree 

of skepticism, possibly worry because we have absolutely no control 

over what the oil producin~ countries of the world are going to charge 

for their product. 

Secondly,the other possibility in the thermo field is through 

coal, fire furnaces. With the amount of coal that would be required 

to supply Newfoundland in the future, I think twenty ships would he needed, 

at 50,000 tons,regularly supplying coal. As a matter of fact, 

Mr. Chairman, the area required to land coal to fire the thermo plant 

would be bigger than any industrial base that could possibly be seen 

for the province. I suppose it is a great labour-consumer,unloading 

coal. The arithmetic of it, in the analysis, just does not add up. 

The third possibility, which is a possibility, is a nuclear 

installation. A nuclear plant, unfortunately because of the size of 

our province and the size of a nuclear plant, the minimum size is 

1,600 megawatts. That is just too big as a one-shot element into the 

system because if anything happens to anything as large as that, it 

means that the whole system goes out of whack. There is no flexibility, 

there is no regional grid, there is absolutely no security in establishing 

a nuclear plant and it has been proven by authorities.outside of 

government and inside, both governments for that matter, that a nuclear 

plant of the minilllUIII size is,unfortunately I suppose, too large for 

our province. 
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Also nuclear plants are open to the varying costs 

that happen throughout any area where one has to have uranium mined, 

where one has to have labour involvement, where one has to have any

thing that can escalate, factors that can esclate. A nuclear plant 

is a much more susceptible thing to this than hydro would be, which 

is probably the most secure and stable of all the sources of energy. 

Mr. Chairman, the Leader of the Opposition also 

mentioned that we have not explained what we have done. I suppose 

in infinite detail, this is true. There is one thing that we have 

explained and the people of this province know it and that is that 

we have taken back a resource which is critical for the future development 

of our people. That does not need any great specific detail. We 

have taken back a resource which is the birthright of our people. We 

have taken back a resource or we have negotiated to get back a resource 

which is probably the only tool that can develop our province for our 

people in the manner which they deserve. If the opposition do 

not realize that, I would say, Sir, that they are one of the few groups 

in the province who do not. 

I would like now to review what the plans of this 

government are,in general- in some cases and specifically in others. 
I 

I think the past has been ably reviewed by the Minister of Finance, 

leading up to what happened at the Upper Churchill with the Government 

of Newfoundland, Quebec Hydro and others. The technical review was 

made, I believe thoroughly,by the Minister of Mines and Energy, outlining 

the various ways and means that energy can be delivered to our province 

and also in spelling out the alternatives·whicn are unaccep~aoJ.e. 

Sir, I would like once again to mention the basic 

principle underlining this government's decision to purchase the 

shares in the Churchill Falls Company and also to take over the 

future hydro development in Labrador. As I have said1we want to 

control our own resource, a resource which is so vital that it 

has as a matter of policy to be implemented and developed in the 

best interests of our people. Our future, our total heritage in 
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this province is one where we cannot allow that one article, energy, 

which is so critical today, to be used for any one other than for 

ourselves. As I mentioned previously, it is our birthright. Energy 

in this province is vital for our survival. 

Energy is probably the one single factor that is a 

tool that can be used for the future development of our way of life 

arid for a better way of life. By developing the hydro electricity 

in Labrador and using it throughout our province, it gives assured 

security and prosperity by the power coming to this island. I 

think we should make one thing very clear here, and it particularly 

concerns the Members for Labrador South, Labrador North and Labrador 

West,and that is that it is not the intention of the government 

that power should come to the Island of Newfoundland, that Labrador 

should be the Saviour of the island part of the province without 

any of the benefits themselves. That would be totally wrong. I am 

sure it would be totally intolerable for the people of that area. 

Labrador has to be developed and be the beneficiary 

of its own resources as much as is possibly able to be done,taking 

into consideration the shortage of population in one context, if 

we are talking about massive development and the economics of the 

winter season for shipping and the other things that go with it. However, 

I think it can be said and said very clearly that the energy rate 

that would be available in Labrador would be such as to attract industry 

which would more than compensate the people who are 
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I suppose presently living in that part of the province and also 

probably a great many more. I think the economic future of Labrador 

is probably more· secure than any other part of our province. 

The Burin Peninsula with its fishery has a secure future. 

Labrador with its resources, I would say probably has a much more 

outstanding future. I think it ~sour responsibility as a government, 

Mr. Chairman, to accept that challenge and to make sure that it comes 

about. 

The people of our province I suppose in the end analysis are 

the chief customers. That is not a very glamourous group to pick off 

megawatts. That is not a group who I suppose hy the economic index 

in Ottawa can be classified as a triple ' 'A" rating when it comes to 

paying their bills but the fact is,that one and probably - well not 

probably, it is the major reason, The major reason whv the energy has 

to come to this province is: (1) To create jobs through economic 

development so that people can go to work but more importantly and much 

more importantly is so that the people themselves can have a secure 

source of power in their homes,for light, for electrical apnliances, 

for all those amenities that go with modern society,so that these people 

can have these things at a staple secure rate when other places in 

North America and other places in the world cannot possibly hope to 

have the same thing. That may not be a very glamourous customer but 

that happens to be a very important customer. 

Of course it will attract new industries to our province,which 

I shall talk about in a moment. If we do not bring it here, Mr. Chairman, 

what is the alternate for our people? Out at Holyrood now, the thermal 

plant we have there is producing power well in excess of twenty mils. 

Our alternative is to add more of the same. First of all the customers. 

as I said, will be the people first, new industry second.' Surplus power 

will be sold to Quebec• I will talk about that in a moment. The fact 

is that if we have to hang our hat on developments such as the Holyrood 

thermal plant,we have no future in this province economically to combat 

inflation, to combat the cost of living, ne just do not have anything 

that will give our people a better deal from the resource we have. 
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The customers which the opposition and others are worried 

about and I think justifiably, are the people first, new industry 

second. Surplus power for a short period of time will have to he 

sold to Quebec Hydro. I think that is indentified, accepted and 

in our talks with ~uebec it has been accepted by them. It has been 

established, by the way, Mr. Chairman, unlike what was said here 

today, that the present lines going into Quebec can accommodate 

surplus power, certainly to the amount that we are talking about. 

The opportunities that are going to be available to our 

province economically will take time. No one is saying they will not. 

They are not going to happen tomorrow morning. These examples that 

I have been told that I have given in Corner Brook are examples only, 

Mr. Chairman. They are not announcements of specific industries. 

There will be many opportunities,given the power available to our 

province. 

New industries will come here. There is no question whatsoever 

about that. When new industries do come here,for the benefit of thP 

opposition or anyone else who is listening, they will pay the full 

rate for power. There will be no giveaway power, there will be no 

subsidization of power, there will be the development of an economy, 

the development of a province. The full rate will be charged bt>cause 

with our deep water, icefree ports, with the geographic location, 

not exactly midway between Europe and the Northeastern United States 

but very close to it, with a comparatively secure poljtical climate, 

with secure power, with the geographic location that we have, with 

having several of the very few icefree, deep-water ports in North 

America, there is no question, Mr. Chairman, that the poWf,r and the 

development will take place. 

There are a great many things that one can talk about on this 

suhject, The fact that we will sell to Quebec, I suppose, at a 

lesser rate than we could if it were on a long-term basis,is not to 

me as important as probably to others. I think what is important is 

that we have a recall right so that as soon as we need the power in this 

province we can recall it. I think that is critical. 
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The aluminums that have been mentioned: if they pay the rate 

they are welcome. If they show that they are going to be a good 

corporate citizen;employing Newfoundlanders,that can pay the shot, 

fair enough! But there is going to b~ no great subsidization of 

aluminum just as a means to an end,because our heritage and our future 

are too important for that, 

A lot of talk has gone on about the original deal between 

Churchill Falls, Quebec Hydro and the Government of Newfoundland. I 

think it is true to say now that it has little lasting benefit to our 

province. I think the greatest thing that comes out of the original 

deal is the message that we cannot ever do it again. We should not be 

allowed to do it again and we do not intend to do it again. Energy 

has become identifiable as an important factor in society, probably 

the most important factor when it comes to economic development. It 

is not the. intention of this government or any members of it to do 

anything that will jeopardize the full benefit, the absolute benefit to 

our people in the long haul. 

It has been explained by the Minister of Finance and the 

Minister of Mines and Energy, I think thoroughly, but I shall repeat 

it, that without the hydro power of Labrador being distributed throughout 

our whole province, without the stability, without the cost, without the 

availability of that power we do not have any future as a people 

economically. Anything based on energy must be developed from within 

for the stability of it,for to base it on any other factor, Mr. Chairman, 

would not just be wrong but_ it would not work. 

We have taken a bold step, there is no question about it , a bold 

step that was very well planned, well researched and well thought out. 

We are not rushing now but the question I think can be very honestly 

asked and I think quite rightfully answered; Where do we go from here? 

In the immediate future the fir~t thinvthat has to be done is_to comnlete thP 

Upper Churchill. That is of critical importance and of great importance. 

We are presently negotiating with BRINCO and their engineers who have done 

this job before, the staff of Churchill Falls. Contrary to 

statements that have been made the staff.of Churchill Falls and 
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Labrador who can carry on will :just carry on the work that they have 

already been doing. Certainly from our ooint of view it is rlesirable 

to have the expertise that has been available all along to complete 

that job, BRINCO and their senior executives. As a matter of fact, 

in the official letter of intent they have spelled out that they 

are prepared to see that job through to its conclusion. I think it 

is very important that it be concluded and concluded well. 

It is not the intention of this government to take it on and 

have all kinds of ministers and others running up there with 

screwdrivers trying to finish it, Sir. We are going to leave it to 

the people who can do it best. 

Secondly; the thing that next comes up is the initiation of 

construction of the Gull Island project. Once again we would have 

liked to have started it two months ago but the fact is in order to 

do it and do it well with the amount of money involved, we had to have 

the very best people available to do that job. We arr having 

negotiations with BRINCO, Shawmont, Eckers Bechtel and others,to 

make sure that all the expertise that is available will be brought to 

bear on that particular project. 

Then in the future we have the other sources of energy 

particularly in Labradot. the expansion of the Upper r.hurchill which 

holds tremendous possibilities even with the existing plant,with more 

water;which is a subject for a later debate but one which I am sure 

will be expanded over a period of time by the corporation which is 

responsible for creating the energy in Labrador. The other rivers 

of Labrador; Muskrat Falls,further down from Gull Island, the Eagle, 

the Naskaupi, the Pinware and the Lewis; all these other rivers all 

in themselves are economically feasible given certain sets of numbers 

and certainly are going to be a major responsibility in the development 

of energy in this province. 

All this, Mr. Chairman, will require a sound organization and 

the very best personnel that can be recruited to do the job. At this 

time I would like to review briefly something I think that is very 

important, the structure of the administrative body that we feel will be 

necessary to do this job. I suppose one could call it the corporate 
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structure of what will be required. At the top of the corporate 

structure and I use names here which are not official by the way 

but I use them for indentifying purposes, hypothetical if one should 

like, but names that I shall use rather than use ·•x· •. For instance 

we shall call it the Newfoundland and Labrador Energy Authority, an 

overriding body which will be responsible for energy development, 

distribution, the works for our province in total. It will be. 

composed of a chairman, board of directors; a president,who will be a 

chief executive officer. 

That group will in essence replace the present BRINCO 

organization in doing the same 70h. They will he in charge of all 

the power entities that will be created in the development, particularly 

now of Labrador. On one hand there will be CFLCo. which is sixty-

six per cent owned, after this has gone through, hv the Province of 

Newfoundland and thirty-four per cent by </uebec . That will he one 

aspect of the operation which in turn will have a president, directors. 

chairman and so on. On the other hand another aspect of that 

corporation will he the Gull Island Corporation which will he one hundred 

per cent owned by the Province of Newfoundland. 

Really what we are saying, Mr. Chairman, is that there will be 

an overriding body that dictates policy, the administration and so on, 

through consultation with the directors and government but basically 

a company that is pretty autonomous by normal standards. They have to 

be if they are going to he efficient. I do not see an onerating body 

totally as a direct branch of government being efficient,if it were open to, 

and I say this with all sincerity, political interference from time to 

time. · A lot of people would put it another way,and people who co not 

know what they are talking about from time to time. Certainly 

irrespective of what party is the government, the type of corporate 

development or structure that we are talking about here obviously has to 

be with top people doing a top job in their field. 

There will be a construction branch for the Gull Island Power 

Corporation and eventually an engineering branch to study the other 

possibilities of the other rivers in Labrador. One of the things that 

we have right now on our plate,and I have been involved in it as have 

other ministers, is interviewing the top possible candidates for jobs. 
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A lot of peof1le conld ask what qualifications we have to interview 

anybody. I would say; "That is fair enough!" However, too men 

have to be found , men not just with reputations but with performance 

records. We are talking about the very top men and they in return 

will do their own recruiting. That,and I cannot underline this 

enough, Mr. Chairman, is of critical importance to this province. 

The job of the chariman of the Newfoundland and Labrador Development 

Corporation, if we have the man in this province, by all means he 

should get it. If the necessary man is in Hong Kong or Timbuktu, as 

long as he is the right man,that is the man who has to go in charge 

of a job which is not just a billion or a billion and a-half dollar 

project,as was mentioned by the Leader of the Opposition, it is much 

more than that, Sir. 

The Upper Churchill was a billion dollars, the Lower Churchill 

is in excess of a billion dollars and the future development I am 

sure will be much in excess of both of those. We are talking about 

persons, directors, presidents, chairmen, controls which are. awfully, 

awfully carefully thougltt out and with the very best people available 

to make sure they are done well. These persons must be of excellent 

calibre. They must have a great deal of experience and proven record 

in administration, finance and everything else, engineering and 

everything else that is required to do the job. 

Mr. Chairman, it is not an easy job that we have taken on. The 

federal-provincial study that is now going on, taking a look at the 

Teshmont Report, taking a look at our proposition, it is absolutely right 

that it he done. Anything of this magnitude that has such a dramatic 

effect on our province has to be researched and absolutely looked at 

from every angle to make sure that it is foolproof before it is 

proceeded with in any great detail. There is no question about that. 

After all, we do not want to go ahead unless we are absolutely sure. 

With the federal-provincial high-powered people involved in it to try 

to research and recheck what has already been done, sure, as far as I 

am concerned,it is not only desirable it is essential. 

The one thing, Mr. Chairman, that I think is safe to say is 

that of all sources of energy in Canada, hydro does have the greatest 
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potential for the future development, not only of this province but 

for our nation generally. Unknown to a great many persons there is 

less than fifty per cent of our hydro potential in Canada developed. 

As a matter of fact, if all our hydro potential in Canada were 

developed we wouid not need any other source of energy. Just taking 

the figures, of course one would need oil and gas for cars but taking 

the energy total end result amount, we have enough hydro electricity 

in Canada to be self-sufficient in all our energy requirements. Most 

people no not realize that.I do not think. 

Hydro is certainly the most obvious because water flowing over 

the years will not really cost that much more ten years from now than 

it does now. This year we have allocated,as has been said, some $14 

million.which in the essence I suppose will not be lost hut it is 

part of a gamble too. It is required to do a transmission survey as 

to the route, the various thing that will be found, the diamond 

drilling at the site for the location of the da~s and the generating 

plant itself, the construction camp establishment,which means the 

constructing of an on-site camp whereby the people can actually carry 

on the construction in the location of Gull Island itself. 

I might say at this time that the eventual suggestion and I think 

a wise one from all the opinions we have heard, is that the operatinp, 

camp basically for the Gull Island Site would he located in the Happy 

Valley-Goose Bay Area so that the many amenities that are there do not 

have to be transferred into a new townsite. Road upgrading has to be 

done this year from the Upper Churchill to the L01Jer Churchill Site 

and also from the Gull Island Site to Goose Bay itself. 

A great many things have been said, Mr. Chairman, about the 

Labrador Highway. I do not know if people have really stopped to 

realize that by developing Gull Island the road from Gull Island to 

Goose Bay has to be established, upgraded and made operational both for 

employees going back and forth and for equipment moving in. Equally 

the road from Churchill to Gull has to be upgraded to bring equipment 

and traffic back and forth. Obviously, traffic that has to come into 

the Lower Churchill - Gull from Esker, the railhead, that highway also 

has to be upgraded for the winter months and the other months when at 
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Goose Bay the port is closed. 

Really, when. we talk about the Labrador Hi~hway , it will 

not be the finished article but there will be a road from Esker to 

Goose. filow the road from Esker to !.nbrador City is the one section. 

that would then remain unfinished of that particular section of the 

Labrador Hi~hwav , As 1 understand the Government of Quebec and 

the Government of Canad.a, together with ourselves; they are working 

from Mcnihek V to Mount Wright which would be eventually a total 

connection, 

The pro jects do ~o together. They are no·t isolated. It is not 

either a highway for Labrador nor a power development . They do p.o 

together because deve-lopment means development of highways and 

development of power and what have you. 

We have also, Mr . Chairman, contacted several financial 

i nstitutions regarding the financing of the power plant itself, We 

have contacted financial institutions on a couple of continents, I 

guesi; and the thin.ii is, throu11;h the various a~encies we have 

contacted we have every reason I think to belteve that the SSOO 

million can be realized for the establishment of the ~eneracin~ plant . 

That is a bi~ i;catement, Sir . I think the Minister of Finance who has 

been involved in these negotiations will agree ~~th me that this money 

can be realized.based on the project itself . 

We have said on this side of the House that we have gambled on 

this thinp.. I suppose we have . The opposition say we have. We have 

-gambled but there is a big 
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difference, Mr. Chairman, with gambling before you get your money raised, 

before you have got your stuff thought out. You gamble but it has been 

well researched, it has been well planned. There is a great deal of dif

ference between making a decision based on planning and research and one 

based on the spur of the moment. 

One comment that was made by the Leader of the Onposition which ts not 

forgivable is the fact that we needed a big project for election purposes. 

I am sure the Leader of the Opposition could not possihlv mean that, 

~r. Chairman, I mean in this narticular context, something of this narticular 

magnitude, with such a bearing on our nrovince. It would he totally 

irresponsible if he did, hut I am sure that he can speak for himself. 

I would certainly not UJre to think that he would think that this party 

or this goverr>ment ,,,ould prostitute itself to a position wherebv we would 

risk the future of this province just for political gain in one election. 

There is no way, Sir. 

All in all it was a bold step that we took and as I sav, it was 

a well nlanned one. It was not hurriedly done nor will it be hurriedly 

done. We will take our time and make sure that it is done well. Many 

months of careful planning have gone into this and many months of careful 

nlanning will go into the future: and there is a huge ,:1ob ahead for all 

of us to he involved in. 

I supnose I could stand here and talk about a few of the remarks 

that the T,eader of the Opnosition made regarding customers, who thev will 

be. and thev want to 11:ive away the cape of power again, and all the stuff 

that really is not relevant. I mean there is no darn point, Mr. Speaker, 

in getting up here and just cracking each other as individuals. What we 

are talking about here is the future of this province, a very major 

single project which cannot possibly be used just in glib debate. There 

is more than that to it. It is far too serious for that. 

The nrovince's credit position: Will this affect our credit 

nosition? Yes, Mr. Speaker, it will. First of all l should identify 

that our credit position today was never better than it is now. It was 

never better, since we have had a finance department which has run a tight 

shop and put our affairs in shape. Not only that, Sir, but through this 
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particular acquisition our credit position, I would say, has imnroved 

not lessened; because now we ·have some real assets to show for what we 

spent. Pe show real potential as to what we can be in the future and 

we show that through project financing, through the development of our 

resources we have something tanp.ible that is in itself in a position to 

pay back rather than just something that has to end up in a tax on 

the people directly. 

The reaction of the financial press from the beginning, in Canada 

and other places, was favourable not only in the wav that the offer was 

made to Brinco but also in the way it has heen carried out. 

Mr. Chairman, it is our intention as a government to make sure 

that any progression we make in the development of the Lower Churchill, 

in the consummation of this whole deal is that it will be done in such 

a way as to make sure that our people are protected and also that we 

have respect of the financial and the other communities that are so 

important for the credit and fqr the future involvement of this province. 

As I said, Mr. Chairman, when I started, I will be brief. The 

Minister of Finance and others I am sure will be participating in this 

debate. 

There is one ~hing I can say, Sir, and just having given a brief 

outline of the corporate structure, establishing what will be hrought 

forth by the Minister of Finance and others later, also establishing the 

fact that the alternative sources are not comparable, establ:1.shing the 

position that we are not going to rush into something that we cannot 

do well, irrespective of how much pressure to get cracking at it, there 

is one other thing, Sir, that has to be realized. It is that no matter 

what you tackle in this world vou can make work if you want to make it 

work. There is nothing that this House of Assembly, all of us together, 

our people, ourselves cannot make work if we want to do it badly enough. 

And there is nothing we should want to make work more than the bringing 

of energy for distribution throughout our whole province, because it 

is th~ one thing that can develop our way of life like no other could 

possibly do. 
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I doubt, Mr. Chairman, if anyone in this House will be part of a 

more significant ~vent than the one we are presently involved in. That 

I sincerely doubt. I can say, Sir, that probably the proudest 

moment that I will have is to be directly associated with it as leader 

of this government when it is being brought about. 

MR NEARY: ~r. Chairman, after hearing what the Hon, Premier had to say, 

Sir, I ~ersonally can find no fault in the philosophy,in what he expressed, 

in the fact that Newfoundland should own its own resources. I think 

I was probably the first in this honourable House · ; nol; Sir, the first, 

the one and only. I was the first, Sir, that made this statement both 

inside and outside of this House, that Newfoundland should have control 

of the hydro-power in Labrador. 

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that politics in this province 

takes a rather unusual turn sometimes, an unusual swing. The last people 

in this world, Sir, that I would susoect to talk about nationalization 

would be the Tories. I got the shock of my life, Sir, when I heard 

the announcement one morning that the government were making an offer_ 

AN HONOURABLE M™BER: Inaudible, 

MR NEARY: I must say, Sir, that of all the leaks in the administration, 

that was one time when I did not get tipped off , There was no leak. 

Security was very tight. I must say I was rather pleasantly surprised , 

Sir, to say the least -

1'(R CHAIR~ If the honourable gentleman from Bell Island would permit, 

if he would give me a moment to welcome to the House a delegation from 

the Campbellton Co1111111nity Council, Major Glen Hooper, Mr, Fred Gale, 

Mr. Ed Noftell and Mr. Jim Kingsman. 

MR NEARY: So, Mr. Chairman, it came as a sort of a bolt out of the 

blue to a fellow like myself, an old socialist, Sir, an old former 

NDP'er, to discover that the Minister of Finance,who represents vested 

interests in this province,and ~he Minister of Justice, a well-to-do 

lawyer, I could understand the Minister of Industrial Development. 

The minister represents vested interests. He has his collar on now. 

The Premier will soon have the leash on him. It is about time. 

Muzzled will be next. I could understand the Minister of Industrial 
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Development, my old socialistic friend of long standing. Maybe it was 

that the influence of the minister was brought to bear on his collea1tues 

that oer.suaded him to make this move. But even though, Mr. Chaiman, 

I am all for Newfoundland taking over the hydro operations in Labrador, 

nevertheless, Sir, I cannot help but wondering about the timing. I 

cannot heln it, Sir. I would suspect, Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, 

that there was no real rush to oust Brinco from Lahrador. I think a 

couple. three, four, five years hence would not have made -

AN HONOU~ABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR._1:'F.ARY: Sir, I think that this move could have been made anytime 

within the next three, four or five years. Even though, Mr. Chairman, 

I am anxious, personally anxious for this province to have control of 

its resources, I believe that Brinco should have been given an opportunity 

to finish the llpper Churchill. Oh, they were not, Sir. They were not 

given that opportunity. Work is continuing there, has been continuing 

for the last six or seven years -

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER Inaudible. 

1'!R NEARY: No. Sir. Mr. Chairman, I am not deserting anybody but the 

organization had been put together and listening to the Premier there, 

the last part of l;lis remarks, I got the impression that the government 

now have to start in and put together an organization that Brinco put 

together ten, twe]ve, thirteen years ago. We have to start off from 

scratch. Well, Sir, there is a problem. It took Brinco, Mr. Chairman, 

who have far more experience in this field than the honourable members 

who are sitting on the benches opposite me.to put together an organization. 

They had the expertise to do it. They had the connections. They had the 

international financial world behind them. Now, Sir, we are going to have 

to start off from scratch, That is why that I think the timing was 

wrong. I do not think there was an, hurry to oust Brinco when it happened. 

I think there is a little bit of financial or fancy financial foot work 

going on, Sir. I think the government were ill-advised by their fiscal 

agents, Burns Brothers and Denton, who stand to gain tremendously through 

this action which was taken by the government. They stand to gain, Sir, 

substantially. I have no doubt that they had a big influence in persuading 
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the government to make the move at this time. 

Mr. Chairman, as the Leader of the Opposition indicated, there was 

probably a little bit of politics involved in it. What I fail to under

stand, Sir, what I cannot understand at the moment, I really cannot under

stand this, from the time the announcement was made, right up to the 

present time and right throughout this whole debate in the House, there 

seems to be no p,ut feeling on this matter. 

Why, Sir? Why is this? Why are the government, why are the 

ministers not enthusiastic about it? It would seem to me, Mr. r.hairman, 

that ninetv-nine out of a hundred Newfoundlanders are not wild about 

this, they are not enthusiastic about it. As I say, there is no gut 

feeling. Why? Can anybody explain to me why? It is a major 

accomplishment, J sunpose. It is a very significant event. Why is there 

no gut feeling about it? Everybody agrees with it? No, Sir, somehow or 

other I get the impression that the reason why there is Teally no strong 

feeling running high in the province over this is that a lQt of unemployed 

Newfoundlanders that were looking forward to emplovment this year on 

the Lower Churchill are not going to get it. They are going to be dis

appointed again. After coming through a long, hard winter of unemployment, 

they were looking forward to jobs down here at the second oil refinery 

in Come By Chance and on the Lower Churchill. They have been looking 

forward all winter to these two major projects, the only two projects 

that they feel could take up the slack for the unemployed in this province. 

Now, Sir, I am afraid they are disillusioned. They know there are going 

to be no jobs on the Lower Churchill this year, apart from a handful 

of students maybe and a few surveyors that we probably will not be able 

to find in Newfoundland, in ustng up this fourteen million dollars that 

the Premier mentioned a few minutes ago, which is only a drop in the 

bucket. It will probably do another feasibility study or do some survey 

work down there, Sir. 

Trying to leave the impression - and I bet you a dollar, Sir, 

before the next election or during the next election you will hear the 

Minister of Finance, who is quite capable of exaggerating things, coming 

out and saying that the Lower Churchill is started. 
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AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

1'1Jt NEARY: No, I am talking about my old friend over there who has been 

collared - collared - collared. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: The next federal election? 

MR NEARY: No, the next provincial I said. He is not following me. Listen 

closely, pay attention. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

1'1Jt NEARY: Well, unemployment may have some bearing on the outcome of that 

election too. 

The Minister of Finance, Sir, and some of his colleagues will 

be going around saying that the Lower Churchill is started. "We got her 

started. We spent fourteen million dollars last year. We are going to 

spend another thirty million dollars or forty million dollars or fifty 

million dollars in 1975." Then the whole thing will grind to a halt, 

as soon as the next provincial election is over, if it do not grind to 

a halt before that. Because there is no way, Sir, that, there is no way, 

the way this honourable crowd are proceeding now,that this thing is going 

to survive. It is doomed. It is doomed, Mr. Chairman. Let us face it. 

The Premier got up today and made a great patriotic statement 
' , 

and emotional cliche, Newfoundlanders are going to get the first crack 

at the electricity. Then will it be left in Labrador,and then the 

surplus will be sold to Quebec Hydro. What surplus? The surplus he 

is talking about is about ninety-nine point nine per cent. That is what 

will be sold to Quebec Hydro. There is a surplus on the Island here 

right now. Even if every home in Newfoundland used electric power at 

the present time, they could not use the surplus that we have here on the 

Island. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: It would be expensive though. 

:l-1R NEARY: Well, I do not care what it is. It would be more expensive 

to bring it from Labrador down here to the Island, would it not? It 

will not? It will be cheaper? They will have a job to convince me 

of that then. They will have a job to convince me. Five hundred million 

dollars! 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

'MR NEARY: So this is all malarkey, Sir, it is all, it is words that 

do not mean anything. "Newfoundlanders are going to be given first 

crack at the power. " Sir, Premier Smallwood s'aid that seven, eight, 

nine, ten years ago. "Newfoundland will get the first crack at the 

power." That is nothing new, Sir. There is nothing new in that. 

That is old hat. I have heard it so pften before that I got sick and 

tired of listening to it. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: He never mentioned it to him, did he? 

M'R NEARY: I certainly did mention it to him. Mr. Chairman, as the 

Premier indicated, hindsight I suppose is better than foresight, At 

least, Sir, I do not have disc trouble from F:enuflecting. My back, I 

still have a pretty good spine, Sir, a pretty good spine. I am a one -

party man. I am not spineless. 

AN HONOURABLE MF.MBER: He haR a rubber neck. 

MR NEARY: We know the people in this honourable House, Sir, who have 

spine trouble. 

AN HONOURABLE 'MEMBER: Hindthought, Sir, is proverbially easier than 

forethought. 

MR NEARY: Out of this takeover, Mr. Chairman, at tremendous expense 

to this province, there should come at least some forethought for the future. 

For instance, Sir, we heard the Premier this afternoon telling us about 

nuclear power. He said the minimum plant that can be built on this Island 

is six hundred megawatts. Six hundred! That is the minimum, he said. 

Well that is what he said. It is what the Premier said. Who said it is 

not true? What is not true? "Six hundred megawatts," he said, "was 

the minimum." It was the minimum sized plant, nuclear plant. Well, 

that is what I am saying. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR NEARY: Go down, boy, gc d~--n in the Royal Trust Building and peddle 

your bonds! 

Then the Premier went on to say, Mr. Chairman, that the reason 

you could not build one in Newfoundland was because there would be no 

alternative supply of power. There you would have it. If anything went 

wrong, that is it. Everything stops dead. Only about ten minutes before that 
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Mr. Chairman, we heard the honourable the Premier 

talking about transmission lines across the Straits of Belle Isle. 

What happens if an iceberg comes in and cuts off the transmission 

lines across the Straits of Bell Isle? Would we not be in exactly 

the same position? 

MR. BARRY: ------
MR. NEAlff: - -·--- -- - - · 

~!R . DOODY : 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. BARRY: 

MR. NEARY: 

We wnuld have six different lines. 

We would have six different lines? 

Five hundred feet apart. 

Six different lines,five hundred fee t apart? 

(Inaudible) 

What kind of comic books have the honourable gentlemen 

beP.n reading lately? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Two spare cables. 

MR. NEARY: 'l'wo spare cables? 

MR. W.N.ROWF.: Six tunnels across the Straits. 

MR. NEARY: It is fantastic, Sir. Incredible! Absolutely incredible! 

A few years ago when I mentioned building a tunnel across the Straits of 

Belle Isle, Sir, I was nearly laughed out of the House. 

Mr. Chairman, I am inclined to agree with my colleaP,ue the 

Leader of the Opposition. 

SOME HON . . MEMBERS : (Inaudible) 

.!:!_R. NEARY...:.. While they are beating their gums,would you mind getting me 

a little water please! 

Mr. Chairman, is there any wonder, Sir, with this kind ~f 

attitude, is there any wonder that John Q. Citizen has the sort of 

inbred fatalistic attitude towards this government that he has , today? , 

Is there any wonder? 

MR. EVANS: (Inaudible) 

MR, NEARY: Intellect! Is there any wonder, Mr. Chairman, when you 

hear remarks coming from the other side as we have just heard, that the 

people of this province have such a fatalistic attitude toward the way 

that the administration has handled this project? Handled, Sir, at 

such a tremendous expense to the province,it increases our provincial 

debt substantially. 
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We have heard quite a bit during this debate, Sir, about -

and we heard it again this afternoon from the honourable the Premier 

how the Minister of Finance is running a tight ship and the province 

is in great condition financially. The Minister of Finance,he told 

us,is running a tight ship. He is running a tight ship all right, Sir. 

Do you know, Sir, what the P.C.Administration will have borrowed at 

the end of this fiscal year? In only thirty-odd months? Thirty 

months in power? Thirty-one or thirty-two months in power? Do you 

know, Sir, how much they have increased the provincial debt by? At 

the end of this fiscal year $500 million. 

AN HON. MEMBER: That is not so. 

MR. NF.ARY: It is so. $500 million at the end of this fiscal year. 

AN HON. MF:MBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. NEARY: Pardon? 

AN HON. MF.MEER: There was Liberal inflation. 

MR. NEARY; $500 million is running a tight ship? No, Mr. Chairman, 

the real answer to it, the real answer, Sir, is that this administration's 

ability to borrow is only because of the foundation that was laid by 

the much maligned former Liberal Administration. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. NE.ARY: Two years. More than two years, two provincial elections. 

The Minister of Finance when he came across the House two or three times, 

I do not remember if it were his second or third trip over here, stood 

over here, Sir, and lambasted the government for at least two years, 

telling the people of this province that Newfoundland was bankrupt. ··she 

is belly-up. Joey is after bankrupting Newfoundland. She is sunk." That 

is what he said. Yes he did. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. NEARY: So did the Minister of Finance and so did the Minister of 

Municipal affairs who tried to cling on by his fjngernails. Going 

around this province ranting and raving telling the people that 

Newfoundland was bankrupt, so they coasted into power on this negative 

platform of theirs. What happens their first two years in office, Mr. 

Chairman? They borrow $500 million. 
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MR. MARSHALL: Interest. Interest. 

MR. NEARY: Not interest, Sir. No interest. 

MR. MARSHALL: (Inaudible) 

MR. NEARY: Now they are talking - I think it is thirty months they have 

been in office - about tacking on another $160 million to buy the 

controlling interest in the Churchill Falls Corporation, $1 billion 

to develop the Lower Churchill, $50() million to bring a transmission 

line across the Straits of Belle Isle that is not going to work. 

It is goin~ to work . 

,'!R. NEARY : No it will not work. No it will not work. I can tell 

Lhe honourable minister that right now. The only way it will work, 

Sir, i s if they bring it across by tunnel. That is the only way it will 

work. The icebergs,I suppose dragginf' the bottom in the Straits of 

Belle lsle,1wup,e out parts of thP. floor of the ocean down as much as 

one hundred feet or more. 

MR. BARRY: Sco\1rs of up to thirty fef't deep in a water depth of 

Heven hundred fef't -

MR. NEARY: There we µo. I am only seventy feet out, Sir, hut l would 

say that they will find portions of the floor of the ocean,down there 

under the Straits of Belle Isle, where the icebergs go a little deeper 

than thirtv feet. The one down there in Portugal Cove that is grounded 

has probablv gouged out fifty or seventy feet. If we get a big one in 

there up through Conception Bay,that is the end of the submarine cable 

to Rell Island. It will not be the first time. Mr. Chairman, that the 

submarine cable to Rell Island was broken by an iceberg. Not the first 

time! [ think this is all a pipe dream, this matter of laying a 

submarine cable across the Straits of Belle Isle. 

AN HON. MEMBF:R: Probably going to build a tunnel. 

MR. NEARY: It will go the tunnel route, Sir. I will predict that right now. 

I will forecast that that is where it will go, via the tunnel route. 

Mr. Chairman, the previous Liberal Administration did not do too 

badly by leaving behind this great foundation to enable this honourable 

crowd to borrow $500 million in their first thirty months in office and 

then borrow another $160 million to buy the controlling interest in the 
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Churchill Falls Corporation. Then they may go on and borrow another 

billion dollars to develop the Lower Churchill and I hope they do. 

Mr. Chairman, I want to say that I am all for it. I hope that they 

can borrow that billion dollars. I am all for it. 

Bur, Sir, I am not an economist, I am not a financial wizard 

but what I would like to know, Sir, and I was hoping the Premier 

would tell us today, what I would like to know is who is going to 

give them a billion dollars to develop the Lower Churchill if they 

do not have customers? There is just no Santa Clause, Sir. I cannot 

see the big bond houses and the big financial people coming along and 

lashing out a half billion or one billion dollars. I think the Premier 

mentioned a half billion dollars just to put in the generating system 

down there. 

MR. MARSHALL: (Inaudible) 

MR. NEARY: Yes I know. The people over on Bell Island are also 

interested. The unemployed are interested in getting jobs at Churchill 

Falls. They are interested in the East Track too. They are not 

interested in the minister when he goes over there 9 I can tell him that. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Make some sense. 

MR. NEARY: I am making some sense. Mr. Chairman, I do not understand 

why there was such a flurry of activity when there was. Why it was 

necessary to boot BRINCO out at the time the administration did it, 

when they had not even finished the Upper Churchill and they were in the 

process of making plans for developing the Lower Churchill? Why, Sir? 

Why was this great rush to oust BRINCO? Mr. Chairman, I have my own 

suspicions and I know the Premier is going to say; ·'There we are now, 

partisan politics again, getting parochial again, 11:etting personal.'.' 

Well, Sir, the day that this debate opened in this honourable House I 

happened to look up in the gallery here and I saw an honourable gentleman 

sitting in the gallery waiting anxiously for this debate to get under 

way, waiting to see what pearls of wisdom were goin11: to fall from the 

lips of the honourable members of this House. 

I would not be one bit surprised, Mr. Chairman, that at this 

very moment that same gentleman is sitting down on the eighth floor with 

the P.A.system on and his ear cocked to what is going on in this 
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honourable committee. I may be dirty-minded -

AN HON. MEMBER: Who is it? 

MR. NEARY: I will tell the honourable member who it is. Sir, it 

is the honourable Premier's former super executive assistant, Dr. 

Stuart Peters. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR. WILSON: The charge is that he is down,sat in the office. 

MR. NEARY: No I did not say that. I did not make any charges. 

MR. WILSON: The charge that he made is that he would not doubt that -

MR. NEARY: I said that I would not doubt one bit the day the debate 

started in this honourable House he was sitting up in the gallery 

there waiting -

AN HON. MEMBER: For what? 

MR. NEARY: Waiting to hear what was going to happen. 

AN HON. MEMBER: So what? 

MR. NEARY: So what? Well, Sir, when I raised the matter of Mr. Colbourne 

who was another hrain thrust the Premier had down in his office, 

MR. MOORES: How about Dr. Peters? Let us hear about that. 

MR. NEARY: I will finish with Dr. Peters. I am coming back to him . 

I just want to substantiate what I am saying here. 

MR. BARRY: By analogy. 

MR. NEARY: Not by analogy. One other gentleman,a brain thrust, Sir, 

the Premier had down in his office,a Mr. Colbourne. Remember the 

questions I asked in this honourable House about that gentleman? 

AN HON. ME1'1BER: What has that to do with the Lower Churchill? 

MR . NEARY : It has all to do with it. I am getting back to Dr. Peters 

here. He was another high-priced flunkie. I kept asking questions 

about him and the Premier kept denying that he was leaving and going 

with Trizec. I kept forecasting and I kept prodding and what happened 

a couple of days ago? We pick up the newspaper and there he is, 

manager of Trizec in Newfoundland. 

AN HON. MEMBER: The honourable Member for Bell Island gave him the 

idea. 

MR. DOODY: He had no intention of going with Trizec. The honourable 
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member forced hi m into it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Order please! Order pl~ase! 

MR. DOODY: I am on the way over to my seat. 

MR. CHAIRMAN {Stagg): Maybe the honourable member is going to make 

his point relevant. However, I think he is lingering a bit too long 

in the irrelevant. I suggest that he make his point. 

AN HON. MEMBER: His mind wanders. 

MR. NEARY: Maybe it is my suspicious mind. I have no doubt at all 

Sir, that Dr. Peters is going to play a ma.ior role - the Premier nods 

his head in the ne gative and says no. Well, I hope he is right. The 

Premie r told me that Mr. Colbourne would not be or was not associated 

with Trizec.and he was and he is. 

A.!\! !ION. IIEMBER: Not at all. 

MR . NF.ARY: No ? Two days after I brought it up in this honourable 

House the gentleman resigned from the Premier's office. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) 

MR . NEARY: I should be a fortuneteller. 

AN HON, MEMBER: 

good job. 

The honourable member certainly got him placed in a 

MR. NEARY: I certainly did. Sir, if this is going to happen - and I 

hope that it will not. I hope that thP Premier is right and that it is 

not going to happen - that I would say that if this were why Dr. Pet~rs 

quit his job as a super-adviser or a super--brain thruster for the 

Premier, then it is about time that we brought in some more changes in 

the House rules in this honourable House, I think it would be a good 

idea, Hr. Chairman, I think it would be a good idea -

AN HON. MEMBER: Is John Green available? 

MR. NEARY: No, George McLean is available though. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

That is not true,is it? 

What Green is that? 

Dick Green is available. 

MR. NEARY: Shall we call it six o'clock, Mr. Chairman? 

MR, CHAIRMAN: (Stagg): Order please!_ It now being six o'clock I leave 

the Chair until eight o'clock this evening. 
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The Committee resumed at 8:00 P.M: 

!iR· NEARY: Mr. Chairman, could you tell me how much time I have left, please? 

~!R. CHAIRMAN (Sta!?g): Fifteen minutes. 

~..!._NEARY: Fifteen minutes. Sir, before we rose for supper I was dealing 

with the question I supnose you could call it, Mr. Chairman, of the danger 

of the amount of patronage that can now creep in to the development of the 

Lower Churchill. One think I will say, Mr. Chairman, is this: BRINCO was 

an honourable company. I think everybody in this honourable House will agree 

that there was no chance in this world of wheeling and dealing with BRINCO 

under the table, no chance at all. ~shard as anyone in this world could 

try. one could not budp.e BRINCO, Sir. They would not wheel and deal under 

the table. 

They may contribute, ~r. Chairman, to a political party, income tax 

deductihJe. Thev may contribute to two parties or three, I do not know and 

thev nrohahly have, Sir, contributed to both major parties in this Province 

and in Canada, but there was no way that I can see, Sir, that you could 

nerotiate under the table with BRINCO. 

Now, ~r. Chairman, she is wide open. She is wide open, Sir. Mr. Chair

man, if any other administration in this world had taken the controllinp. interest 

in Churchill Falls Corporation and were going to develop the Lower Churchill, as 

I said this afternoon, the philosophy behind it is good and I am all for it. 

Sir, the record of this administration -

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Yes, I am tryinp. to pick and chose my words here. Sir, I could 

come flat out but I know I would be unparliamentary. 

The record, Sir, is not conducive to making a go of this deal that we 

are entering into now. It really is not, Mr. Chairman. Just look at the track 

record of the administration, Sir. We see all kinds of little construction 

companies beinp formed on the other side. The member for Bay de Verde has one 

called Selworth Construction; Sellers, Howard, Selworth, Sir. 

MR. B. HOWARD: On a point of order, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask 

the honourable member for Bell Island to retract that statement. I am a 

partnership in no company in Newfoundland or any other place whatsoever. 
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·MR. NEARY : Well, Sir, my information leads me to believe -

MR. HOWARD: Well, the honourable member's information is wrong. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: Hold it, Mr. Chairman. 

~- CHAIRMAN: Order, please! It is a difference as to fact between 

~"° honourable members. Each honourable member has the right to stand 

in debate and make points which are relevant. I suggest that the 

honourable member must make points that are relevant and certainly the 

point that he is making,while a certain amount of leeway is given, 

drawinp, comparisons, I would suggest that that particular comparison 

was irrelevant. Perhaps the honourable member might get on to matters 

that are relevant. 

MR. NEARY: I am _;ust pointinp, out the danger, Mr. Chairman, of 

political patronaRe creepinp, into this deal. I sav, Sir, that if the 

honourable memher from Bay de Verde is not one of the owners of Selworth 

Construction then I accept his word for that. The Minister of Provincial 

Affairs, Sir, has a constniction company, Eap,le Construction. As a 

matter of fact, the memorandum, Sir, under the Compan_ies Act was drawn 

up by none other than the Minister without Portfolio. The point I am 

makinp, and I could go on and on, Sir, you have the family compact, you 

have the vested interest and you have the people who have left the 

government employment, Sir, and I am thinking about that superstar who 

used to be down in the honourable Premier's office who now heads up a 

firm called North Star Power. 

MR. W. MARSHALL: On a point of order, Sir. We have been entertained 

for some three of four months by the honourable member for Bell Island. 

This has no relevancy whatsoever to the point at issue which is the 

borrowing of $160 odd million for the purchase of BRINCO and the ratification 

of the BRINCO bill. I mean,it might be of interest to people who read 

such things irrelevant,such things as Dear Abby and Ann Landers and 

what have you,but it has no relevancy to the point at issue in this 

House. 
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~R. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I presume there is no point of order, Sir. 

Order, please! There is a point of order, 

the same point on which I rose earlier. It is a point which if pursued 

by the honourable memher mav indeed hecome a most vexatious point. I 

would suggest that the honourable memher has to relate the companies 

to which he refers to this resolution,which I submit is going to be 

rather precise and may call for prompt and frequent interference hv 

the Chair and hy honourable members who may wish to rise on a point of 

order. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, the honourable gentleman to whom I am referring. 

Sir, I would submit has more than iust a passing interest in the develop-

ment of the Lower Churchill. am merely nointing out, Sir, the danger 

of nolitical patronage creeping into this whole deal. 

What I aM going to suggest, Mr. Chairman, is that people who 

work in the Premier's office, for instance, T do not know how we can do 

this. Perhaps we can put some teeth into toothless conflict of interest 

legislation that we have in this Province. I think. Mr. Chairman, that 

we should bar people like this from poing into the Premier's office, 

getting the inside information, senior government officials. appointees. 

adv isrr .~ to the Premier and so forth, that when thev leave the government 

service , Sir, for at least two years the company that steals them away 

should not be permitted to do husiness wj th the gover-nment. 

I would feel much more comfortable, Sir, if we had this type of 

legislation in this Province with the government taking over- Churchill 

Falls Corporation and developing the Lower Churchill. I wonder then, 

Mr. Chair-man, if there would be any rush by the private sector corpor-ations 

to steal so many honourable gentlemen away from the Premier's administration. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NF.ARY: T do not know where he would be working. He would not be 

working with DOSCO that is for sure. 

Mr. Chairman, there is the question of George MacLean. Will he 

be doing the public relations work for the government in connection with 

the hond issue? He is already, Sir, representing the government and 
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representing Burns Brothers and Denton, doing the public relations work. 

What I am afraid of, Mr. Chairman, -

MR. MARSHALL: On a point of order. Mr. Chairman, look, this has 

nothing to do with this particular bill which is under consideration at 

the present time. We are not legislating George MacLean. We are not 

incorporating George MacLean. We are not doing anythinp. with George 

MacLean. There is no mention of George MacLean in the bill. The bill 

relates to the agreement between the government and BRINCO for the purpose 

of acquisition of certain assets. The matter under consideration relates 

to the borrowing r f ~Prtain mrnies. It relates not one whit to c;eor~e 

MacLean, not one whit to the personalities that the honourable member for 

Bell Island is talking about. He is out of order. He is irrelevant and 

he should not he allowed to continue along this vein. If he want to speak 

on the bill let him speak on it but not these foolish irrelevancies. 

MR. W. ROWE: - ---- Mr. Chairman, speaking to the point of order: My colleague, 

the member for Bell Island, Sir, speaking to the point of order, is heing 

very relevant. He is talking about the takeover of the Upper Churchill 

and the consequences thereof, the respective development of the Lower 

Churchill and the probability of this government's track record is any 

indication.the probability of this whole deal being fertile ground for 

political patronage. 

Nothing in this House that has been uttered since this House began 

is tnore relevant to this bill than that, Mr. Chairman. I would suggest 

to Your Honour that my colleague, the member for Bell Island, be permitted 

to carry on with his remarks. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): As usual honourable members have tossed the ball 

into the Chairman's lap· and the wisdom of Solomon is expected to emanate 

from him. However the rule of relevance is one that is extremely difficult 

to adjudicate upon. The honourable member quite adroitly attempts to 

tie in the point that he is making with the Upper Churchill Project. 

I would suggest that probably any money-raising bill would be 

subject to the same argument. It is extremely difficult. Probably 
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the time factor will rescue us all since the honourable member has 

two minutes left. 

MR. NEARY:l'lr. Chairman, he does not like to hear this kind of argument. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Maybe that is so. The honourable member only has two 

minutes and perhaps I will reserve iudgment until that time is up. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman. the Minister without Portfolio took up about 

ten minutes of my time, Sir. This is why I said the clock should be 

stopped in this honourable House when points of order are raised. The 

minister goes off, tmbibes during lunch hour and then comes back li pptn~ 

specious points of order and what have you. Sir, the rremier this 

afternoon, Sir, indicated that there is no problem to get the money to 

develop the Lower Churchill. I hope he is right, Sir. 

Well that is what the Premier said. The Premier says, "Now. 

not quite that." Well I was sitting here listening and the Premier 

there is no problem to get the money. Is that correct? 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Not quite. 

MR. NF..ARY: Not quite. Well what is the problem? We have not got 

any information. That is what we have been trying to get for two or 

three days here. What is the problem? 

said 

Sir, I would say that if the Premier can get the money that the 

administration proceed as rapidly as possible with the Lower Churchill. 

Get her p;oing! 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible, 

MR. NEARY: Down Rover! nown, hn v ! Down'. Throw him a bone there. 

Get her ~oing, Sir. The transmission of power to the Island part of 

the Province can come later, if that is what the administration is 

trying to do, I would say, Sir, I would concur with what the Leader 

of the Opposition said this afternoon. Why not use the power, Mr. 

Chaiman, to develop that vast land resource of Labrador. It should be 

built up, Sir! I agree with my colleague from Labrador North. Why 

not set up industries? 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Order, please! I think that maybe the timing -
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Inaudible. Ac~ HONOURABLE MEMBER: 

~- CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Order, please! l must ask all honourable 

members to respect the Chair when the person occupying it rises. I 

suggest that the timing at the beginnin~ of the honourable member's 

speech may have been a little bit approximate but I suggest that he has 

a couple of minutes leit, eve~ though officially the time may have expired. 

MR. NEARY: Merci, Monsieur Pcesident. Sir, why not use that 

vast power resource to build up Labrador as it should be built? 

Mr. Chairman, we are all Newfoundlanders. Why not create the industries 

and the jobs in Labrador, Sir? Sooner or later, Mr. Chairman, we are 

going to have to occupy Labrador or our neighbours, Sir, in the La Belle 

Province,who can get in there by road,will occupy it, Sir, and sooner 

or later we are going to lose Labrador. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: The sooner the better. 

MR.NEARY : No, not the sooner the better. I do not agree with that. 

So, Sir, we must adopt a policy of developing Labrador. It is ours 

socially, politically, economically, no matter how you look at it. We 

own it, Sir and it is going to fall more and more under the domination 

of those ambitious people from across the border who can get there by 

a land bridge from Quebec. 

Now, Sir, we are in the process of putting the formal and rather 

empty seal of approval on a somewhat unsavoury and distasteful episode 

in the economic history of Newfoundland and Labrador. I call upon the 

government now, Sir, because there are so many unemployed Newfoundlanders 

waiting for the word, I call upon the government not to delay one second 

in getting the Lower Churchill off the ground,because as I said this 

afternoon, unemployed ~ewfoundlanders have spent the whole winter waiting 

for the second oil refinery and the development of the Lower Churchill. 

Let us get it out of the way and deal with some of the more important 

matters in this Province,like the high cost of living and the record 

unemployment that we have in this Province at the present time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Honourable Member for Labrador North: 
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MR. WOODWARD: Mr. Chairman, looking at this particular resolution 

and hearing the debate on the resolution, I suppose one would say that 

you would be against motherhood if you did not support the principle 

of the resolution. I support the principle of this resolution, Mr. 

Chairman, on the basis that this resolution applies wholly and totally 

to all of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

I do not support this resolution in the same context as the Premier 

has stated in his remarks this afternoon. When I think of the Premier's 

remarks they were basically the same as the remarks made hy the Minister 

of Mines and Energy going back to rriday of last week. Labrador hyd ro 

is essential for the development of this Island. Labrador Hvdro is 

essential to take advanta~e of and develop our ice-free ports . 

Mr. Chairman, if I thought for one minute that this goverrunent 

were pulling another rap~ deal on Labrador as has hanpened in the past 

I would not vote for the principle of this bill or any camouflage deal 

that that administration on the other side of the House has cooked un 

to extract more of the resources from Labrador and leave the Labrador 

peoole in the Limbo that they exist in today is quite obvious when you 

look at the Snowden Report and see what has happened over the years and 

see what the present administration on the other side of the House in 

their tenn of office for the last thirty odd months have done to assist 

the economy or to help the people in that portion of the Province. 

There has been no action, no action at all, Mr. Chairman. This 

is one of the reasons why I feel that we should not, unless the government 

sit down with the people of Labrador and consults with the people of 

Labrador on a local basis and makes some sort of a commiO!Jent or a deal 

or arrangement for the people of Labrador that they will indeed share in 

the benefit of that power. 

Mr. Chainnan, we all know very well that the labour that is going 

to be derived from the benefit of developing the Lower Churchill hydro 

site or any other power that exists in Labrador, that is a joke, Mr. 

Chairman, that indeed is a joke. When we have 40,000 people sitting in 
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Labrador, they do not think it is. a joke. They do not think it is a 

joke. The honourable Minister of Finance, as T have repeated in this 

House before, is one of the most hated persons in this Province because 

of the fact that he is totally responsible for not assisting or not 

seeing that Labrador is helpeq in this respect. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. WOODWARD: Equally as stupid as he is. 

MR. CH,\IRMAN: Order. please! 

MR. WOODWARD: He and his bi!i mouth! It is a joke. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Order, please! Maybe honourable gentlemen 

would prefer to rest11!1e this debate in the corridor or some other 

appropriate theatre. However,! would suggest to the speaker, the 

honourable member for Labrador North,that his remar~s are bv their 

nature vexatious and they give rise to heated responses. There is 

a method of speaking in chambers such as this,which is noted as the 

parliamentary method. One of the hallmarks of the parliamentary 

method is that it does not arouse heated emotion nor the possibility 

of anarchy within the chamber. 

So I suggest to the honourable member and also honourable 

members to my left who may capitalize upon the emotion of other 

honourable members, maybe if all honourable members would be a little 

more temperate the debate could go on in a much more reasonable fashion. 

I trust that by having spoken for the past two minutes and allowed 

honourable members to cool off the debate can proceed in a normal way. 

MR. WOODWARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. After seeing the behaviour of 

thecoTlll'littee this afternoon, one cannot help but have his temper to rise. 

Newfoundland fo~ the first time, Mr. Chairman, needs something 

that Labrador has. The Minister of Mines and Resources as well as the 

Premier have said, "Unless we develop that power for use not only in 

the Island portion of the Province but in Labrador as well there will 

be total stagnation in this Province over a period of time." Total 

stagnation? 
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So now, Mr, Chairman, I will say to the people of Labrador: 

"You have a trump card." For the first time then the people of 

Labrador have been sitting with a jackpot in their hands. I think 

that the people of Labrador should make good use of that particular 

jackpot. This is what I feel,that I should sit down and the povernment 

should have the dip.tomacy to go alon11: to the people of Labrador and 

say "Look, we recognize your neglect, We recognize that we have to 

develop your resources but then again we want to do something for you 

and in turn for developing the power and taking it down to the Island 

of Newfoundland, we are going to bring you public services, we are 

going to have an infusion of public funds into your portion of the 

nrovince." This to date, Mr. Chairman, has not been done. 

The only thing that I have heard in debates in this HouRe is 

the fact that the people on the island portion of the province need 

Labrador power, we must have Labrador power for the sake of survival. 

Now I can see a great danger, Mr. Chairman, when you once develop that 

power and put a transmission line into the island portion of the province, 

I think this in turn will take the incentive away from development in 

Labrador. Why should people, if the power were here and were accessib1 e here 

on the island,have to go to Labrador to develop industry? And if the 

same attitudes have been expressed by this administration, I will go 

back and say, as far as any administratio~ since we became a province 

of Canada, if the same attitudes prevail,then in Labrador will stay in the 

same undeveloped state that exist there today , its people shali be 

saddled with the same problems and the same discriminatory actions 

that are taken place right now. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I am not all in favour. I am in favour of 

the development of the Lower Churchill. I am indeed in favour of the 

total development of all the hydro resource in the whole of Labrador, 

but I am not at all in favour of using it for development purposes 

only using the island portion of the province to get the benefit 

from it. 
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So I think that this particular government,and the Premier 

when he snoke in the dehate today appeared to be very sincere about 

his actions. It is a gamble. Sure it is a gamble. I do not think 

it is at all feasible, and I do not think that the government are all 

yet satisfied that it is feasible to bring that power across the 

Straits of Belle. I do not think that the Tishmont ~eports are at 

all comprehensive enough. I do not think that there have been enough 

of on-the-joh work done or surveys done. I think the report is merely 

a bunch of engineers getting together and applying a certain condition 

when not knowing what the real conditions are, and saying, if this were 

to happen,this is what we can do. But they have not yet taken a real 

look at the crossing of the Straits of Belle as far as the feasibility 

of putting cables and tunnels underneath the Straits of Be,lle. 

The other problem 1 Mr. Chairman, and I have mentioned it in 

this Committee before,is the fact that in the event - the Minister 

of Finance have come out and said it, it is essential to get funding 

from the federal government for the transmission line, something in 

the area of some $500,000,000 to $600,000,000. It is essential. 

Without it we cannot afford to take the development on. 

There are a lot of things that are needed in Labrador, tfr. 

Chairman. One of the things that we have expressed and one of the 

things that the Tory Government promised in their platform when they 

were looking for votes in Labrador is that they would build a 

Trans Labrador Highway. The Premier mentioned this afternoon about 

a portion of the highway will be colllT)leted. This is true. If they 

see fit to upgrade the road from Goose Bay to Churchill Falls or to 

the Lower Churchill, the Gull.Island Site and in turn to upgrade the 

road from the Gull Island Site to the Upper Churchill Development,then 

the road from Churchill into Eskier is one of the best dirt roads in this 

province. This will be an escape for the people in the Goose Bay 

Area and the Lake Melville Area but, Mr. Chairman, there is no assurance 

that this road will be maintained after, maintained by the provincial 

government after the project is completed. I think this is one of the 
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conditions that this administration should tell or explain to the 

people of Labrador that that road will be maintained all the year 

around to have Rrr~~~ to the railhead at Eskier. 

But the people in Labrador are asking these quest-tons, J!r. 

Chairman, but no one in the government has seen fit to consult with 

the people of Labrador on this matter or indeed on any other matter. 

When I think in terms of a crown corporation to take over from the 

Power Commission, I think in terms of government involvement in the 

management and the development of the project and the size of the 

Lower Churchill and indeed to go further beyond that and develop the 

total water resource in the whole of Labrador, I only have to look 

back at what is happening today in a small operation like the woods 

harvesting by Labrador Linerboard in the Lake Melville Area and see the 

total waste of money by that crown corporation, I can only shiver to 

think what would happen when we get involved in maybe what the Premier 

said today ls $2 billion development • when we think i-, tf!rms of ,.,h,.,- . 

is happening just in harvesting a mere 120,000 cords or 130,000 cords 

of wood. 

Government efficiency, ~r. Chairman, I do not think it is known 

in any operation that is carried out by government, there is no efficiency 

in it. I think this is very prevalent all throughout the Western World 

and indeed Canada but now we venture out, we venture out into a socialist 

type of government. We kick people out,like BRINCO. They are good 

corporate citizens of this province. There is no one in Labrador that 

had a bad word for the BRINCO organization. The only people who had 

bad words for the BRINCO organization were the people who sit here on 

the island portion of the province and the government administration. 

They did their job well. They treated the native people well. 

But now on the other hand, we see what is happening as far as 

the Linerboard operation is concerned. Will this particular hydro 

development be a repeat of that organization? Mr. Chairman, if indeed 

it is,the 500,000 souls in this province will not be able to afford to 

pay the bill. 
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There is such a thing as native rights. At least if they ro 

not have any legal rights,the government should have the courtesy to 

sit down with a group of people who have pride in their own land, 

moral rights,to sit down and tell the people ~hat they are going 

to do to the111. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. WOODWARD: Well, Mr. Chairman, we are all aware of what has 

happend on the James Bay project. We are all aware of the problems 
l 

that the Quebec Government are having with the natives claiming rights. 

If we look very seriouslr at the total problem we could possibly see 

that there is some legal title to that property,but no one on this 

portion of the island, no one here, very few of the ministers were 

ever in Labrador, very few. So they have no feeling for it and they 

have no feeling for its people. Their method is rank. 

Mr. Chairman, maybe one way to develop the Lower Churchill is 

to go into a total money-making proposition and forget about putting 

a tra"smission line down to the island. Maybe the government should 

make a deal with Quebec Hydro as they did on the Upper Churchill and 

sell the total power to Quebec Hydro and in turn -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. WOODWARD: ?!r. Chairman, maybe we can afford from the revenue 

derived from the sale of ?OWer to the Quebec Hydro,we can stage in a 

progrannne in nuclear plants here on the island to meet the demand as 

the demand arises. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. WOODWARD: I am not joking. If this Committee ~s a joke to 

the members on the other side, Mr. Chairman, I am not joing. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. WOODWARD: That is not the case, Mr. Chairman, of giving it 

away. I feel that our capable Finance Minister can sit down with Quebec. 

We have a total of maybe some -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 
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MR. WOODWARD: No what I suggest should be done and I feel that it 

can be done, Mr. Chairman, is to develop the total water resource in 

Labrador,to tie up a contract with Quebec,to have recall rights for 

the development of Labrador as the power is needed,with the revenue from 

that particular sale of power, we put nuclear plants on the island 

to meet the demand as the demand arises. We do not have to go into 

$2 million or $1.5 billion project with no customers in mind, no sale 

of the power. I do not think we have to work it that way and not 

knowing then if it is at all feasible to bring the power across the 

Straits of Belle for generation in the island portion of the province. 

~laybe that is the way it should be done, but this particular 

administration, Mr. Chairman, did not see fit to do it that way. The 

only thing that they had in mind was that we need this power for the 

island and the only way to get it was to have a for sale of BRINCO 

or indeed to charge them with nationalization, we would take the 

thing over. 

What happens, Mr. Chairman, once that transmission line is 

down to the island? What happens to future development of Labrador? 

When that particular power line is down to the island you will not 

see stagnation on the island portion of the province but you will see 

stagnation on the Labrador portion of the province. So I suggest, 

Mr. Chairman, and I will say to this government that they should at 

least have the courtesy to sit down and consult with the Labrador 

people and to tell the people of Labrador just how they are going to 

affect their economic lives for the next fifty or one hundred years. 

AN HON. "!EMBER: Hear! Hear! 

MR CHAIRMAN: The Honourable ~ember for Labrador South: 
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MR. M. MARTIN: Mr. Chairman, $160 million is quite a bit of money 

to be tossing about. As has already been pointed out, this is probably 

the largest project that this province is going to get itself into for 

a long time to come. It is a dramatic moment. It occurs to me that there 

are two things missing from the drama that is unfolding before us tonight; 

a bloody great bonfire and a set of bongo drums. 

We are being asked to perform a ritual dance,a 

legislative ritual dance. We are asked to get up and speak on something 

which has already been agreed upon, to ratify, confirm and adopt 

an agreement the details of which we knew nothing about prior to 

two days before the opening of this particular part of the session. I 

find that highly offensive. There is nothing more we can do in this 

debate than to put on record how we feel about this particular project. 

There is no way that one can intelligently debate this project without 

facts. I submit, Sir, that neither the opposition nor the government 

have sufficient facts to enter into any kind of an 1ntelligent debate. 

We have preliminary studies. The fact is that we do not know what 

this is finally going to cost and whether or not the cost is going to 

be worth it. 

Let us for a moment take a look at the principle. 

We are going to be taking over our hydro resources and the facilities 

that have been built at private expense to harness those resources. 

There is no doubt that the principle is a sound one, There is one 

question that I would like to have answered before we go any further. 

In all fairness, I think Brinco did a good job. They are not perhaps 

as good as corporate citizens as many people think they might be. Generally 

speaking, they did an e•cellent job of harnessing the Churchill Falls 

on the Hamil ton. 

However, it says that we are going to be buying back 

all of the issued share capital, etc., all plans, estimates, maps, etc. 

pertaining to the Gull Island Site. Section (B) states: "All water power 

rights owned by the said Brin co group in Labrador." 
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::ow, S i r, 1 wo,, J.i J i kc to I-now what it was Brin co 

pn1d UR for those r lv,h tR In th~ fir~t place. Ahsolutely, not onP 

r<! <I copper. Th<)SC rights were: ~iven to them ns a frr:c ,d ft frorr the 

pcoplc of rhls p rovi.nct· . Arc ~,c chen en turn arounii ;,nd lash out ROod 

"'nncy co h11y 1,;icJ, nu r roun try'! 1 f i am heinr, aske-1 L'> vote on something 

1 l~c tlrnt, th('n my an6we>r ls emphatica ll y no. We taJ.-e those rights . 

They :ire ours. W(• rln nQt ray nnc copper for t hem. <;ure, we buy the 

<:hurch11 I Plant, sur e we h11y th<: studies t hat havr.· been <lone- hut there 

i s no reai:on Jn the '-'orl<l why WE! h;ivc to huy haclr thr. l'pper- Naekaupi, 

s.,IJ Lake, Nnrman J.akc, Son:\ I.ah! and ''icl-ikamau. They bclonv,f'd to 

our: fathers a nd thew hcloni:; tn 1JS . They do not \-,elonP,. to llr inco. 

We have sc<'n certain sutcments as co· what is RO~ng to be done 

on the r.ul l lsland . We know that we are itoing to be creatinf a ma jor 

1 al<c, anothcT major l a ke in r.entra 1 I.ab r ad or . ThPrP have 1'ecn estimat es 

:is to the rossihlc co~c of development. 
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Engineers will tell you, anyhody who wants to ask them, the Gull Site is 

primarily sand, Nobody knows for certain what is going to happen to those 

estimated costs once you get into stabalizing fluid sand. That is one 

variable of which we know very little. 

There was a study done on crossing the Straits with a power line. 

One alternative which was suggested is that we use a submarine cable. 

It was put forward as a viable alternative, as I believe it has been 

mentioned here in the Houee this afternoon. This spring, just a few 

weeks ago, an iceberg grounded in three hundred feet of water. So 

much for the Teshmont-Zinder Study. The fact is, Mr. Chairman, we 

know very, very little upon which to base this debate. 

One of the things which concern me, having seen what happened 

to the upper river, the development at Churchill Falls, is what happens 

to the ecology. I believe there is a contract already let for a small 

study this summer, a couple of weeks for an ecological study on the 

effect of this project. 

Brinco, who are supposed to he such good corporate citizens

does anybody know that one whole year of migratory fowl have been wipea 

out this spring on the Upper Churchill Watershed because somebody 

closed the dam and left it closed too long? Does anybody know that? 

Does anybody know that the major salmon river in Hamilton 
I 

Inlet has been rendered sterile because ther£ was no control structure 

put across the Upper Naskaupi? 

The people who fished for salmon in Groswater Bay, in Hamilton 

Inlet, relied on the Naskaupi River for their stocks. It was into the 

Naskaupi that the salmon went to spawn. There are only perhaps two 

other rivers. The Ha~ilton Ri,ver was never a salmon river. There is 

the Kenemich, the Kenamu, perhaps one or two minor rivers, but the 

Naskaupi was the main one. There was a bloody great dam put across 

the top of it and the Upper Naskaupi has ceased to flow. The Eagle 

has not been affected so far, It is a different water source. 

But these kinds of things were never taken into consideration 

when the Upper Churchill had to be built. I am wondering whether or 

not this government is prepared to put itself on record as making those 
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kinds of blunders for $160 millions worth of public money, because one way 

or another this administration is going to be judged upon how they deal 

with this project, not only because of what happens to the economy or the 

ecology but also what happens within the provincial political structure 

itself. 

This administration is sooner or later going to have to go back 

to the people and ask to be elected again. I can guarantee it that 

this project and $160 million worth of money are going to be no minor 

issue and if they blunder it they are going to be out for a long time. 

Now I cannot let this opportunity pass, I must not let this 

opportunity pass without referring to a matter brought up by the Hon. 

Leader of the Opposition this afternoon with respect to the attitude 

of separatism. I think this thing has become a little over-dramatized. 

I think it is probably being used a little more than it is worth, but I 

would say that it is a serious prohlem, not so much that Labrador 

may one day set itself adrift ; that is a remote possibility but it 

is a possibility. That is not what bothers me. What worries me 

about this kind of thing is that after so many years of deliberate 

neglect here is a chance for the Government of Newfoun<lland and Labrador 

to prove that they are dealing in good faith. This is the last chance 

as far as the people of Labrador are concerned. And if you deal in 

bad faith now, it is going to mean there is going to be a loss of faith 

in the province as a political structure, in the whole political institution 

and more importantly in themselves; because if we cannot work within this 

system then there is going to be chaos,regardless of the consequences. 

It is a negative effect. Regardless of the outcome, we will not have 

a good, healthy, positive attitude developing in a country where we have 

~verything going for us. Just for the record, if I may, Mr. Chairman; 

J11st for the record, since it has been brought up in this debate already: 

Let me reiterate once more; I have not been and I am not one of those who 

say that this province should be separated. We were forced to make this 

statement again in the election campaign in which I participated. I find 

that I am still being forced to do so because as a regional splinter party 
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trying to make known to the people of this province what our legitimate 

gripes are, we are heing tagged as separatists. I submit, Sir, that we 

are the only political force in this province that are not and have become 

on record as not being in favour of separatism. Look back over the records -

it is there. I will say it again, that we are trying to do everything in 

our power to make the system work for us 1 quite selfishly, yes, for us! 

We are tryini,; to make the system work; we are not trying to destroy it. 

And if we see that our one hig and dramatic resource is to be developed 

for the benefit of people outside of Lahrador, whether it is in the 

other half of the province or to the westward in Quebec, if we do not 

realize any material gain from this project, then we are going to see 

chaos and confusion within the minds of the people of Labrador. 

It does not matter whether it is a feasible alternative to go 

for separation, they are going to go for it anyway. And if this 

administration want to campaign in the next election, on the ioland, 

as being the administration that generated that kind of attitude in 

Labrador, then I would not want to run in their camp. I think you 

are handing it right back where it came from. 

Another thing that bothers me: We have already heard from the 

Hon. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, Sir, that there will be 

harvesting of the timber resources, the timber stands in the Winokapu 

Region, that is the Lower r.hurchill to those who are not from Labrador. 

The very best stands of timber in Labrador, bar none, two hundred and 

eighty thousand cords,standing, waiting to be harvested. I do not 

believe there is time within the period laid down for the completion of 

this project to harvest economically, that is to reap the full benefit 

of those three hundred and eighty thousand cords. 

If anybody were to take a look at what has happened since the 

Bay D'Espoir development, down in that watershed, he would shudder. 

The timber down there was not all that good as compared to that of 

Winokapu, but if you g~ down there today, to the region that was 

flooded by the Bay D'Espoir dams, you will see acres and acres, endless 

acres of tree-tops sticking out of the water. Not only will the timber 

never be harvested but it has ruled out the recreation potential of that 

watershed for boating and for fishing and any possible commercial fishery 
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that m1ght have 1,een done, :rnrl that wa, prJ'>S1ble. 

'J'hPse arr! the thinp,; that we must be cognizant of when we talk about 

developtnv, r;ul 1 IRlanrl. 

~,at do we know about the economics of this nroiect? 

I.et 11,; take a loo], at w,r:, rough - and T will admit, :1r. r:hai nnan. 

that they are VPry rnuv.h projer.ted costs : It is estimated that it would 

cost ~l.5 billion to prorlur.e 1.Jl million kilowatts of electrir::ity, ~J.5 

billion dollars to prorluce l.~ million kilowatts on the Lower Churchill, 

as compared to less than a hlllion dollars to produce five times as much, 

'.i.2 million kilow,itts at Churchill Falls. 

Taking those fi~ures into consideration, taking into consideration 

the fact that building a dam on an unstable liase, taving into consideration 

we know very little about the ecolovfcal consequences, the fact that the 

Teshmont study, which is beinp; held up as the end-all in feasibility 

studies on this particular project, has already been nroven wrong in one 

of the major recommendations, I wonder if it is worth it then to go 

ahead and give this government the power to spend $165 million of the 

people's money. I do not know. I do know that I do not want to be associated 

with the passage of this bill at this particular time. I will - whether 

T vote for it or against it, of course, means very little. Whether anybody 

on this side of the House vote for it or against it means very little, 

means ahsolutely nothing. It has been agreed upon already. But J for 

one want to go on record as not being in favour of it at this particular 

time, not until we know more about it. 

I do not think the Province can afford that very high unit cost 

of electricity with so many unknown variables 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: This is only for the takeover of the Upper Churchill. 

It has nothing to do with the Lower Churchill. 

~--~~IN: Well, the reason: Presumably, as stated, the reason for the take

over of the Upper Churchill is so that we can go ahead with the Lower Churchill. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Not necessarily though - not necessarily. 

MR MARTIN That is right. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Two distinct projects. 

MR MARTIN: Two distinct projects as far as the bill is concerned, but without 

one you cannot do the other. 
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AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: But with one you may never have the other though. 

MR MARTIN: With one we may never. 

I am not at all sure that what we need are big hydro developments 

in this country anymore. Perhaps the time has passed. Maybe we are still 

being -

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Not automatically -

MR MARTIN: I am not s.aying we do not need electricity. I am saying that 

perhaps the time has come when we do not need any gigantic hydro developments. 

I think it is more than just a bold p,amble, Sir; I think it is an exercise 

in foolhardiness to proceed at this stage without knowing more about it. 

I am not saying the pro_1ect is foolhardy; but to borrow that much money 

without knowing more about it is foolhardy; and I cannot support it 

at this time. 

HR . W. ROWE: - ·-- -·--~-.. - - I just have one or two words. I thought perhaps one 

or two of the other ministers, Mr. Chairman, migh t want to speak because 

I do not believe apybody else on this side is goinf. to speak once I 

have saitl my few words. 

I had a big list of notes, Sir , that I was going to draw 

upon to speal, in this debate. I think most of the information we do 

have at our disposal has been given and most of the questions which 

we were going to ask have been asked by the Leader of the ()pposition, 

by my colleague, the member for Labrador North, l'lY collea,i;ue, the member 

for Dell Island,and our friend on this side of the House, though not 

part pf the official opposition, the member for Labrador South. So 

I throw out the notes and I just want to make one or two brief remarks 

on this whole issue, a very important issue, an issue which will have 

great consequences for good or for bad in the future history of this 

province. 

The main reason that I am getting up to speak at all, Sir, 

is that I do want to stress - because I believe that the last speaker, 

the member for Labrador South may have confused the issue somewhat. 

not intentionally but the manner in which be put his last concluding 

remarks may have obscured the issue somewhat. We are talking about two 

separate and distinct issues. I~ is true that the one depends on the 

other. That is the Development of the Gull Island site, the Lower 
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Churchill Site may depend on and does depend on really the acquisition 

by the government of the Upper Churchill Site so that the whole thing 

can be one massive hydro-electrical development. 

Merely because we vote for this resolution Lefore the 

House todayr which is a resolution which stands on its own merits without 

reference to the Lower Churchill, does not mean, Sir, that we are in 

favor, neither the member for Labrador South nor the official opposition 

is in favor of the particular methodology being chosen by this government 

for the r!evelonmPnt of the Lower Churchill. It does not mean it at all. 

I think t11at the 1.l"f'per Churchill, the Churchill Falls development, the 

Upper Churchill development has now reached the stage where it is feasible 

and sensible for a government of a province to take it over because it 

has now reached the staf!e, Hr. Chairman, where it is very little,or 

will be bv the fall of the year , very little more than a public utility 

col'lnany , an operating company supplying electricity, None of the 

rreat technical problems that would have been encountered in developing 

the lnper Churchill are goinp, to be encountered in the future. It will 

be an operating company. 

Therefore, I have no hesitation,as a member of this House 

and as a member of the Liberal Party, in saying that the government is 

taking the right·step in taking over the Upper Churchill development, 

CFLCo which operates that particular utility company. That is what 

it basically amounts to. I thinY. that the time has come now for us 

to be in charge of that resource. If it be possible in the next 

few years for the government to renegotiate certain contracts with 

Quebec or to recall pCil.'er for future industrialization in Labrador 

or on the island part of the province, then it is the government which 

should be in the drivers seat to do that. 

Now, Sir, that is a far cry from saying that the government 

of this province should have developed the Upper Churchill six or 

seven or eight years ago or started the development of the Upper Churchill 

six or seven or eight years ago. At that time when the gove:ntl!lent of 

this province managed to be the midwife at a deal with BRINCO and 

BRINCO backers and the Quebec agency, the power commission in Quebec, 
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Quehec Hydro, I think that that was the best deal that could have been 

obtained at that time. I think that if a government of this province, 

be it the previous administration or this present administration, had 

been foolhardy enough to venture into the development with their own 

public money, the development of that Upper Churchill, Sir, they would 

have deserved to have been drummed out of office. 

At that time, with so many technical unknowns, sc many technical 

risks, with a billion dollars of risk capital being put up to develop 

the lipper Churchill, any government would have been off its head, would 

have been off it rocker to put up a billion dollars of public money, 

1-lewfoundlanc1 public monies in particular, a poor province .. as risk 

capital in a project that has in hindsight proved to be feasible anr1 

very successful but at that time certainly had some doubts if not 

grave doubts then some doubts as to whether it would ever p,et off the 

ground or not anc1 i'.'.et goinr. or not. It was genuine risk capital. 

The goverill'!ent of clewfoundland I,as right at that time not to risk one 

billion dollars worth of public money in trying to get that gigantic 

operation P,Oing. 

'·low that the project is going and all technical problems 

have been overcome and worked out by one of the first-rate companies 

of this earth, IRINCO, in that particular field, then I think it is 

only riP,ht and proper that as lonr, as BRH!CO and BP-INCO shareholders 

~et a fair ar:-ount of money for their investment, for their work. for 

their tine then it is right and proper that we should own the 

onerating company. 

This is what we are doing here tonight, J!r. Chairman. We 

are about to vote on whether the government should have $160 million 

approved by this House that it can either raise or guarantee that 

amount of money to purchase the asset of BRINCO, Churchill Falls 

Corporation and the other water rights in Labrador. I have no 

hesitation whatsoever in voti~g for that. 

If I were certain that my honourable friend, the member for 

Labrador South - did I hear him correct when he said that he was going 

to vote against that, the take over? 
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Ky question iB whether it is worth $160 million when there are 

three items that we are supposed to be buying back; Churchill Falls 

Company and the power station, the plans and maps, etc., associated 

with Gull Island and the water rights. Now I would like to know 

110re about how much these items cost. I am genuinely not sure 

of whether or not it is worth $160 million. If this ,;ho11Jrl he thP far,t. 

then the whole thing that goea after that then becomes very, very relevant. 

It is the $160 million that I question. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: That i • a fair question. Perhaps the 

Minister of Finance when he get• up will give us some further information 

on this. The Mini• ter of Finance ha• not said that. "Well, we are paying 

$140 million for CFLCo. shares, for BRINCO •hares and CFLCo. and 

say $20 million for the water rights," we have not had that kind of 

information. 

I agree with the Hon. Member for Labrador South. 

The a1110unt of $160 million is too much money. It is far too much 

money. The Minister of Finance himself, I believe has indicated 

on one or two occasions,once in this House and once outside, that 

they probably could have gotten a better deal. I believe that they 

could have had the whole of BRINCO with all its multifarious assets 

for $11 million more or some such figure. I just forget the figures 

now. It is quite obvious that the Minister of Finance or whoever 

bargained for the government, probably three or four ministers 

bargaining for the government, did not get a very good deal in terms 

of money. Perhaps the Member for Labrador South has a good point 

there. They could not beat Sir Val Duncan down. Any man (Rio-Tinto 

had profits of $300 million odd this yeaL) who heads an operation 

which makes $300 million or more profit in a year is certainly perhaps 

not too bad at sitting across a table and bargaining effectively 

for his company. 

They did not get a very good deal. I believe the 

Mi9ister of Finance has indicated that they did not get a verv good 

deal. Perhaps a better deal would have been $140 million or something. 

We can quibble about the amounts of money involved. 
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The point I am trving to make is that as a matter of 

principle I think it is good that the government take over this 

operation. I cannot get too upset about the amount of money 

involved because I do realize that the government, with fiendish 

malice aforethought,made a grab after BRINCO at a time when they 

2 

knew that perhaps the market was somewhat depressed in BRINCO shares. 

The amount that they originally offe-red BRINCO , it one were comparing 

that to the amount which is now being paid BRINCO for the assets 

which are being purchased, the fact that it might be pretty close 

together is perhaps not too material because the shareholders in BRINCO, 

at $7.07 a share which I believe is being offered by 

by the government ,1.s the exp~opriation price . it was not what 

the market for BRINCO would have been say a year from now when 

the Upper Churchill came on stream fully and completely and 

the amount of revenue became public knowledge over a long period of 

time. 

I cannot get too excited about that. 

too much, $15 million or $20 million too much. 

Perhaps they paid 

What is $20 

million to the Minister of Finance? He lights his cigars with 

$1,000 bills,so I understand. What is $20 million? What is $1 million? 

It is a good point that the Member for Labrador South 

has bought up. The Minister of Finance and his cohorts were taken 

in in the negotiations. 

MR. CROSBIE: We were raped. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: The Mi~ister of Finance does not look like 

a rapee, perhaps a raper. 

MR. WODWARD: He must have gotten his neck caught in some 

kind of an act in which he got his neck twisted. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: What was going on there? 

They got taken but that is all history now. 

The agreement is signed. The whole thing is signed, sealed and delivered 
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and fixed. We are now asked really to vote upon whether we agree 

on the principle or not. If one wish , one can make some noises 

about the price being paid. Some will say that it is too high. I 

would say that BRINCO probably thinks and its supporters would think 

it is too low. 

As a matter of principle, Kr. Chairman, I have no 

hesitation in endorsing the government's action in taking over 

this operating company. 

The Lower Churchill, which is really irrelevant to the 

debate before the committee tonight and has been all along but everybody 

has talked about it, is a different quintal of fish altogether. 

There are many questions to be asked about the Lower Churchill. The 

Leader of the Opposition has asked many. 

The Member for Labrador South, the Member for Labrador North, 

the Member for Bell Island have asked others. There are many questions 

to be answered about the possible potential development of the Lower 

Churchill. Perhaps the Minister of Finance will give us the benefit 

of the information he has on some of the questions which have been 

asked, The main one that bothers me somewhat, Mr. Chairman, and I would 

not be honest if I did not mention it ( I am fully appreciative of 

what the Premier has said and other members and ministers have said 

that Newfoundland has to develop its resources if it is going to 

become a viable, industrial force or an economic entity in the future, 

there is no doubt about that) is that if this government have to 

go behind, go on the back of borrowings of up to $1 billion or 

$1.5 billion,that it is going to have• some kind of a short-term effect, 

(By short term, I mean ten or fifteen year~) a bad short-term effect on the 

development of public services in this province. 

Representing a rural district myself, with poor roads, with 

horrendous water and sewer facilities and in many cases a complete 

lack thereof, with the summer coming up again now where I know hundreds 

of people,particularly babies and children,are going to have gastroenteritis 

again, simply because of atrocious sanitary conditions in their drinking 

water, then I have to cast some kind of a doubt on the wisdom, at least 
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in the short-term.of a government locking itself in to $1 billion 

or $1.5 billion development if it is going to have a bad effect 

on the future development of public services in this province. I 

would like to hear some further assurances from the Minister of Finance 

on that. He seemed to be rather tender on that isaue. He said 

that it is not going to have any effect on the development of public 

services. 

I am sure that twenty-five years from now, with revenue 

coming in from the Lower Churchill Development, that we will all be 

better off in the long run if this thing should go ahead and if it 

should prove to be a success. In the meantime, the government have to 

guarantee in some way or another, indirectly or directly, and have to 

stand behind this massive borrowing. Even the a!Dlunt coming from the 

federal government of a-half billion dollars or four hundred million 

dollars is borrowed money which will have to be paid off.Sy the ~ser

charge analogy, the government of this small province has to double 

its direct and indirect liabilities in one-fell swoop. 

Now I would like to hear further assurances from the 

Minister of Finance as to how this is not going to be a disadvantage 

to the further development of public services in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. I would like to hear how he thinks we are going to get 

around that. Is it because when we are borrowing money for the 

public services, the asset, the Lower Churchill asset and the liability 

will cancel each other out in the minds of the money lenders, the 

bondholders? Perhaps it will, I do not know, If I were a bondholder 

and I saw a province like Newfoundland, which is owing say $3 billion, 

with our income I do not know if I should feel too happy or it l 

should feel too reassured by the fact that we have a partially constructed 

asset,worth one-half billion dollars,up in the Lower Churchill of 

Labrador, the Lower Churchill River. Perhaps that sho-uld be a 

consideration. 
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If it were going to be a massive disadvantage to this 

province as far as the public services are concerned, then I should 

suggest to the minister,(ff :(t were, ·and 1 am not sure.J and to 

the government that perhaps alternative methods of financing and 

developing of this operation be considered. I do not know what the 

alternatives would be at this late stage. Perhaps one alternative 

would have been to allow BRINCO to develop the Lower Churchill and 

then again when it became an operating company to do much the same 

thing as they have done with the lipper Churchill Development : fake it 

over as a viable concern when it is no longer in the nature of a risky 

project involving risk capital. Perhaps it is too late to follow that 

particular avenue of approach to the problem at this time. 

That is my only real concern, Mr. Chairman. There are other 

picayune points that could be made and will undoubtedly be made 

in the next several years as the Upper Churchill comes on stream and 

the Lower Churchill Development comes closer to realization. I will 

not get into them tonight. Most of them have been made. Now I would 

just like to settle back and hear what the Minister of Finance has 

to say in answer to some of the questions which have been raised in 

the committee. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: I would like to say a few words if I may. I had not 

intended to get into this debate. On the matter of principle, as there 

is, I certainly want to have something to say on it. 

The first thing I would like to say though is that 

the Hon. Member for Labrador South,in mentioning those names for those 

people in the House who are not from Labrador and who picked up the 

names, I think recognized the beauty of these names. I wo~ld certainly 

hope that in any further developments in Labrador that these names 

remain as they are. They are beautiful names. They are not needed to 

be Anglicized. In their own way they have a melodic ring to them. 

I would hope that as a member of this government and my colleagues 

on this side of the collllllittee, indeed all colleagues in the conaittee. as ~11 
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people in Labrador and in the province, will want to maintain this 

heritage cf beauty and melody in the names that ring out of Labrador 

as they do out of other areas of the island. I would be the first 

one should anybody ever suggest that something be named after me, 

to tum it down because I would think that that would be something that 

I would not want. I am sure anybody in this province would want to feel 

the same way. Michikamau and names of that nature should never be 

changed. I would hope that in our development in Labrador or in any 

other part of the island that the beautiful names that have a long 

history and a heritage in this province would remain as they are. 

I have to take up a few points here with the Hon. Member 

for Labrador North,as a matter of principle, in the suggestion that 

the power be routed to Quebec. I have some rather strong feelings on 

that. I think I would like to go on record as giving my feelings 

on where this power should go in respect to the development of the Lower 

Churchill. The Upper Churchill is gone. We have some recall power. 

Hopefully some day the resources of Labrador will be developed to such 

an extent that this recall will be necessary. I would certainly be happy 

with that. I can assure the Hon. Member for Labrador North, the honourable 

members of this committee and the honourable people of this province as well 

as the people especially in Labrador, this government would ltke 

nothing better than to see the recall of this power for the development 

of resources in Labrador. 

I say: "No! No! No! to oower from the Lower Churchill to 

Quebec. No! No! No! Quebec can have what is left over after Labrador, 

after the island. If there should be anything left, give it to 

Quebec but give it to them on a short-term lease. Sell it to them. 

But no. No: No! to power to Quebec,like it was on the Upper Churchill. 

Let us not be small about ~t and let us not think of ourselves. We will 

all be dead in a few years. Let us think of twenty, thirty, forty, fifty 

or one hundred years time when we need the power in this province. Quebec 

has the power on the Upper Churchill. The Premier of this Province 

has stood up and said that he will talk with the people of Quebec 

in trying to get a better deal. If the Quebec oeoole should sav no 
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we have a deal for sixty years," then we have to accept that because 

that is how governments function, they function on their words.But 

not from the Lower Churchill! I am not saying that to break with 

my colleagues in cabinet, They feel the same way. First to 

Labrador, then to Newfoundland and then what is left over to Quebec, 

on a recall basis,for a short period of time. That is the position 

that we have stated. Anybody who says anything different has not 

got the best interests of Labrador at heart as far as I am personally 

concerned or as far as this government are concerned. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. ROUSSEAU: A look at it in five years, six years, ten 

years, never mind that, let us look at it in thirty, forty, fifty, let 

us look at our children and our grandchildren and our great grandchildren. 

There are not many more areas of this continent where power can be 

generated like it can be generated on the Lower Churchill and the Muskrat 

and the succeeding rivers down~ I for one would not stand to 

see this power go to Quebec, If I have to sit around a table ~n<l 

say that; then it would be with a very heavy heart and it would be 

a matter of great principle to me. This government do not stand for 

that and will not stand for it. Quebec can have what is left over. 

I want to say it again and again so that there will be no mistaken 

impression as to what this government stand for. 

There should be the development of Labrador 

first. Do not twist it. Do not stand up and say something different, 

because that is what we are saying. Do not get on radio tomorrow 

and say that is not what we said. I am saying it now so that there will 

be no misinterpretation, no misunderstanding. Labrador first, Newfoundland 

second and what is left over to Quebec,on a short-term basis,for recall. 

That to me is abundantly clear. It cannot be misinterpreted, cannot 

be misconstrued and certainly I hope cannot be misunderstood. That is 

our position. It is simple. The people of Labrador deserve their resources. 
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Nobody wants to rape Labrador. It was done once. I will tell 

you and I will tell the people of this provin~e and I will tell the 

people of Labrador something that the sixteen people I sit a-round the 

cabinet table with and the thirty-one people I sit around the caucus 

with are not trying to rape Labrador. You are not going to 

right the ills of many, many, many years. I am not talking about 

twenty-years of Liberal rule, I am talking about twenty-five years 

of whatever happened in Labrador for whatever reason. It is going to 

take time. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROUSSEAU: Don Snowden did not need to do the job for 

the Hon. Member for Labrador North nor for the gentleman from Labrador 

South nor for the gentleman from Labrador West. He has put in writing 

what we already knew in many instances. If we had had the time to 

sit around with a tape recorder, we could have done the same thing. 

That is no problem. What it has done for us is put our case before 

the people of this province, the government of this province,in 

an objective way with somebody outside the three of us. I think 

that is a good thing. 

I would like to mention something else by the 

way,because I have been listening to this. I have never mentioned 

this before. Possibly it is minor point but it is a major point 

to me because I have some friends, many friends I hope- but at least 

some in Churchill Falls and in other parts of Labrador, especially 

Churchill Falls. I think we tend in the past few months to talk about 

BRINCO. BRINCO did a wonderful job. They put the money together 

for the Upper Churchill and nobody can deny them that. They did a 

fantastic job. I think the one thing we have done is that we have 

underestimated Acres Canadian Betchel. I do not speak of that 

as the company, Acres Canadian Betchel,but of the people associated 

with Acres Canadian Betchel who happen to be my constituents. Acres 

Canadian Betchel are the ones who built the Upper Churchill. I think 
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that in giving BRINCO its mark of excellence for developing the 

Uppe.r Churchill, certainly nobody would ever suggest that they did not 

do a wonderful job up there, a fantastic job. I chink the_ people who 

went in there and the people who built it also should come in for some 

of the compliments that have been handed out, I think Acres Canadian Betchel 

and the other contractors up there did a fant.astic job . I think that 

should not be let go without at least a word. 

There are two more little, short points that I would like 

to make and that is in r espect to the Lower Churchill and its developm.ent 

in respect to labour. I stood up in this Rouse a little while ago 

and r said as a matter of principle 
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I feel that the people of Labrador and the people of 

this province should benefit from the jobs on the Lower Churchill, Where 

there are available people in this province they should work on the 

Lower Churchill, there is no question about that as far as this 

government is concerned, no question at all. 

Now let me tell you, I know now what happened the last time around. 

I know of the supervisors who went in and brought all their friends in 

from outside this province.But we have learned our lesson and the same 

thing will not happen a~ain because now we know what to look for. This 

government stands for Newfoundlanders and Labradorians( If you want to use 

both, Newfoundlanders will do m~) to work on these jobs on the Lower Churchill, 

where they are available. Now that does not mean that where they are 

not available we are going to sacrifice the excellence of a project just 

to employ a Newfoundlander. Sut where they are available, We, as a government, 

have a responsihility to hope that we can make everybody in this province 

who wants to work available for the job by training them in such a way, labour 

from the orovince. Supplies and materials, where they are available . He 

are now becoming an industrial province, This is what it is all about. Thi~ 

is what this government is trying to do, to develop the orovince with an 

industrial base so we would be able to produce our own goods,so that when 

a project like the Lower Churchill goes on stream that we have the materials 

down here to supply. We are goinr to have very precious few materials to 

supply to the Lower Churchill operation in respect to the large items. There 

are a number of smail items of course we will be able to supply and some of 

the larger items buc if we had a larger and broader industrial base, if 

we had been industrialized through the years,then we would be in a position 

to reap the maximum benefit from the supply of materials to the Lower 

Churchill, We cannot do that and this is what this government is trying, 

and it cannot do it in thirty months or twenty-eight months, and we are 

not going to do it in four years. 

The other side will probably be over here and we will be back over 

here again before it is finally done to a point where we could supply a 
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project the magnitude of the Lower Churchill. It is going to take time 

but where it is available here then it should be bought in this province. 

There is no question in our minds about that. 

My message to the people of Labrador is this, let us not 

secede, let us succeed. Let us not be _negative, let us be positive. 

There is no need of talking about secession n9r s~parati~t movements. 

Myself and the honourable member for Labrador South agree on that. 

Let us not secede, let us succeed. Let us fight. We will fi_ght but 

we will fight in our own quiet way, not with a raised voice,as I have 

been tonight because I am a little emotional about this Ouebec situation 

here as mentioned by the honourable member for Labrador North, but 

in our own quiet way. I do not have to fight. I do not have to raise 

a voice around the Cabinet table or in caucus or within the offices of 

my colleagues. 1-lhen I give them a reasonable argument as to why somet1'ing 

should be done, they do .not care if it is in Labrador or Newfoundland or 

where it is. if it be a reasonable argument they shall g~t it. 

But anyway, that is very important. 

MR. WOODWARD: Inaudible. 

'!fll. ROUSSEAU: The honourable member is against that,is he? 

MR. W'-1. ROWE: · If it means that something else more important were not 

done, yes. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: That is very important to the people in Labrador West 

right now. It took us eleven years to get the park. Now that we have 

the park we are going to build a road to it. There is nothing wrong with 

that. It is part of the Trans Labrador Highway. But anyway, Sir, that 

is my feelings on the power going to Quebec,on the labour situation and 

the development of the Lower Churchill, the supply of materials on the 

Lower Churchill, the message of let us succeed, let us be positive 

instead of being negative like the honourable member from Labrador 

North with his doom and gloom message, his twisting of facts. It serves 

nobody's purpose. 1t certainly does not serve the purpose of the people 

he represents. They are not going to benefit from that in any way, shape 

or form. The honourable gentleman represents a minority in his district 

and when he talks let him make sure that he talks on behalf of the majority 
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of the people in Labrador. He certainly does not in this respect. 

So these are a few words. Mr. Chairman, I had not meant as I 

said to get involved in a debate but beC8use of the suggestion that 

our power go to Quebec I felt impelled to do so and I did so with 

some emotion,but that is how I feel and I would like to have these 

remarks of course placed on the record that I have so spoken. 

MR. CHAIRMAN (MR. DUNPHY): If the honourable ~inister of Finance 

speak he shall close the debate. 

MR. CROSBIE: Well we are in committee actually, Mr. Chairman, so if 

anybody wants to speak afterwards they can. 

Mr. Chairman, there have been a lot of genuine questions asked 

by honourable gentlemen opposite and of course as the House Leader for 

the Opposition has pointed out, there are really two se~arate things 

involved here. The bill we are discussing now is the bill to authorize 

us to arrange a loan sufficient to buy shares that BRINCO now has in 

CFLCo., the shares of the Gull Power Company and the water rights and 

other assets that BRINCO has in Labrador. The companion legislation 

of course deals with the same subject. That is not the same and it is d 

different subject than the development of the Lower Churchill but if the 

Lower Churchill were ever to be developed so that the people of this 

province gained the greatest benefit possible from it, then this step had 

to come first. We could not develop the Lower Churchill, we would have 

no chance of developing the Lower Churchill to the greatest benefit of 

the people of this province if BRINCO remained owner of the Upper Churchill 

Falls Proied• We had twenty-four months of experience in attempting to 

get BRINCO to enter into an arrangement first,and first we had not thought 

it was possible to bring power here to the Island of Newfoundland from 

Labr-ador, to get chem to enter into an arrangement with us that would give 

us, the people of Newfoundland,substantially more than they had gotten on 

the Upper Churchill, even if the Lower Churchill power were sold to Quebec. 

In -twenty-four months we could get nowhere on any satisfactory 

arrangements with them. They were so obtuse, they were so blind to the 

realities of what the province was really getting from the Upper Churchill 
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that they did not want to enter into an arrangement with us on the 

Lower Churchill that would give us anything substantially more than 

we had gotten on the Upper Churchill. That was their position. 

There was no chance whatsoever, I would stake my life on it, 

never would the Lower Churchill be developed and the power come to 

Newfoundland if BRINCO controlled the Upper Churchill. They had no 

intention, they did not want to see it, they did not think it could 

be done and they had no interest in it~ in seeinp: that power developed 

to come to Newfoundland. They wanted to see it developed and sold to 

Ouebec, which was more logical to them, more easily done, yes more 

lop:ical, It is more logical to me. more easily done. Yei;, it is "'cire 

easily done, developing the Lower Churchill to sell t,!e power to 

0uebec is far easier than developing the Lower Churchill and bringinp. 

the power to Newfoundland. It is a snap compared to developing the 

Lower Churchill and brinp:inp: the power to Newfoundland. It is more 

logical. It is easier. It is more economic. Jt is mare feasible. 

It is all of those thinp:s. Tf we want to do the most economical, 

the most feasible, the easiest thing, we shall develop the Lower Churchil, 

and send the power to Ouebec; chat is the easiest. 

But we do not want to do the easiest thing, ~r. Chairman. We are 

dedicated to doing the thing chat is going to benefit this province 

most. What will benefit this province most today in a world that 

knows that we are starving for energy and that en~rgy is getting more 

and more expensive,in a world that today it is as plain as the nose on 

your face that any country that controls the resource of energy, whether 

it is oil or hydro or coal or whatever, is a country far ahead, in a 

far more advantageous nosition than any other. '!e know that tod_av. If 

the Lower Churchill be not economic to develop this year it shall be 

economic next year and if it should not be economic next vear it slmll hP 

economic in five years. It will be economic sometime for that power 

to be developed and used in Labrador and Newfoundland rather than for 

us to sell it for sixty-five years at peanuts to the Province of Quebec,. 

which happened on the Upper Churchill. 
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This is a harder road to go, Mr. Chairman. If we just wanted 

to get a project going for an election, the way to do it would be to 

have signed an agreement with BRINCO and say, "Boys,ship her out to 

Quebec\" We could have done that. Quebec Hydro would agree to pay 

five mils or six mils or some piddling price,at point "a" on the border 

to buy the pover,and we would be getting them a future. ln five years 

or ten years time, we would get $10 million a year or $12 million a 

year revenue from it, but we would have had all of those construction 

jobs in the meantime. We would have had it going for the next election. 

That is the easy route. 

The honourable member for Bell Island suggested that is why 

we are anxioUE to do the Lower Churchill, for political reasons. We 

could have had it started last year if we wanted to ship it out to 

Quebec. It could definitely be going this year. It could certainly 

be p:oing next year if that were all we were interested in, a few hundred 

or a thousand or two' thou!'and construction _iobs,so we can stay in 

power for five years more. That is the nolitical route. That is what 

happened on the Upper,with more justification. But we are in different 

circumstances today. A government that allowed that power today to be 

shipped out to Ouebec at five or six mils for $10 million or $12 million 

a year revenue to the people of Newfoundland. that government, they 

should every one of there, be strunp. up on the lamp posts out in front 

of this building; they should dangle from the eaves. That is what 

should happen to such traitors of their province. We are not doing that. 

I cannot assure you tonight the Lower Churchill is going to go 

ahead and power is go:l.ng to come to Newfoundland. I cannot stand here 

tonight and say unequivocably, without any question,that Gull Island 

is going to be developed, the power is going to come to Newfoundland. I 

cannot say that. I have no way absolutely of knowing that. But I say 

this and I can say this and every member of the government can and the 

Premier and the rest of us can say this, that if anything within human 

effort, if anything within our power and effort and work can do it, then 

Gull Island is going to be developed and the power is going to come to 
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Newfoundland and tt is going to go to Labrador, I include Labrador 

in Newfoundland. I can say that because this government is dedicated 

to that. That is why this bill is before the House. We are not 

colonialists. 

I have listened to the r,,ember for Labrador North tonight talking 

about BR.INCO, you know it reminded me about some Uncle Tom talking 

about the English when the English used to he here supervisinP' the 

colonies and how wonderful the English were. How wonderful 

BRINC.O was . he said. Re said everything about BRINCO was wonderful. 

Well that is the colonial attitude. I say everything ahout BRINCO was 

not wonderful. Ves, technically they did their job, fine,competent. They 

raised the money and they did a good technical job but their nu1se and 

heart are not part of the Newfoundland pulse and heart. They do not 

care about Newfoundland. Why should they? They are just another 

big corporation controlled by Rio Tinto Zinc,which controls 100, 200, 

300 corporations around the world, which has a copper mine in Bougainville 

in New Guinea,out of which they are making hundreds of millions of 

dollars now,and so on. 

RRINCO is just a company controlled by Rio Tinto Zinc which 

operates for the benefit of its majority shareholder and the incidental 

benefit of the minority shareholder, not operating for the benefit of 

Newfoundland. no I not get 8lck of hearing all this talk about how 

wonderful BRINCO is? I do not care how wonderful they are. They were 

the imperialist masters and we were the peasants and the colonialists 

and that is how they looked at us. That is how they regarded us; but the 

peasants turned around and bit the master. That was the biggest surprise 

they ever got, I say,yes they were wonderful at the technical job they 

did and they did a fine job on the Upper ChurchilL The construction 

job was excellent. Their engineering was excellent. They raised the money 

and so on. Thank you BRINCO! And they made a few dollars while tqev 

were doing it and they are getting $160 million now for their effort. 

About $80 million of that is a capital gain. So they are getting 

well recompensed for that, But with RRINCO left :ln the scene,this Island 
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of Newfoundland would never see one horsepower of power from Labrador, 

never. 

Now we are only going to see it now if we fight for it every 

inch of the way, We have to persuade the federal 11;overnment. We have 

got to try to argue with them, persuade them and dragoon them and present 

studies to them and keep at it,and hopefully the opposition will help 

and Hr. Jamieson and our other members in Ottawa, whoever they are after 

July 8,will do the same. We have to persuade the Government of Canada that 

this is sensible and economic and something that this province has got to 

have if we are ever to break our bondage so we are no longer just suckers 

of Ottawa, Ottawa suckers. I am tired myself of being an Ottawa sucker. 

We are always going to be Ottawa suckers if we cannot get this Lower 

Churchill power to Newfoundland and if we do not control the gas and oil 

off our shores; we are always going to be little suupliants down here 

in Newfoundlan~, going up and being sweet to Ottawa and going up and 

heing sweet to BRINCO, and sweet to this one and sweet to that one. We 

should be in the position where we can say to the world, "Kiss our,you 

know what. We do not have to care for any of you." That is the 

position we want to get ourselves into. 

MR. NF..ARY: Loosen the rope,boy,before you gag yourself there. 

MR. CROSBIE: If I loosened myself up,C',0d knows what I would say. so 

I say; "A-!-1 Right, BRINCO did a good job but the time has come, as 

the House Leader of the Opposition said, for them to be taken over. 

Now what is this nonsense, Mr. Chairman, this rape of Labrador, 

that the member for Labrador North talks about? What absolute tripe; 

the rape of Labrador. Labrador has been violated and raped and raped 

and assaulted indecently and· decently in every way under the sun,according 

to the member for Labrador North. Ry whmn? This government has been in 

office two years and several months and we have yet to rape anyone. We 

have not violated a single person that we know about. We certainly have 

not violated Labrador, We have done everything we can to take a proper 

attitude to Labrador. 

I know that the people in Labrador have got lots of complaints 
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and they have been ignored in lllB.ny areas and so on and we have got 

lots of areas here on the Island of Newfoundland can say the same 

and that it needs more attention paid to it. 

~- MARTIN: Would the honourable member permit a question? 

MR. CROSB.!_F.: Go ahead. 

MR. MARTIN:- Is the honourable minister aware, Mr. Chairman, of the 

situation at Goose Bay, around the Goose River,with a Crown Corporation 

which is perpetrating rape upon the forest resources there? 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Chairman, a rape of Labrador is a rape of this 

province. Now if the honourable member for Labrador North or Labrador So•1 th 

should want to get up and say that . the province is being raped. 1 should lis~,,, 

to them with more attention. But when they tell me Labrador is being 

raped, that is only propaganda for their own constituents. They represent 

Labrador constituents. They do not want to pet up ~nd sav the resources 

of the province have been raped , they want to get up and say the 

resources of Labrador are beinp raped. 'lo T 'do not knm,• of any 

resource being raped up in Goose Bay. I know this, that the people of 

Newfoundland, Labrador and Newfoundland are putting millions of dollars 

into Labrador Linerboard who are conducting a logging operation up in 

the Happy Vallev Area, an operation that would not be carried on by any private 

enterprise fim because it could not operate economically, the costs are 

too high. I know that the people of Newfoundland are putting millions into 

that, whether that is a rape of Happy Valley I do not know. I know the 

payroll up there $3 million or $4 million a year at least, plus everything 

else that goes into the economy. I do not call that rape. 

I say,"Yes, the province is being raped and sometimes for a little 

gain, that the iron ore that goes out of Wabush and Labrador City is going 

out of there with little return to this province. They arc not paying 

enough because of the agreements entered into and the same with what 

comes out of Buchans and what came out of Bell Island and so on." Yes, 

the Province of Newfoundland, Labrador and Newfoundland has been raped 

many times but the Labrador part of this province has never been raped by 

this government. It has not been raped and it is not being neglected by 
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this government. I know it is useless to mention the various 

points that have been made. 

NM - 9 

Did the new minimum wage not apply to Labrador, Mr. Chairman? 

Did that only apply to the Island of Newfoundland? Did exempting 

children's clothing and shoes from the S.S.A. tax, did that only 

apply in Newfoundland and not in Labrador? We never hear the members 

opposite from Labrador say a good word about anything that is done, 

The increased northern allowance for civil servants and teachers that 

live up in Labrador, was that a good move? Was that not something 

done in connection with Labrador? Never . We hear tonight a member 

for Labrador North, jealously or enviously criticize a road being 

built in another part of Labrador, in Labrador West, Ten or eleven 

miles of road being paved up there and he is mad and envious and jealous 

about that. 

One other thing about the member for Labrador North; I think that 

one of the things he said to me is disgusting, absolutely disgusting. 

He got up in this House and said that I am the most hated man in the 

province. How would he know it even if it were true? Who has ever 

heard in a House of Assembly some member get up and say, "That member over 

there, he is the most hated man in the province." If I were sensitive, 

Cripes! I might go out, right out the window'. Mv God! If I am 

hated like that,! might have dove right through the window. If I thought 

that the member for Labrador North was for~ moment serious, or if I did 

not ~hink he was foolish, I might have been right out through that window. 

Imagine ir,etting up and saying that! Thank God I got a hide on me! I 

have a hide on me because it was flayed for two or three years by a mentor 

of the member for Labrador North, the former member for Bonavista North 

or Humber West or wherever it was or Placentia East, who travelled with 

me across the Atlantic last Sunday and we had quite a chat·. The two 

' of us are seriously considering a new party. 

MR. DOODY: They are trying to unseat the -

MR. CROSBIE: But we are having a hell of a decision on who is going to be 

the leader. 
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1-!P. NEARY: Could 1 ask the minister a question, Sir? Did the 

minis·ter actually give the former Premier a lift from Gander on 

the government aircraft? 

t~- CROSBIE: Definitely lese-majescif'. 

NM - 10 

'!R. _N__EARY: I am really disappointed. ~y God,I will cell you, I will 

not sleep tonight! 

MR. CHOSBIE: I will tell the member for Labrador North, I have done 

as much for Labrador as he has ever done and more. What is che member 

for Labrador North doing? The member for Labrador North has a business 

and lives in Labrador. So naturally I hope he i s doin~ something for 

1.ahrador and doinR somethin~ for himself up there. I have no busine1is 

in Labrador, no connection with it, but represencin~ the ~overnment 1 

am Chairman of Labrador Linerboard Limited and I have spent a lot nf 

time crying to see that that operation continued to operate and hF-r"'"P 

a success and operate in the Goose Bay Area. 
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If I were inclined to exaggerate a bit. I would say this, that I have 

put - if I were the type that talked about AnmP. SJ 5 million in wa11:es 

in the Happy Valley - Goose Bay area in the last three years• I have. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: How much have "I" wasted on the operation? 

MR. CROSBIE: I do not know how much is wasted. We took over a 

situation that was a very difficult one. I know this, that certain 

parties up there who want to have the wharf clear so that they can 

conduct their own business and so on without interruption, get 

angry because Labrador Liner Board occupies some of the wharf area 

up there. The stevedoring chief up there does not like it when 

the wood boats are there and these other freighters cannot get in 

so he cannot unload them. I am getting a little bit sick of the 

member for Labrador North standing up in this House ar,d shooting 

off his big maw mouth, The Maw Mouth from Melville" in unfair 

criticism and personal attacks on myself. 1!ow, if he do not 

mention me again, I shall not mention him again. 

Now, what about separatism, Mr. Chairman? What about 

separatiFrn? 

1'IR. _ CHAIR1"AN (MR. DUNPHY) : Order, please! 

?IR. (;ROSBIE: I have heard more malarkey about separatism and the dangers 

of separatism. The people who are talking about the dangers of separatism 

are the ones who are trying to get a little separatist movement p:oing 

so that they can prove their point, that if such and such should not be done 

there is p.oing to be a separatist movement going in Labrador. There 

might be a separatist movement on Bell Island. There might be one 

on the Northern Peninsula. There might be one in Ramea. This is all 

one province. There are 4n,ooo Newfoundlanders living in Labrador 

and 500,000 living on the island. So, just keep the thing in proportion, 

Separatism! 

bill: 

Anyway they got me off the track now. To come back to the 

There were some good questions raised. Now, ~r. Chairman, 

this is not a decision the government made lightly. It is not every 

day $160 million gets thrown on the table by a C'..overnment of Newfoundland. 

Ten years ago the whole budget did not come to $160 million. Do not think 
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that this decision was made lir;htly. It was not r·ade lirhtl)'· If 

the Lcn-rcr Churchill go ahead, the honourable the !louse Leader opposite 

as1-.e<J a nuestion about our credit: "How can Newfoundland afford the 

billion or a hillion and a-half dollars if the Lower Churchill shoulr'I P:o 

or if we shou lrl borrow it and have to ~uarant:ee it, shal 1 we be able t, 

borrou !'loney for other purposes and carry on sP.rvices and so on?· 

?'y answer to that is tl1::>.t there is no way of knm-:ing for 

sure, no way at all. I can only ll:ivc an opinion. Ve do not l·nm-• 

for sure. I do knol-7 this, that 1-,c had tl,o rating ::igcnci "" rlo1:n 

i1ere last year. What did he c:::.11 them? 1·'oody. Standard and Pore. 

We wanted to 12et our rating ir.u,roved. ()ur rating down in the 

states is R•·,~--A. We wanted to see if we could r; et un to an A. ~•ost 

of t'.1<> Canadian provinces, their credit rati.np is 

is "AA' I think. 

.,.,,,c "best one 

\Tc had them down here and ,:,ave them a] l l:irnls of information. 

Tn .'lewfounclland a lot of trou"blc 1,•as c:rodit ratinr, in the couple of years 

l .:,fore ,·c tuol: over, Quite seriously, becauseof thin;;s tlint 1.•ere goinp 

on, ,,1,e .-c,ul d not get the facts about them. The linerhoard mill was 

one thing and t;1ee oil refi.nerv and so on. Their credit rating ,-ras not 

in that good a shnpe and peo;,le were getting concerned about it. Now, 

that has improved a lat in the last couple of years. So Pe had these 

f)eople dotm and •·;ave the1'! all the i-r1fonr,atior. we could and took them 

around and so on.and our ratin~ stayed the same. 

Sc Tasked them uhy. There has been a lot of proeress here 

and ~T,,ufoundLmd is col'linp: on pretty m :, 11 and our economy is pretty 

;:,ood and the transh'r pay!'lents are up considerably from the Government 

of Canada. \1hy should ,,e not have an A rating? Their answer was, "Well, 

the reason vou have not got an A ratinr, is that vou have not got a 

sufficient economic base. Newfoundland will get an .A rating when 

you get some more industrial development do= here, if your power 

is used and you develop 1'10re industry. You have not got enough of 

an industrial base. We feel we have to wait a few years and see. 

If you get more of an industrial base then. Because we do not just 

look at the governments' own figures, we look at the whole economy of the 
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province when we are deciding what your rating should be." 

Well now that is one reason why I am in favor of the step 

that we have taken,because we are going to have no industrial base if 

we do not get power from the Lower Churchill and if that power should 

not turn out to be the kind of price that is in the report that was 

tabled in the House. We have got to have power here, twelve or 

fourteen or fifteen mil power,like that report shows,or something 

close to it. If we do not do that or we cannot do that we are not 

going to have an industrial base. 

If the people of Newfoundland, who now think they pay 

high light bills in their homes, if the people of Newfoundland realize 

that if we do not get Lower Churchill power, that in about six years 

time they are going to be paying five times as much at least for power 

as they are paying now; that they will pay more even if we get the Lower 

Churchill but it 1dll not be nearly as much more if we get the 

Lower Churchill power here. If we are stuck with oil - coal is 

not sensible for Newfoundland - or nuclear, because we cannot have 

nuclear for a number of years anyway , we would have to expand the 

oil ones first - if we are stuck with oil at the price oil is now 

and will be in the next five or six years, there is no industry going 

to establish here. We will be a joke. We will have no inc'ustrial 

base. We will have no credit rating. 

So when the House Leader opposite asked that question which 

is a serious question, my belief is that if tnis hang together, if 

the Lo,J,er Churchill studies pass the scrutiny of the (;overnment of 

Canada and they are finally satisfied that is a project in the 

national interest and will hang together and if it will pass the 

scrutiny of the bankers - we have syndicates of bankers who are 

willing to do the inter-financing and they have appointed their 

own engineers who are studying this and they have asked questions -

if it pass their tests and if it then pass the tests of the p"eople 
I 

who buy the bonds and there will be a number of them and other people 

who we have spoken to wliom we think will put money up or lend it to us, 

if it pass all those tests, that means it will hang together economically. 

If it will hang together economically.even if we have to guarantee the 
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bonds, they shaJ.J. not be a drag on our credit because it shall be a 

project that is self-sustaining and economically feasible and it 

shall not affect the rest of ou't borrowing. It shall not go ahead 

unless it pass these other tests. 

Now, if the Government of Canada do not assist -- an 

unlikely event, I cannot see how that could happen_ lf they do 

not, could the project still go ahead? We do not lcnow. He would 

try it. We will have a shot at it unless the reason they do not 

do it is that they have proved to us we are all wrong and our 

economists have been urong and :!-fontreal Engineering and Shawinigan 

Engineering, two of tp.e biggest engineering companies in Canada, 

have been wrong. If they show all of that, well that would be one 

set of circumstances. If they just said, ''~lo, we have more important 

projects. We have th£' Mackenzie Valley pine-line, $6 billion, and we 

ca.nnot fit your financing in until that is done." If that were their kind 

of reason, well then this government I am sure would have a crack at 

trying to do the transmission line on its own. I do not say it 

is impossible but it is practically impossible. 

The impossible we do not guarantee doing but the practically 

impossible we-will do. We would certainly have a stab at it. We 

do not see how the federal government could take that attitude. They 

financed the transmission line from the ,~ettle Rapids to Winnipeg at 

a time when Manitoba did not have customers for all the µewer. 

Now there is another question the Leader of the Opµosition 

asked,about customers. Of course customers are important. They 

;i.Rreed to finance that line. I thinlc it cost something like $260 million 

or $280 million, that transmission line, five hundred miles through 

l'anitoba, when there were no take or pay contracts for the power nor 

anything like it. They agreed to finance it because they saw that 

this wo~ld be successful in the future. Bring the power and the 

customers are going to come. They did that for Manitoba and they 

arranged it so for the first five years they had a very low pay-back 

from the user charges. 

We see no reason why the Goverrunent of Canada should not 

agree on the same kind of deal with us. It is a question of the 
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chicken and the egg, l!r. Chairman. If the Government of Canada say_ 

to us, "We cannot go ahead in this project until you show us that 

1,450 megawatts are going to be used in Newfoundland in 198n,n if 

they said that to us, they would be putting us in a desperate position 

because we would have to go out and do what the Leader of the Opposition 

does not want us to do, go out and start to find customers,and the 

customers knowing we had to find them will not agree then to any 

price but the rock-bottom price. They would force us to give them a 

harl!;ain if that were what the federal government did. It is a 

question of which comes first, the chicken or the egg. 

AN EONOURABLE HE!!BER: ¥anitoba had over fifty per cent of its 

power sold. 

~S~_Ilo...:.. Fell, perhaps it had fifty. Before this nroject is 

finished in 198O.my guess is we will have all th"t power sold but 

none of it will have to go to Quebec on a recall basis. That is 

my feeling. They are going to be hungry and starving for power. 

It is a ouestion of the chicken and the egg. Now if 

the federal government do tha·t, they are going to force us into 

the hands of some aluminum company who will try to squeeze us down 

to give them power at nine or ten mils,and we should not do it, or 

eight mils. The federal government will say, ''If you do not have 

the customers, we will not do it.' If they say that, they 1'1ay force 

us into making an uneconomical deal with someone or the whole project 

may founder. That would be stupid. 

~ HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

~- CROSBIE: No, no! I said that all their power was not sold on .a 

take or pay base. Sure they had certain customers the _.s.ame as we 

have. The federal government should tell us yes or no and not say 

to us, "You must have all your customers lined up first." That is 

all I am saying. The report shows that at least a third of this 

will be iri use in 1979. Anyway ir it should be here, the rest of it shall 

come. 

I do not want to see the Premier and the l'inister of Industrial 

Development and the government put in the position where we have to go 
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!'lal:e a deal we shou] d not r.1akc with someone, :i ust to vet a custor.1er. 

C!1J_T_._ }!I]':J,_(l_f(_: Houlc1 the minister pennit ne a cmestion? 

:'R. CROSBH: Yes. -··------

C,\P.T_,__!i_INSOR_- '.'as a,iy study been done or any fensil:-ility study? It 

is a known fact that there is uraniul" up in ;·on!<ey !!ill. north of 

Goose Bay. Has any study been done on deveJopin:· the Lo\,er r.1\urc'11 l 1 

anJ then smelting the uranium in the area, brinr:in~ the urani11n to 

newfoundland and set up a uranium power nlant? It would he much 

chenpcr I thin!:. !las any study heen done to t!1at ef£ ec t? 

l'.R. CPJlSBIE: The ~'inister of ?'ines and Energy mi:->,ht know. T do 

not \mm; if there is any stue1y being done on that. Of course those 

uranium deposits are in BRI:·lCO · s area. They are still interested 

in them. I do not know what is being done on that. 

}:ow, :fr. Chairman, I do not want to take too long hut 

just on the point of customers: Once we have rot approval in principle 

from the Government of Canada on this, do not worry about customers. 

Yy Goc,they will be lined up from hereunto Si,:nal Hill waiting to 

get in! Then is no problem with customers as lon)! as t 11e federal 

government do not say to us, "How first you lock up the newer before 

we agree to come in on this. I think they see the point because as 

I understood it from our meeting with them when tltc Premier and the 

Minister of Industrial Development and the Finister of "ines and 

Energy and I were up there about a l'!Onth a:i:o,ancl everyone, as I understand 

it they appreciate that. They say th;cit tlH"!" ,J , , not want to force 

us into doing Ii deal with any aluminum company. In fact they are not 

all that keen on aluminum companies either. They are not absolutely 

necessary. So, as I understand j t. that should not be a hang up. He wi 11 

have the custOr',"rs h,,forc t!,P nnwer comes here in 1979 or 1980. n 

'low, the Leader of the Onposition asked what about 

the loan of $11'.() million. The Sl60 ~illion loan is arranged through, 

as you know, the Bank of Nova Scotia. It is a five year loan. It 

is the equivalent of $160 million,Canadian. It is heinP- raised in 

Euro .. dollars. The interest rate will be three·-<]uarters of one per 

cent over the J.ondon inter-bank rate. The London inter-bank rate, 
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as honourable gentlemen opposite know, changes every six months. 

We do not know for sure what the rate will be now on June 27 when 

the money is needed. Whatever the rate is then, it will be that 

plus three-quarters of one per cent. The rate will change again 

in six months time. At the present time the rate is eleven and 

three-eighths per cent. This is going to be expensive money; a~elve 

and one-eighth per cent for six months. At the end of the six months 

time the rate will he whatever the loan of inter-bank rate is then. 

A few months ago it was seven or eight per cent and it may be down or 

it may be u-p. 

This amount of money could not be arranged as a domestic loan. 

It is arranged in Euro-dollars. The loan is a five year loan. There 

i s no repayment for the first two years and then we have to repay the 

loan over the next three years. So, for the first two years there 

is no renayment of pr1nclpal - What we will have to <lo of course is 

start nutting it on a long-term basis. At the end of the first year 

or t 11e second year we will have to arranp.e to borrow and put this money 

on a long-term, fifteen or twenty year basis, because there will certainlv 

be fifteen or twenty years nfeded to repay it. It will be a loan to 

the '.lIDC, guaranteed by the government. 

There is some Question about the construction on the Upper 

Churchill. How much of it has now been completed? Well, the figures 

I had were just the figures at the end of March. It was then 96.S 

per cent completed. So, the Upper Churchill is 96.S per cent 

completed in terms of project cost. Unit ten and eleven, the last 

turbines and generators, all that work will be finished by October, 

1974. All power development work is forecast to be completed October, 

1974. The worl: beyond 1974 is camp demol::ilization, service contracts 

and town site housing. 

The member for Labrador West mentioned something that 

should not be forgotten also when we are talking atout expertise. 

Acres, Canadian and Bechtel were the project managers on the Upper 

Churchill,for BRINCO. BRINCO had the right and did, of course. 

supervise it all,through their owners representatives. Acres, Canadian 
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and nechtel were project managers. If the work go ahead on the Gull 

Island site there will be a project manager. The Gull Island Corporatiot, 

will have a project manager. It r.iay be Acres, Canadian and Bechtel or 

it may re one of the other great fims that do that work. This is their 

·job. They go all over the world carrying out projects like this for 

neople. 

So, i. t is not that the Premier himself or the }'inister 

without Portfolio or myself or somebody over here has to r,o up and 

start the Gull Island job and so on,and we know nothing about it. 

We are simply -

PJ: HONOURAnL[ }IEHBER :_ North Star Power. 

}JR. CRQ.S.N.!.:_ Forget North Star Power. The north star ascended into 

the sky and had a sudden and hasty demise because the honourabJe 

gentleman is never going to hear about North Star Power again. 

It is one of those - what do they call those things? A flash? 

AN HONOURABLE Ht-..raER: A meteor. --------

}1!_-_SRO!!BIE :_ A meteor. It is a comet. It was the cornet "Stu' . 

AN HONOURA13LE }1EMBER: Peter' s comet. -- -------

HR. CROSBIE: I do not know what he has agairst Dr. Peters. He --- ----
is a very sound citizen. 

ML_ R_O_C1_!)_}'_ · They all dici Pell with him once and not without c,-iuse. 

They loved him once and he saved their forests. 

:!R. CROSBU:, ~-- - -- -- ;:orth Star Power has nothing to do with this. 

!low. the loan itstlf, I'.r. Chairman , as I say, has to l•e 

put on a long-tenn basis over the next five years , nrot,at,ly on a 

t~:enty year basis. The cash flow from the CFLCo itself we feel should 

be sufficient to meet,over a period, to substantially repay,if it do 

not repay in full this loan. He cannot be sure of what the exact cash 

flow is p-oing to be of CFLCo at the present time because there are a 

nUl!lber vet of imponderacles. We do not know the exact price that 

CFLCo is sending power to Quebec IIydro for until the construction 

is completely finished and the capital costs are known. That is 

one point. 

The company itself has a number of possibilities for increasing 

it revenue. The last two generators can produce a lot more power than they 
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arc rated for. If that be so and if that necessary work should _be done, 

there may be another 800,00() to one million horsepower that can be 

sold on the Upper Churchill,not subject to the terms of the present 

power. There are a number of other things that can be done there. 

We have to study what the effect is going to be of it 

becoming a crown corporation because the cash flow from CFLCo will 

increase considerably if it become a cro~m corporation and therefore 

nontaxa),le. That can only he studied properly when we have taken the 

company over on June 27. We uill then ask the auditors of the company, 

who arc Peat and ''a.rwick, to do a proper examination of the effect of 

it becominr, nontaxable and what that t-:'111 do to the cash flow. 

'i:: l1en there are a lot of complications in the trust deeds 

as to what monev one can take out and money that must be left in 

there and what one can pay out in dividends. There are restrictions 

on the money that has to be kept in there to satisfy the bond holders. 

There are certain restrictions in what that can he invested in and 

certain possibilities there. All of this will have to be studied 

carefully in the next year or so to determine what the maximun cash 

flow is going to be. 

So, one of the Leader of the Opposition's questions was his 

worry that the Lot-~er Churchill wo:ild !!:O ahead even if it were not feasible. 

Hell. frankly I c2.nnot see any danp,er of that. I hope nobody here 

would try to do it if it were not teasib~e. 

l1hnt is the best use of the power 'in Labrador? Well I 

have already dealt with this. "Why-I was not so emphatic?" I mean 

we should not get the money were it not feasible. There is nobody 

going to be crazy enourh, ~r._Chairman, just because we agree 

to guarantee the mone-y, there is riohody going to come along and 

lend us $500 million to do Gull Island on 
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our guarantee, if they do not think it is feasible to develop 

Gull Island to get power,because how would they collect? You know, 

I mean our guarantee is very comforting to have but if the project 

were a bust from the start there is no one going to lend us $500,000,000 

or $1 billion on a project that does not hang together. They will 

lend it to this province if the economics of it hang together. So 

I do not think that is a major worry. 

The aluminum plant,! think the Minister of Mines and Energy 

has already dealt with that. We are not all hot to trot an alluminnm 

plant. The alwninum plant,if we need one I could get the proper price. 

I mean there is nobody, the ERCO -

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

AN HON . MEMBER: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

Inaudible. 

I bet he would. 

He is darn right,! would. 

He would not take an ERCO over there1 I do not thin~. 

We would take anything over here. 

He would? Okay. 

There is the $20 million gamble this year that the Hon. Leader 

of the Opposition mentioned. I do not think it is going to be anything 

like $20 million, Hr. Chairman. I would say that any gamble taken 

this year is more likely to be something in the range of $6 million or 

$8 million, because the work that is going to be done will be in 

connection with the transmission line on the crossing. I do not think 

we are going to get as far ahead as the study was contemplating when 

it gave an estimate of $14 million. But we will be gambling this year 

$8 million or $10 million so that eveeything possible can be done to 

make sure the project really gets rolling," As soon as we hear finally-from 

the federal government , we can really press ahead. 

I think I touched on our credit position and why it is not 

going to endanger our credit position. 

The unemployed. Yes there was a little inconsistency actually 

between - the Leader of the Opposition who is warni~g us to be careful and not 

do it if it should be uneconomic. You know, do not be trapped into 
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making a public announcement and then having to do something foolish 

to carry it out. Th~t was a little inconsistent with the position of 

the MeJBber for Bell Island who said, "Do not delay one second in 

getting the Lower Churchill off the ground." A little inconsistency

but I will pass that by. 

The honourable Member for Bell Island's remarks about patronage 

were typical of him. I suppose he figured the press were up there 

scribbling away when he mentioned George McLean. "Will the evil figure 

of George McLean loom up behind the BRINCO take over ~id? Will it 

be discovered tomorrow that George McLean does the PR work for CFLco?" 

This is the kind of thing that the honourable gentleman is gettin~ on 

with. "The shadow knows!" Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it i s 

George McLean. 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

good -

Inaudible. 

I mean the honourable gentleman knew that that was 

MR. NEARY: There is hot blood going to tte brain. 

MR. CROSBIE: It is all a boil-up here. Anyway do not worry ahnut 

patronage . You know this is the kind of government,, the government 

we have today, I mean you cannot mention patronage to the Premier, 

he gets all upset. He just will not have any talk of it. He will 

not hRve anything to do with patronage. I mean he is a marvelous 

man. He gets all upset • 

Look.Ontario Hydro has been in the business for fifty or sixty 

years. They are respected all over the work. Quebec Hydro,only in 

the last ten years they took over the Shawinigan and the other power 

companies, Respected all ov~r the world.one of the great,looked up 

to, one of the great hydro companies and businesslike and good 

reputation. You know, you would think that we want to set up a 

Newfoundland Hydro and have it riddled with patronage,and we are 

trusting them with $1.5 billion job. You know, you might risk a little 

patronage if it were only a job, you knlilw, of a few hundred thousand or 

$1 million, but $1.5 billion. Do you think we are going to put a bunch of 
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dodos and political has-beens in charge of BRINCO? Not a chance. 

This has got to be a shining jewel, a monument to the Premier himself. 

There is not a chance that he would let this baby be diddled with by 

political patronage. Not a chance. This is going to have top 

people direct it because the honourable Premier knows this is his 

monument. You know, he will be known for this. He will go down in 

the history books for this and if he should do anything wren~ in connection 

with it, or if George McLean were involved -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. CROSBIE: 

worry about -

AN HON. MEMBER : 

MR. CROSBIE: 

He knows it might only be a footnote. So do not 

• • • Len Hughes. 

Yes, that is right,we will ship Len Hughes up there. 

Well I do not know why everybody - well it is not safe to say 

that, the "Telegram'' might be hearing it. You are not allow to say a word 

about patronage if the "Telegram" is listening. 

MR. NEARY: Inaudible. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Who mentioned George McLean tonight, he or T? 

HON. MEMF,ERS: Inaudible. 

MR. CROSBIE: Anyway gentlemen let us not spoil this statesmanlike 

address. I am just trying to -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. CROSBIE: Oh, yes the Member for Labrador. I want to end on 

a high note, Mr. Chairman. The Member for Labrador South said something 

unusual tonight. He complained - he was right,it is getting too hot 

for me. The Member for Labrador South, Mr. Chairman, mentioned the fact 

that he thought it was unusal that we were debating a matter that was 

already decided. I hope the Orangeman noticed my colours. He complained 

that we were debating something that the government had decided to do, 

and he was put out by this. Well, Mr. Chairman, this is the Twentieth 

Century. Now back in the Seventeenth Century Parliament got together 

and the whole 200 of them decided what was going to be done or not done 
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before it was done but ever since the Sixteenth or Seventeenth Century 

we have had a different system. We had to come to this House of 

Assembly and ask them to vote us money each year, report to them and 

face the questions of the Opposition and enter . into the debates and 

defend the policies but in the meantime we have {o govern. We were 

elected by the people of Newfoundland to govern,w:l.sely or unwisely, 

and we are attempting to govern, and we could not. How can you have a 

question; ' 'Should you or should you not nationalize llRINCO? " "What should 

you pay BRINCO? How could we debate that in this chamber and then 

go out and catch Sir Val Duncan by surprise? Not a chance. The 

stock would be bouncing up and down on the Montreal Stock Market. 

You know, after every speech there would be a different price. 

When the Premier walked in on Sir Val and I walked in on Mr. 

Mulholland,on March 11, the stock was trained to something like $5.70, 

I think it was $5.70 or $5.75. If we had had a big debate in this 

House before, about what we were going to pay BRINCO,it would be selling 

at $7.00 or $8.00 or $10.00 . 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. CROSBIE: Well two or three.we should have had the debate. I 

mean we are elected to govern so the cabinet must make decisions and 

then hopefully the caucus. Sometimes you can consult the caucus before 

you make a decision, but the House of Assembly j_s always consulted 

after you have made a decision- nearly always. That is just the way 

it works today. Now if members do not agree with what we are doing, 

they vote against us. In some cases there is a very narrow majority 

and government can lose in the House. That is not the case at the 

present time, I think we got a majority of ten or twelve or something 

like that. At least I think we did, ten or twelve have not been 

around in the last day or two. I do not know where they have gone 

but ae long as we have our whip here, the Member for Burgeo,he will 

keep us with a majority. So I think that the Member for Labrador 

South is a bit astray on his criticism there. 

Now the water rights were given to BRINCO in 1953,by legislation 

passed by this House~and we have paid as part of the package we are 
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purchasing them back. The valuation that we are usinr is $130 

million for the shares of CFLco and the other $30 million is for 

the rest of the assets, the studies and work that they did up 

there, and we get back the water rights. They had the right to use 

all the hydro power up there,to develop it until 1983. They felt 

that these rights had considerable value and they do have considerable 

value. It is about the value on their balance sheet. If they were 

allowed to develop these hydro sites they would make considerable 

amounts of money from them and so on. So it is an item of property 

with a value that they feel of couse that they should be compensated 

for and which we are compensating them for. Thev have done a lot of 

work on these various hydro sources, a lot of studies and !Surveys 

and plotting them out and measuring the water flows and all the rest 

of it , so that we have harl to pay then. 

Now the Member for Lahrador South says, "Take them and pay them 

nothing." Well this is a delightful, simple theory that we heard mentioned 

in connection with the Reid lots. People say, ''Take Re:ld 's property ... " 

HR. MARTIN: Will the honourable member permit a question? 

HR. CROSBIE: Yes, sure, go 2head. 

l'R. MARTIN: In anticipation of what the Hon. Minister of Finance 

is goinr- to say, let me say again that I think in all fairness we should 

pay the going price, a good price for those physical assets which 

BRINCO Corporation has constructed in Labrador but I do not for a 

minute think that we whould have to pay for water rights which were 

given free of charge to BRINCO in the first place. I do not agree with 

that principle. 

MR. CROSBIE : I sympathize with that but I am afraid that a government 

that is in power, you know, if it do not pay for the rights that it 

takes away from people - these people got these rights whether they got 

them through legislation~ Actually they got them through legislation in 

the Newfoundland House and legally and passed by a majority. In fact 

probably, I think that bill was passed unanimously by the Newfoundland 

House. Now if rights given to them by the Newfoundland House of Assembly 
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can be taken away unilaterally without their consent and without 

compensation,then this word gets around, you know, in the world 

and in the world of commerce and so on and people start then 

becoming afraid to do anything in say this province,because they 

are af~aid that their propery may be taken without compensation. 

So there are practical arguments against it. I agree with the 

point that the honourable gentleman is making but there are very 

practical.pragmatic reasons why in thoce situations something has 

to be paid for these rights. But in any event, they did spend some 

$4 million on studies and various things that are included in that 

$30 million. They had water rights that they never got from the 

Province of Newfoundland. They had water rights at Muskrat Falls 

that t ·hey brought from the Grand River Lumber Company which had 

acquired rights there about sixty years ago and the ~oyal Bank had 

gotten them and they purchased those rights from the Royal Bank of 

Canada. They did not get those rights from the Government of 

Newfoundland. 

not know. 

They paid money for those rights, just how much I do 

Now on the Upper Churchill, I think the honourable gentleman is 

a bit high on the amount of wood that might be flooded along that valley. 

A lot of that wood is also not accessible because of steep slopes,but 

there should be salvaged from that area all the wood that can be 

salvaged. The Upper Churchill is a lot cheaper job than the Lower. 

That is quite right. You know, the expense per horsepower produced 

on the Lower Churchill is much higher th8.ll the Upper Churchill, about 

three times higher but, of course, since then the price of energy 

and inflation and so on in th~ world has caused these tremendous 

changes. 

So I would like to support the bill at this time We are 

pleased actually that the opposition are. We know, as to what happens on 

the Lower Churchill,they are reserving their opinion to see what 

happens and what information we give and reserve their right to 

criticize,which is quite proper. I think that the Leader of the 
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Opposition and other speakers have made a lot of good points. These are 

the important things that we have to watch for. 

I believe that I have given some of the information that T was asl--ed 

for, Mr. Chairman, and I am delighted once again to have the chance to speak 

in favour of this bill. 

This is not going to cause miracles in the Province of 'lewfoundl and. 

This is just the first step. It is now up to the government, and the 

Opposition,where they can help, to give us a hand to r,et this accepted by the 

Government of Canada, and move this project forward. 'Primarily it is the 

responsibility of the government. 

~le are taking riskr,. l cannot say that it is not going to affect 

our credit at all. It shall certainly affect our credit favourably if it 

should all go properly and if this should develop and the power should come 

here in six years time,and it shall improve our credi_t tremendously 

and improve our position tremendously. If it should imorove l:ewfoundlanr1, 

then that is a chance worth takinR. If we do not take the chance our 

credit is not goin~ to he worth much in five or six year~. 

Another five or six years, if this province were dragging along , 

just receiving equalization from Ottawa. just collecting unemployment insurance. 

just getti_ng the welfare, another five or six years of that and our credit 

is not going to be worth very much; we shall have borrowed what our -credit 

is worth. We have got to do something to get an economic base here. Then 

our credit will be an expanding one; and I hope we will have a good future. 

MR CHAIRMAN: Is the committee ready for the question on the Resolution? 

On motion Resolution carried: 

On motion that the CoM111ittee rise and report hav-ing passed the 

Resolution and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker returned to the Chair: 

MR STAGG: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of the Whole have considered the 

matters to them referred and have directed me to report having passed the 

resolution in relation to the guaranteeing of a loan by this province 

and recommend that a bill be introduced to give effect to the same. 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion Resolution read a first and second time. 
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On motion a bill, ·"An Act To Provide For The Raising 

Of Monies Required For The Purchase By The Province From BRINCO Limited 

Of All The Interests And Title Of That Company In And To Hydro 

Electric Facilities And Water ~ights in Labrador, read a first 

time. On motion bill read a second time, ordered referred to a 

committee of the whole House now, by leave: 

MR. MARSHALL: Pursuant to the agreement that we entered into prior 

to debate of this bill, we call Bill No .105, to have thnt read a secon.-1 

time so that we can refer both of them to Committee. Sir,that is 

Order 12; Bill No. 105 be read a second time. 

Motion, second reading of a Bill, "An Act To Ratify, Confirm 

And Aaopt A Principle Agreement Between The Government Ind BRINCO 

Limited To Authorize The Lieutenant Governor-in-Council To Enter Into 

Subsidary Agreements With The Same Company And To Make Certain 

Statutory Provisions Relating To Such Agreements." 

On motion bill, read a second time. ordered referred to 

a Committee of the Whole House now, by leave. 

On motion that the House resolved itself into Committee of 

the Whole on the said bills, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

MR. CHAIRMAN (STAGG): Bill No. 82, 

MR. MARSHALL: Before we c!o that there is an amendment on the 

enacting clause. lt is not in the bill so the bill has to be amended 

initially to put in the words" Be it enacted By the Lieutenant Governor 

and House of Assembly and Legislative Session convened as follows:'' 

On motion amendment carried. 

On motion Clauses (1) to (8) carried. 

MR. MARSHALL: Clause (9), Mr. Chairman, there is an amendment,Section 

(39) in the second last line should read "Section (51)" I move the 

amendment. 

On motion Clause (9) as amended, carried. 

On motion Clause (10) carried. 
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MR. MARSHALL: Clause (11), Mr. Chairman, there is an amendment. 

·•." word "financing" should be deleted from Clause (11) and replaced 

h~ the words "repayment of the 
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principal and payment of interest on." Insert in its stead, so the 

phrase and clause will read, ''Which are not used in repayment of the 

principal and payment of interest on an interim loan raised under sub

sect'ion (3) of Section (3). '' I move the amendment. 

On motion, amendment carried. 

On motion Clause 11 as amended carried. 

On motion Clause 12 carried. 

A bill, "An Act To Provide For The Raising Of Monies Required 

For Purchase By The Province From BRINCO Limited Of All Of The Interest 

and Title Of That Company In And To Hydro Electric Facilities And Water 

Rights In Labrador." 

Motion that the conunittee report the bill with some amendments, 

carried. 

Motion, A bill, "An Act To Ratify, Confirm And Adopt A Principal 

Agreement Between The Government And Brinco Limited, To Authorize The 

Lieutenant-Governor In Council To Enter Into Subsidiary Agreements With The 

Same Company And To Make Certain Statutory Provisions Relating To Such 

Agreements." 

On Motion Clause (1) through Clause (4) carried, 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Stagg): Shall the schedule carry? 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, in the schedule there is one error at 

the end,on page 14. It is just a minor thing. It should be inserted. 

"The CollDDon Seal of Brinco Limited." In appendix (a) on page Hi the 

word, it is _iust typographical, acknowledges should be acknowledged, 

past tense. That is it in the schedule, the amendments in the 

schedule. 

On motion, the amendments-to the schedule carried. 

On motion, the schedule as amended carried. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, there is an error in the title. The words 

"with the eame company" should be replaced with "that and other companies." 

It is just a minor amendment. 

On motion, amendment carried. 

On motion, the title as amended carried. 
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Motion that the committee report having passed the bill with some 

amendment~. carried. 

On motion that the committee rise and report having passed 

bills Nos. 82 and 105 with amendments. Mr. Speaker returned to the 

Chair. 

MR. STAGG: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of the Whole have considered the 

matters to them referred and have directed me to report having passed 

bills Nos. 82 and 105 with amendments and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received and adopted. 

On motion amendments, read a tirst and second time. 

On motion a hill, ''An Act To Provide For The Raising Of Monies 

Reauired For The Purchase By The Province From l'IRINCO Limited Of All 

The Interest And Title Of That Company In And To Hydro Electric Facilities 

And Water Rights In Labrador," read a first time·, read a second time, 

ordered read a third time presently.by leave. 

On motion, bill read a third time, ordered passed and_ 

its title to be as on the Order Paper. 

On motion a bi 11, ''An Act To Ratify, Confirm And Adopt A Principal 

Agreement l'letween The Government And Brinco Limited. To Authorize The 

Lieutenanct-Governor In Council To Enter Into Subsidiarv Agreements With 

That And Other Companies And To Make Certain Statutory Provision Relating 

To Such Agreements," read a first time; read a second time; ordered 

read a third time presentlY, by leave. 

On motion, bill read a third time, ordered that the bill do 

pass and its title be as on the Order Paper. 

On motion, a bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Education (Teachers' 

Pensions) Act,'' read a first time, ordered read a second time. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Speaker, in the absence of the honourable the Minister 

of Education who is attending the Commonwealth Conference on Education 

as a member of the Canadian delegation,in Jamaica, I am going to attempt 

to introduce this bill. Actually it is a very simple but necessary bill 

that should cause no problem to this honourable House. It merely allows 
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the District Superintendent employed by a school board to count as 

nensionable salary that portion of his salary which is paid by the 

school board. It furthermore provides that the Teachers' Pensions 

Plan may be registered pursuant co the provisions of the Federal Act, 

that is to register for retirement purposes. It will also allow a 

student undertaking training to count for pensionable purposes some of 

the salary that has been paid to him, recommended I believe by, well 

I do not like co make stateMents, ~r. Speaker that I cannot say for 

sure, hut I am nretty sure that it is recommended hy the N.T.A. 

nn motion a bill, "An /.ct Furthe~ To Amend The Education (Teachers' 

Pensions) Act, ''read a second time, ordered referred to a Committee of 

the Whole House presently, by leave. 

iln motion a bill, ·1An Act To Amend The Financial Administration 

Act.·· read a first time, ordered read a second time now, by leave. 

'-!R. J. CTl.OSBIE: Mr. Speaker, the main amendment here, well there are 

several minor amendments hut one towards the nrinciple. The legislation. 

before this hill is passed, now requires that the Comptroller of the 

Treasury, che Deputy 'linister of Finance, and the Auditor General are 

paid, but if their salary be increased or any change in their salary, 

there has co he an amendment passed co the Financial Administration Act. 

This is a verv clumsy procedure because it means that there is an amend

ment every year. There is a general salary increase chat might have 

taken effect, say in January, but they do not get it until April or 

'fay or whenever the amending act is passed by the House. 

So we propose to charige this, provide in this bill, ''to be paid 

an annual salary to be fixed by the Lieutenant-r.overnor in Council by 

rep.ulations made under subsection (1) of Section 83," which would have 

to he published. It also provides that their salaries cannot be reduced 

without the consent of the House. So there is no way that their salaries 

can be reduced without the House's consent. They can pet the normal 

salary increments.by Order-in-Council and the regulations will have to 

be tabled here. We have consulted them hath and as one knows, the 

Auditor r.eneral is quite an independent character and he has agreed that 

this would be satisfactory. 
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The other amendments,that a fiscal agent may be appointed to 

receive service of process, issued by a court outside the country," 

well, we have some bond issues for example in Germany. Well, our 

fiscal agents there might be appointed as persons who could receive 

service of process for ns if anything happened to that bond issue. You 

find the other section is merely to provide a time. If there wen, 

a loan in the currency other than Canadian it fixes the value of that 

loan in Canadian currency by stating that it is the rate of exchange on 

the business day preceding the day on which the securities are issued. 

I think these are all of the amendments that are contained in this. 

I move second reading. 

On motion a bill, "An Act To Amend The Financial Administration Act," 

read a second time, ordered referred to a Committee of the Whole House 

presently,by leave. 

'.'lotion , second readinp, of bill, "An Act Further To Amend The 

Menorial University Act." 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Speaker, this bill is divided in all clauses into 

three parts. It changes the composition of the Roard of Regions to 

provide that six members will be elected by the Alumini. Previously 

two members were elected by convocation. Previously nineteen members 

were appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. In this bill 

seventeen members are goin~ to be elected by the Lieutenant Governor in 

Council. So it increases by two the number on the Board of Regions, 

provides that four extra ones will be elected by an association of the 

university and reduces by two the numbers appointed by the Cabinet. 

The other thing is it has been requested by the Board of Regions 

that certain powers be, disciplinary powers be given to the Board of 

Regions over university students. It is surprising that we have to 

spell these things out this day and age because it would seem to be 

very simple. They have the right now to use the words "Admonish 

·suspend, expel or fine students'' .which is something that any regulatory 

body in any organization would have anyway but in accordance with our 
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modern day practices they want it spelled out in the bill itself. 

It also provides for law enforcement. It gives the right for 

the board, subject to the approval of the Minister of Justice. this is 

an important one, to appoint special constables who will have all the 

powers possessed or given to a m·ember of the Newfoundland Constabulary. 

This will result in five extra constables who will be given this power. 

They will not be members of the constabulary but will have these powers. 

We understand that the reason for it is that the problem has been with 

the ex-students not with the students themselves and not with ex-students 

necessarily but with persons coming i11 and causing damai?e to the universitv 

property who are not members of the university collllt1unity. 

Tt is most necessary for the purpose of nrotection of property 

of the university for this to occur. It has been ren.uested, as I say, 

by the Board of Regents. 

The other thinr. is that it provides that the Landlord and 

Tenants (Residential Tenancies) Act will not apply to occupation of 

the residences themselves. This is a reasonable request, primarily 

because of the fact that the Residential Tenancies Act rP<J•tires 

three months notice, and the occupancy of students of these residences 

is purely in concert and coincidental to their attendance at the 

university. So that when the university ceases, it is only lor,ical 

that the university should have power to require the~ to get out as 

quickly as possible, for the purpose of the use of the premises for 

other students. 

As I said, the amendments requested here to the Memorial 

University Act are amendments that have been requested by the board 

of regents of the university itself. It is not sornethinr. that emanates 

from government hut it has been presented by the board of regents to 

the ~overnment as beinR necessary for the purpose of looking after the 

physical plant up at the university and conducting university affairs 

in a proper manner. 

MR SPEAKER: The Honourable Member For Bell Island: 

MR NEARY: Mr. Speaker, the only objection that I have to this 

particular bill is the fact that the university is now setting up its 
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own police force. I suppose, Sir, it is the only university in the 

world that is now being given the authority by a legislature to 

establish their own police force, to appoint special constables. 

Section (3) says, "Notwithstanding subsection (2) but subject 

to subsection (7), the Board may, subject to the approval of the 

Minister of Justice of the province, appoint special constables who 

shall hold office during the pleasure of the Board, and every such 

special constable has and may exercise on University property all the 

powers possessed by or given to a member of The Constabulary Force 

of Newfoundland." 

We are going to give the university, Sir, the authority to 

appoint policemen without any regard to training or anything else. 

It is unheard of, Sir. The next thing the university will come in 

and ask us if they can appoint their own army over there and their 

own air force and their own navy. They will have it all over there 

next. 

Sir, this is too ridiculous to talk about. I am opposed to 

it. I am sure when the students over there hear tell of this they 

will go right off their heads altogether. Why not give the College 

of Trades their own policemen and the vocational schools and the 

hospitals? Why not the College of Fisheries? Are they any different? 

I would like to know what is behind this, Mr. Speaker. Was it the 

sit-in they had over there a year and a half or a couple of years 

ago? Is that what is behind it? Are they going to call out the 

riot squad every time they have a little bit of trouble over there? 

They are turning the university into a police state. I thought there wet:<'\ 

mature persons attending that university, mature students. 

Well, Sir, the flimsy excuse that the minister gave, tnat -1t -1s 

the outsiders that are going in there causing the trouble. Why we have 

two police forces in this Province aiready. We have the RCMP and 

the Newfoundland Constabulary and they have their own security branch 

over at the university already: They are making their rounds and they 

are punching their clock. If they see anybody there that is damaging 
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the property or causing any trouble on the university campus,it is 

only a matter of picking up the phone and calling the police station, 

"Come over, take that man away." They do it in every other institution 

in Newfoundland and in Canada. Here we are going to give the university 

the right to set up their own police force. It is crazy. Sir, it does 

not make sense. I am against it. I am not going to vote for it. 

I do not know what other foolish nonsense is in this bill. I 

could talk about the Board of Regions over there for the rest of the 

I understand the Governor is waiting in the wings to come 

in,but I am certainly opposed to this, Sir. I ask the government to 

reconsider this. It does not make any sense at all, Sir. to have the 

Board of Regions set up their own police force. What next? 

Mr. Chairman, if they cannot run the affairs over there with 

the security that they have and the two police forces we have in 

Newfoundland,kick the Board of Regions out and put somebody else in 

there. It is an added expense,as my colleague points out, to the 

taxpayers. Kick them out, the Board of Regions.and put in some 

responsible people over there with a little bit of common sense. 

Just imagine how the students are going to feel about this 

when they read about it in the newspapers tomorrow and hear it on the 

radio. 1 do not blame them. It is an insult to the •intelligence of 

the people of this Province, Sir, and the studentia who attend that 

university and I am deadly opposed to it. 

MR. F. ALYWARD: Mr. Speaker, it was my intention to rise there before 

the honourable gentleman rose. I was going to ask the question really 

why they needed the law enforced but the honourable Minister= without 

Portfolio in introducing the bill said that the power had been requested 

by the university. Is that correct? 

Mr. Speaker, I will say I remember some years ago being present 

when some problem arose and the former Attorney General, Mr. Curtis, 

had been requested by the university to take some particular action. 

Apparently they said the authority was not there. I am at a loss to see 
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t'eally why they could not enfot"ce the laws on the campus of the 

university like anywhere else . I would say this, Mr. Speaker: 

t do feel that if the university and their leial adviser find 

that they cannot enforce the laws of the land on the campus of 

Memorial lJniversity,then I really feel that it is incumhant upon 

this Legislature to give them that authority. I do not know the 

lep,al niceties of i't. l have not Rone into it myself but surely 

with the investment that the people of the Province have on the 

campus of Memorial University, i~ thev find it necessary to 

protect public pr operty, if they find it necessary to create a 

force, it is most unfortunate, Mr. Speaker , to think that in this 

day and aRe that that is necessary, but surely there must be some 

loAical and sane reason for this leRislation being brought hefore 

us. 

It is unfortunate I suopose that the Minister of Education 

is not he.re. Re could probab_ly tell us a little more about it. I 

will say this,th~t with the investment that we have on that campus 

I do not think we can afford to iust sit down and let any particular 

p.roup,whether inside or outside that university, damaJ1:e the ·propertv 

or do anythin11: else that apparently t his bill feels Jt nP.cessarv to 

deal with it. 

I think it has been the concern of 
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members of the faculty over there for some time that they do not 

have the type of control that is necessary to protect the property 

of the university. Insofar as that is necessary, if they do not 

have the power, then I certainly feel we are only doing the public 

of the province a great service by giving it to them. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Hon. Member for Labrador South. 

MR. MARTIN: Thank you, Mr. SpeaJcer. I think the major point 

1 

is being lost here. The explanation given by the honourable minister. 

is merely plausible. It is not a matter of protecting private property. 

That can be done with special security policemen. I think it should 

be put on record what the real reason is for this bill and that is 

certain people in authority have become quite paranoid about the 

drug problem and instead of trying to get down and irradicate the 

reasons why we have a drug problem, they have instead chose to tackle it 

from the other end and to clamp down with tighter security and police 

measures. I am afraid, Sir, if this be the fact and if we get the 

special police force we are merely going to increase the incidents of 

violence • 

.Ml HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Trying to get things passed too quick, Mr. Speaker, 

important matters - important matters, Mr. Speaker, like this one. 

Now I for one, Sir, although I respect many of the members on the 

Board of Regents, I must say, Sir, that I am not overly impressed at the 

judgement which they have exercised in the past over problems which have 

confronted and beset the university. The way they handled that sit-in 

situation of a couple of years ago was disgraceful; led directly to the 

resignation of the President of the University. Mind you he did not starve 

to death in the process.I believe he is probably back in the province 

now. Under what? Is he visiting lecturer in medicine or something? 

He is back in the province, earning his keep. 

But, Sir, merely because the Board of Regents asked this 

government to bring in a stupid piece of legislation is no reason why 
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this government should slavishly jump at the opportunity to bring 

the legislation in. Now I must say, Sir, that in this legislation 

there are two examples of I would say lack of judgement and 

paranoia and a tendency to over react by the authorities at that 

university, perhaps a bunch of old fuddy duddies over there who 

do not like to see certain things going on which are accepted by 

most of the up and coming generation in the province or across 

Canada for that matter. 

This idea of having a special police force, now what is 

wrong with the Newfoundland Constabulary? Cannot they, as my 

colleague the Member for Bell Island said, cannot they enforce 

law and order at the university as everywhere else in this province? 

If indeed the Member for Labrador South have hit the nail on the 

head, do we now see special police forces set up in St. Ban's and at 

Prince of Wales Collegiate and Bishops College and other high schools 

throughout the province where there is, I understand, if not a full 

blown drug problem at least there are indications by some teachers 

that perhaps there is a little grass, pot, marijuana being smoked on 

occasion in these schools? So what do we do? Set up another police 

force there to look after each of these schools? Especially when the 

kind of police force you are talking about is likely to be not 

constables who are trained, such as the ones we saw being graduated 

from Memorial University, special course of studies, a trained police 

force, but people hired more or less on the spur of the moment and 

shoved into a job and told to crack down on this and crack down on 

that. In principle, Sir, this whole tendency by the government to 

set up a special police force in the university or any other institution 

is abhorrent and this House should not I believe subscribe to that 

principle. I think we should vote against it. 

Let the Board of Regents give some reasons as to why they want 

a special police force. Is it a matter of destruction of property? 

ls that the reason? Well then perhaps some special security guards 

are needed up there. Probably we could go along with that. Is it a 

matter of drug taking, drug usage, hard drugs, soft drugs? I mean, what 

is the problem at the university, if there be a problem, if it be not the 
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fanciful paranoia of four or five fuddy duddies? But let us have some 

hard evidence as to what is going on out there before we consent to 

setting up, as my colleague said, a separate and independent police 

force to govern the students of the university, "Outsiders coming in." 

That is just a joke you know, just a laugh. I would rather have the 

police force, the R. C. M. P. or the Newfoundland Constabulary looking 

after problems or breaches of the law, not some S.S. force, especially 

recruited crowd to look after them. Why should they be treated any 

differently? Why should the university students be treated any 

differently, either given preferential treatment on the one hand and 

exempted from the ordinary police forces in the province or given 

worse treatment than the ordinary citizen on the other hand? Why? 

There is no good reason for that. Mr. Speaker, unless we are given 

more evidence than the Minister without Portfolio has condescended to 

give us tonight, I think the whole thing is stupid, ridiculous, and 

abhorrent in principle and we should not pass it. 

The other principle of this bill is H(a) I believe, clause (3) 

of the bill, "H(a), to exercise disciplinary," (That is the Board of 

Regents.) "jurisdiction over the students at the university, with power ••• " 

It is a pretty wide-ranging statement of the powers of the Board of 

Regents. The Minister without Portfolio says this is inherent in 

every institution in the world. That is just a lie - not a lie, it 

is just misleading, a misstatement of fact, a false statement of fact, 

Mr. Speaker. Every institution in the world does not have these powers 

inherently. What this legislation does is give the Board of Regents 

the power, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, which 

is to exercise disciplinary jurisdiction over the students, to take 

any one or more of all the following actions. That is to say 

admonish, call some guy in and give him a bawling out; the Board of 

Regents now to suspend somebody. I mean now is there anything else? 

Is there any appeal provision concerning this? Expel: The Board of 

Regents has the power to expel a student. Why? Because he does 

something offensive to the Board of Regents. 
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This fellow who led .the sit-in for example, whether he did it 

rightly or wrongly, can the Board of Regents now just simply expel him, 

kick him out, no reasons given, no appeal by the student concerned, 

or fine? Mr.Speaker, fine this person a certain amount of money, no 

limits on the fine, no reasons given for the fine-; a breach of discipline. 

The Board of Regents can now impose fines for breaches of discipline. 

What is a breach of discipline? Going into the President to say, "We 

do not agree with what ~ou are doing here. We think that certain 

changes should be made." That is a breach, is it? 

MR. NEARY: Will they have their own lockup over there or what? 

MR. W. N. ROWE: You know; fine, admoniiih, suspend, expel or fine them -

that is the students. No grounds given for it. No statement of the 

breaches, for example, as you would see outlined in the criminal code, 

which are very n~rrowly construed by the courts, each crime or breach 

of law and order set out discreetly and distinctly; nothing like that here 

in this legislation. A breach of discipline, presumably the Board of 

Regents is the judge, the jury, the prosecutor, the defending lawyer, the 

everything. 

fl HON. MEMBER: A kangaroo court. 

MR. W. N. ROWE: A kangaroo court, as somebody has just mentioned. 

In other words, Sir, all it is is giving power to the Board of Regents to 

hold the big stick over the heads of university students who may be 

doing something, rightly or wrongly, without enquiring into merits of 

their action, who may be doing something which is fotmd offensive to the 

Board of Regents. This is what it is doing, giving power to them. 

First of all we have an S.S. set up, a secret police force, a 

separate police force, you might even call it a political police force 

for the university. The Board of Regents has its own political police 

force for enforcing its regulations, with all the powers of the Newfoundland 

Constabularly, an S.S. situation, in other words, a political police force, 

a Gestapo type of police force. Then what do they do? They presumably 

seek out breaches of discipline. What are breaches of discipline? Not 

listed anywhere. This is presumably decided upon by the Board of Regents 

in a secret session convened. Who breaches the discipline? Who breaches the 
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rules which have been set out by the Board of Regents? They are not 

set out here. Who breaches those? That is decided by the Board of 

Regents. Then what does the Board of Regents do? When it decides 

what the breaches of discipline are, who the breachers of the discipline 

are, what does the Board of Regents do then? Well then it can send 

out its stoTIII troopers to haul somebody in, its Gestapo, its political 

police ferce on the campus, drag the student or students in and then 

the Boa~d of Regents can say, "We find you guilty of a breach of 

discipline, therefore we can either suspend you or admonish you or 

expel you or fine you." There is no limit on the fine. 

MR. NEARY: Do they have their own magistrate over there? 

MR. W. N. ROWE: Or they can levy assessments upon them for damage of 

property. Well that is the only sensible one there. At least there is 

some proportion, some relationship as to what the Board of Regents could 

do in relation to the student. They can levy assessments for damage to 

property. But they can expel them, suspend them or admonish them. 

Now I would advise the Minister without Portfolio, who probably 

brought this piece of legislation in without really thinking about it, 

he just saw it there on the Order Paper. The minister is down, hove 

off on the sands of Jamaica. Now today, the minister brings in this and 

did not really think about it. I would ask him, for the sake of some 

peace and quiet if nothing else at the university, now and in the fall 

when the students come back, and the students who are now going to the 

summer semester, I would say that he would be very well advised to 

withdraw this legislation, give it some consideration. Then perhaps if 

he should want to bring in a littler later on, bring in some hard 

evidence by the Board of Regents or have the Board of Regents appear before 

the Cabinet or a committee of this House to let them make their case as 

to why they should have a political police force, answerable to nobody 

except them, apart and distinct from our other police forces which look 

after the affairs of ordinary citizens. As to why they 

should have all these powers to say when ' 
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breaches of discipline occur, who connnits the breach of discipline 

and then to lay down the sentence of suspension or expulsion or a 

student being mulcted ~y way of fine. I would advise the Minister 

Without Portfolio not to get whatever he gets in the wringer on this 

because it is a very volatile piece of legislation and it is going 

to lead to more difficulties than the Minister Without Portfolio 

ever dreamed of when he hastily got to his feet and brought this 

legislation in. 

~'R. SPEAKER: If the honourable minister speaks now he closes the 

debate. 

MR, MARS~L...:.._ Mr. Speaker, I am floored by the persuasiveness of the 

statements by the honourable the member for White Bay South. The fact of 

the matter is I think it is very easy to get up on this legislation and 

distort the actual intent of this legislation. I mean you bring in 

something like this and it is depicted we are going to have S.S. 

storm troopers up at the university, that we are creating a separate 

uolice state up at the university and you know complete and absolute 

dfatortion. 

Now the fact of the matter is this: It was requested by those 

people who are entrusted with the management of the university because 

of certain factors that have already been touched on in this House. 

They emphasize that the problem has occurred, problems have occurred 

not so much from students but from outsiders and not from students 

themselves. The alternative,as suggested by the gentlemen on the other 

side of the House,is that -

MR. NEARY: How do you expel an outsider or suspend an outsider? 

MR. MARSHALL: I am talking about the police constables, I will get 

along to that in a moment. 

MR. NF.ARY: Do not be so foolish. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please. 

MR. MARSHALL: The alternative suggested by the honourable members on the 

other side or some of the honourable members on the other side is that you 
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encamp the Newfoundland Constabulary, the R.C.M.P. or the A1£rny 

out there if you want to give them the powers. The fact of 

the matter is that it is much better to have in the universiiy 

trained people who are up there .They are all under the aegis really 

of the Minister of Justice. If you read the bill very, very carefully 

you will see that it is the Minister of Justice who has the ultimate 

approval of these people and that they will be as I say, under really 

his direction and it is much better to have people who are thoroughly 

familiar, who are up at the university all the time, who are thoroup;hly 

familiar with the surroundings up there, familiar with the personnel, 

familiar with the students, familiar with those who are strangers in the 

university itself, to administer the rules and rep,ulations up there in 

the university. 

Then with respect to the other items brought up by the 

honourable the member for Wb:tte Bay South, you know these are just ordinary 

regulatory things. I mean you can over emphasize the effect of everything 

in this world if you want to. You can paint everything black, you can 

paint it whatever colour you wish but the point of the matter is this, 

the management of the university has been placed with the Board of 

Regents, it has been there for a long period of time. It will continue 

with the Board of Regents, Mr. Speaker, and these are just purely 

and simply normal rules that are administered by any university administration. 

MR. SPEAKER: Is it the pleasure of the House that the said Bill be now 

read a second time, -those in favour aye, those against nay? It is the 

Chair's opinion that the ayes have it. 

AN HON. MEMBER: On Division. 

MR. SPEAKER: Those in favour of the motion please rise. 

The honourable the Premier, the honourable Minister of Mines and Energy, 

the honourable the ~inister of Industrial Development, the honourable the 

Minister of Forestry and Agriculture, the honourable the ~inister of Public 

Works and Services. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! I wonder would honourable members be quiet while 

the vote ~s being taken. 
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The honourable Mr. Marshall, the honourable Minister of Finanee, 

the honourable Minister of Fisheries, the honourable Minister of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing, Mr. Stagg, Mr. Aylward, Mr •. Peckford, 

Mr. Senior, Mr. Carter, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Young, Mr. Evans, Mr, Howard. 

MR. SPEAKER: Those against the motion please rise: 

Mr. Gi:llett, Mr. Woodward, Mr. Rowe, Captain Winsor, Mr. Neary, 

Mr. SilDlllOns and Mr. Martin. 

MR. SPEAKER: I declare the motion carried. 

MR. MARSHALL: The Power Commission Bill has already been explain~ 

admirably by the honourahle the Minister of Mines and Energy and then 

we have the Publi·c Serviee Pensions Act which is very routine, but 

we can make up our minds. If they would like to sit tonight, we shall. 

MR. _SPEAKER: 
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MR. W.W. MARSHALL: The Hon. Minister of Finance is causing a great 

deal of concern so I think we will squeeze him on, Mr. Speaker. 

Order 15, bill No. 100. 

Motion, second reading of a bill, "An Act Further To Amend 

The Public Services (Pensions) Act." 

HON. J.C. CROSBIE (MINISTER OF FINANCE): I got 'me' anolication f.n 

the Hoyles Home. I feel that I am going to have to call on Mr. Haig 

Young here soon . It would be the first state funeral for a member 

in the Moores Cabinet. 

Now this bill, Mr. Speaker, there are several amendments. They 

are really just technical. The first amendment is to change the 

difinition of salary because we are now paying salaries , What is it 

we are now doing?)bimonthly I think it is a new method of paying 

salaries, just co change the definition. 

In Section (4) we discovered that we did not have the legal 

power to pay interest to the person who paid a premimum by mistake. 

After he reach retirement age or after he no longer should have 

contributed that,when we paid him back his over contribution we 

could not pay him interest. 

paid. 

That is to permit his interest to be 

The other amendment is a technicality to fit us in with the 

Canada Pension Plan. 

One other amendment that is of some interest is that a leave 

of absence without pay is not counted as pensionable service,unless one 

· pays a contribution for that period. So these are just minor 

amendments , therefore I move second reading. 

MR. S. NEARY: Mr.Speaker, the Minister of Finance rushes over 

and says that these are minor amendments. Well, Sir, there is one 

major amendment in here and that is the part dealing with the Canada 

Pension Plan. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 
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MR. NEARY: Yes, Sir, it is. Now, Mr. Speaker, they are going to 

reduce pensions to civil servants by the amount that the pensioners 

will be entitled to from the Canada Pension Plan. My understanding 

Sir, in the private sector is that your Canada Pension Plan benefits 

are stacked on top of your pension. Now the government are going to 

reverse this. They are going to reduce your pension by that amount. 

This is something new, Mr. Speaker. Is this done with the -

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Well that is what the minister said and that is what is 

in the bill. The bill would also amend Section (14) of the Public 

Service Pensions Act to provi~e that the Canada Pension Plan reduction 

factor will operate ' to be deducted from the pension to be awarded 

under Section (14) (1). The bill would preserve the existing pension 

rights of existing pensioners which means that those who are already 

getting their pension will not lose anything but those who retire in 

the future and get their pensions will have their pensions reduced by 

whatever amount they are entitled to under the Canada Pension Plan. 

This is morally wrong, Sir, I do not know but it is legally wrong. I 

do not think the government can do it. Is it being done -

MR. CROSBIE: This is absolute nonsense. 

MR. '.IBARY: It is not nonsense. That is what is here. And that 

is what the minister said. Is this done with prior consultation with 

NAPE? Do they know about it? Or is this a bill that is being sneaked 

through like the other one, eleven o'clock at night when the Governor 

is waiting in the wing? We have had all kinds of time to discuss this. 

Why rush, rush, rush at the last minute? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: Well there seems to be a rush. Sir, they asked for leave 

to shove these bills through practically at midnight. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: No, I am satisfied to do it now but I want to point out 

the shortcomings of this bill. 

amendment. 
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AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: No, Siz:, it is no.t carrying on what we already did 

because my understanding is, Sir, that the Canada Pension Plan 

benefits are stacked on top of your pension at the present time. 

MR. CROSBIE: 

MR. NEARY: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

No, no. 

It is not? Well this is the first -

It should be. 

MR. NEARY: It should be, Sir. The first knowledge I heard of 

it. It is done in the private sector. 

MR. CROSBIE: 

t!R. NEARY: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

Why does he not do it, old boy? 

Well let us do it now. 

Inaudible. 

MR. NEARY: It is the first indication that I had, Sir, that 

it was not being done. It should be done. I am going to vote against 

this particular amendment. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudihle. 

HR. NEARY: Yes, on division. 

MR. SPEAKER: If the honourable minister speaks now he closes the 

debate. 

MR. CROSBIE: Just as I understand the position, Mr. Speaker, and 

I will read my explanatory notes here. "Section (5) will amend Section 

(14) (2) to provide the Canada Pension Plan reduction factor will he 

deducted from the pension awarded rather than the pension calculated. 

This is just a technicality. A calculated pension after the Canada 

Pension Plan reduction factor,the amendment will provide that the 

calculated pension be reduced before application of the reduction factor. 

Now the public service plan of Newfoundland is not stacked on 

the Canada Pension Plan, one fits in with the other. I forget all the 

figures now but the six per cent or whatever the contribution is, 

one point six per cent I think it is, Canada Pension Plan and the rest of it is 

a contribution to the - one point six is the Canada Pension Plan and the 

other is the provincial. This is not taking away anything from anyone. 
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This is the way it has been since the Canada Pension Plan came in 

and since the contributory plan of the Newfoundland Services was 

started,whenever it was,in 1968 or 1969. There is no difference 

here. This amendment is required because a change in the wording 

was needed. That is all. There is no new principle involved or 

anything like that. So if the honourable gentleman shoul<l want to vote 

against it, of course that is his right. Perhaps some time in the 

future these plans will not be, you know, instead of being amalgamated 

will be stacked,but at the moment they are amalgamated not one stacked 

on the other. So there is no difference in principle. I therefore 

move second reading of the bill. 

On motion hill read a second time, ordered referred to a 

Co!l1Inittee of the Whole House presently, hy leave. 

A bill, " An Act Respecting The Newfoundland Power Corporation.,. 

t'R. SPEAKER: The Hon. Minister of tfines and Energy. 

HON. L. R. BARRY (MINISTER OF MINES AND ENERGY): Mr. Speaker, this 

is a fairly significant piece of legislation, in my opinion anyhow. 

It is legislation to change the existing Power Commission into a 

Power Corporation. Now you could say a rose by any other name. There 

is no real magic in a name but we tried to get a bit better organizational 

set up. Th~ past has seen really a nonfunctioning Board of Commissioners 

for all intents and purposes, commissioners who were called together 

only when they were formally required to do so by legislation,in order 

to aprove a bond issue or some such sort of a thing. There was no real 

evaluation by the commissioners of the performance of the operati-ng end 

of the commission. There was no real feedback coming from the commissioners 

to government. Reallv the way thecommunication operated I suppose was 

usually by the Chairman of the CoDD!lission making verbal contact with 

either the Premier or the minister, whatever the case. 

So government were not in a position to keep on top of the 

doings of the cormnission. Pe were not in a position to evaluate the 

commission. Even if we had had the proper type of communication, 

a properly operating board of co11Dnissioners evaluating the performance of 
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the commission and passing this on to government, government were not 

really in a position to assess what they were being told. Now we 

have filled the gap at one end or started to fill it by creation of 

a department with responsibility for energy and by the supplying of 

staff, technical people,in that department who are in a position to 

analyze the imput that comes to government from the commission or 

in the future, we hope, the corporation. 

But we still have to fix up the other end. There is still a 

gap on the other end in that we have to get a properly operating board, 

Now we could continue to call them commissioners,! will go into why 

we have decided to recommend that it be changed to corporation in a 

moment. But there has to be, if we are going to have as much 

independence as possibly,and this is the ob1ective, Mr. Speaker, to 

get as much independence as possible and to get it ~s efficiently 

operatinP, an or~anization as possilbe, while at the same time 

ensuring that government is in a position to perform its responsibilities 

and duties, namely; to see how the peoples money that goes into the 

organization is being spent and to question is if it were being spent wiselv, 

and to give polic:.y, policy directed from government to the c01mnission 

or corporation as to how the energy policy of government should be 

implemented. 

Now in order to have the proper set up where you have government 

policy moving to the commission or to the corporation and in order to 

have feedback from the corporation to government, you need. as I sav _- ·o 

two things: Technical people on the government · side and a properly operate,' 

board of directors or commissioners. 

AN HON. MF.MBER: Hear! Hear! 

MR. BARRY: Now the Task Force on Energy which.was set up by the 

provincial government made certain recommendations. They referred to 

the following principles which should apply to relations between 

government and its power organization: That there should be a 

sharing of relative information between government and the corporation 

so that decisions will be based on complete knowledge of technical, 

economic, and social factors. There should be a searching for creative 
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solutions to problems in a manner which will enhance both government 

policy objectives and corporation efficiency. There should be an obtaining 

of full information so that the implication of decisions shall be better 

appreciated through the careful evaluation of reasonable alternatives. 

We have also been fortunate enough to have had the benefit of the 

jewels of wisdom contained in a task force study done by the Ontario 

Government: and they are now ln the process of doing the same thing as 

we are doing here tonight. 

They are in the proces~ of changin~ the Ontario Hydro into a 

corporation and setting un a hoard of directors. The reasons that they 

give, and these apply to Newfoundland as well, for changing to a crown 

corporation from a commission are as follows: 

A crown corporation is set up to combine the principles of 

public accounts ability with the freedom which a quick moving and 

progressive business enterprise must have to provide a service and 

protect the public interest in areas requiring a degree of technical 

expertise and day-to-day operational autonomy not possible within 

the public service. 

Now that is the principle which applies to any crown corporation 

whether it be the Liquor Corporation or the Housing Corporation or the 

Power Corporation. On the one hand they must account to· the public and 

therefore to this House for the way they spend taxpayers dollars, for 

the way they implement government policy, but on the other hand they 

must have freedom of action, they must be able to do their technical 

thing with a certain amount of freedom and independence. 

Secondly, a crown corporation as compared to a commission con

notates greater autonomy for the organization,in the eyes of the 

public it is more distinct from government, it should be more independent. 

Thirdly, the structure of a corporation would more closely 

resemble the organization formula of public business and it would set 

the proper emphasis on economic performance and on the idea of a quick -

moving and progressive enterprise. It can be compared to a private 

corporation. 
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Fourthly: ~ corporation is expected to organize its accounts, high

lightine output rather than input, in the same manner as do similar firms 

in the private secto'r; thereby facilitating comparison of performance 

with such firms. 

Finally, and this is probably as important as any of the others, 

the adopti.on of a new corporate firm will signal a hreak with the past, 

Mr. Speaker, both to those within the commission and to the public of 

Newfoundland, a break with the past and an attempt to get a more efficiently 

operating commission and a better liaison and a better communication 

betwen government and the commission. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, I will not delay the time of the House. I am 

prepared to answer any questions that might be raised, but if I could 

,just guickly go through the explanatory notes: 

The first one, the name of course, the Newfoundland and Labrador 

Power Corporation ; secondly, the membership of the cornoration has been 

chan~ed to eleven, ten members and one chairman. 

At present there is power to appoint up to seven commissioners. 

We say eleven because we feel this will give flexibility in getting 

representation from all across the Island and Labrador and also will 

let us get representations from different professions. 

Thirdly; The section which outlined conflict of interest situations 

in the existing act has been deleted. 

Now this was done partlv because of the provision of the 

Conflict of Interest Act, which applies to the corporation, but 

there was also the case (I realize, Mr. Speaker, we have to be very 

careful when we start fiddling with conflict of interest sections in 

legislation.) that the existing section was so restrictively worded, 

I am told but in reac1ing it myself I can see that in practice, the 

way it operated was that you were virtually excluded from nominating 

anybody with any kind of connections at all and anybody who had any 

knowledge at all about the electrical industry; because of the way the 

section was worded. It was worded to the effect that anybody who had 

anything to do with or was engaged in any way, had any business connection 

with the generation, the sale, the transmission of electrical energy was not 
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permitted to sit as a power commissioner. 

Carried to extreme, a logical extreme you could have a chap who 

sold tissue paper for bathrooms, that was purchased and used during 

the construction of Bay D''Espoir, and that person, even though he did 

not sell to the commission but sold something that they might buy in 

the construction of Bay D'Espoir, would not be permitted to sit on the 

commission. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Shame! 

MR BARRY: "Anything connected with the generation; the transmission or 

sale of power." 

Right now the Conflict of Interest Act will apply to the 

corporation; and that would be sufficient, I suggest, Mr. Speaker. 

Fourth: The post of president has been created. He will be the 

chief executive officer of the corporation rather than the chairman as 

in the present case. 

There will be a chairman of the board of directors. 

The corporation has been given power to purchase power, 

under the new Section (18) (c). This is a significant item, Mr. Speaker. 

" •.•• to purchase petroleum from any person," under the new Section (18) (b). 

In effect this will take the Power Commission clearly out from 

under the provisions of the Golden Eagle Act. 

There is some argument but I think the stronger legal 

opinion would have it that the Power Commission is bound by the provisions 

of the Golden Eagle Act, which requires it to purchase fjrst, to give 

Golden Eagle the opportunity to sell petroleum to the commission,basically 

at its 
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price. We want to get in a position where we will be able 

to call for open tenders and this is the reason for this particular 

section. That is a significant deviation from the existing situation. 

Quickly, Mr. Speaker, if I could, (6) and (7) are 

fai~ly routine. Section (8) and I think all the others are more or 

less routine and speak for themselves. I would ask that the bill 

be given second reading. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I have no real objection to 

this bill apart from the fact that I think eleven members of the 

new Newfoundland and Labrador Power Corporation are too many. 

MR. BARRY: I should say by the way that these will be paid 

as any other board in the province. There will not be any -

MR. NEARY: I was going to come to that, Sir. 

MR. BARRY: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: Are they going to be paid a salary? 

MR. BARRY: No. 

MR. NEARY: Will the president be full time? 

MR. BARRY: The nresident will be Wally Reid, who is now 

called the chairman. He will become the new president,full time, 

Whether or not the chainnan need be full time, we do not really know. 

MR. NEARY: How many of these eleven will be paid? Does the 

minister know right now? 

MR. BARRY: None of them will be paid a salary except the people 

who are paid a salary as part of the operating side. 

MR. NEARY: Sir, I do not care if they get paid per meeting, 

per diem allowance, salary or what it is, eleven are still too many. 

Why are eleven needed? How did the honourable gentleman arrive at 

that figure? Did the honourable gentleman just pluck it out of the 

ai.r? 

MR. BARRY: No, it was after much consideration. 

MR. NEARY: Why could it not have been five or seven? Why eleven? 
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MR. BARRY: We want good regional representation. 

MR. NEARY: They want good regional representation. They 

want another nest now for Tory hacks and flunkies. Can the minister 

assure this House tonight -

MR. BARRY: Three by the way, if I could explain, will be -

HR. NEARY: Why did not he explain when he was up on his feet1 

Get up again. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

MR. NEARY: Go ahead. 

MR. BARRY: There will be a representative from Treasury Board 

on the Board of Directors. There will be a representative of the 

Department of Mines and Energy. The president of the corporation, 

ex officio, will be a member. The chief executive officer will be 

a member. 

_MR. NEARY: That is three. 

MR. BARRY: There are really eight. 

MR. NEARY: There will be eight appointments. 

MR. BARRY: Yes. 

MR. NEARY: Can the minister assure this House tonight that 

they will not be Tory Party workers? 

MR. BARRY: There are one or two intelligent Tories around the 

province. 

MR. NEARY: Well to appoint eight, Sir, the minister might have 

to cut across party lines. 

I would like the assurance of the minister that this 

is not going to be another nest of Tories that is going to be created. 

Sir, they already did away with .one group. Will Mr. William P. Saunders 

be reappointed to this corporation? 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. NEARY: 

would be -

MR. BARRY: 

There are a lot of persons agitating that way. 

I could probably point my finger at a few who 

Let me assure the honourable gentleman that it 

will be somewhat less political than the previous Board of CoDDissioners. 
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MR. NEARY: Somewhat less? The honourable gentleman cannot 

assure me that they will not be political appointments. They 

will not be appointed on their qualifications or on their experience 

or their merit. 

MR. BARRY: Does the honourable gentleman remember the qualifications 

of the representatives of the consumer, representatives of various 

professions, representatives of the various regions -

AN HON. MEMBER: Political parties. 

MR. EVANS: If one should wish to find a Liberal now, one would 

have to go -

MR. BARRY: There are thirty-two Progressive Conservative districts 

remember.so we are going to have a little difficulty trying to find -

MR. NEARY: There may be three after the next election. 

How long will they be appointed? 

MR. DOODY: Bell Island and what other two? 

MR. NEARY: Is there a period of time specified here? 

Will they be appointed for life? 

MR. BARRY: At pleasure. 

MR. NEARY: At pleasure. Well that is a good thing, Sir. 

That is a good thing. Let us say they if they should get appointed 

this fall, this time next year we will be able to give them all the 

heave ho.· 

AN HON. MEMBER: Right. 

MR. NEARY: But not that fast, hey? 

Can the honourable Premier guarantee that? That is a year from this month. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. NEARY: No. No election within that year, Say a year from 

September, how would that hit the honourable gentleman? 

MR. BARRY: 

off guard. 

MR. NEARY: 

The Premier is just trying to get the honourable gentleman 

No election in September? Two years from now? Well it 

will take us two years before we get around to dealing with these people. 
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Anyway, we will be watching the appointments very carefully. I know 

Your Honour is anxious to get up, Sir. The poor, old Governor is 

waiting out there. He only has another couple of weeks to go, Sir. 

Take your time, Your Honour. This :ts a very important piece of lE:gislation, 

MR, DOODY: Does the honourable gentleman wish to submit a couple 

of names now while he is up? 

MR. NEARY: This minister is getting awfully personal. 

In the dying days of the House, he is getting awfully personal. 

MR, DOODY: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. EVANS: 

MR. NEARY: 

Does the honourable gentleman have any nominees? 

No, but I could tell the honourable gentleman a few. 

(Inaudible), 

Mrs, Williams will be looking for a job now after 

Mr. McGrath is defeated on July 8. She is no longer getting her 

salary from the centennial commission or whatever it is. 

Sir, I still think that eleven are too many. 

She is top-heavy, Sir. Mr. Speaker, what is the use? It is getting 

too late, Sir. I really cannot get myself up, Sir. Call in the 

Governor. 

On motion, a bill, "An Act Respecting The Newfoundland 

and Labrador Power Corporation," read a second time, ordered referred to 

a Committee of the Whole House now by leave, 

On motion that the House go into Committee of the Whole, 

Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

A bill, "An Act To Amend The Financial Administration 

Act." 

Motion that the committee report having passed the bill 

without amendment, carried. 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Education (Teachers' 

Pensions) Act." 

Motion that the committee report having passed the bill 

without amendment, carried, 
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A bill, "An Act Respecting The Newfoundland And Labrador 

Power Corporation." 

On motion Section (1) through to Section (46) inclusive, 

carried. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, there is a minor amendment in the 

part marked amendment, the words, "Newfoundland Power Corporation" 

should read, "Newfoundland and Labrador Power Corporation.-" 

On motion amendment, carried. 

Motion that the committee report having passed the 

bill with amendment, carried. 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Memorial 

University Act." 

Motion that the committee report having passed 

the bill without amendment, carried. 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Public Service 

(Pensions) Act." 

Motion that the committee report having passed the 

bill without amendment, carried. 

On motion that the committee rise and report having 

passed Bill No. 55, 100, 99 and 104 without amendment and Bill No. 103 

with amendment.and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker returned to 

the Chair. 

MR. STAGG: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of the Whole have considered 

the matters to them referred and have directed me to report having ?assed 

Bill No. 55, 100, 99 and 104 without amendment. 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion bills ordered read a third time: 

On motion, a bill, "An Act To Amend The Financial 

Administration Act," read a third time, ordered passed and title be as on 

the Order Paper. 

On 111C1tion, a bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Public 

Service (Pensions) Act," read a third time, ordered passed and title 

be as on the Order Paper. 
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On motion,a bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Education 

(Teachers' Pensions) Act," read a third time, ordered passed and 

title be as on the Order Paper. 

On motion, a hill, "An Act Further To Amend The Memorial 

University Act,"read a third time, ordered passed and title be as 

on the Order Paper. 

MR. STAGG: Mr. Speaker, the Committee of the Whole have considered 

the matters to them referred and have directed me to report having 

passed Bill No. 103 with an amendment and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion amendment read a first and second time. 

On motion, a bill, "An Act Re!ipecting The Newfoundland 

And Labrador Power Corporation," read a third time, ordered passed 

and title be as on the Order Paper. 

J,ERGEANT-AT- ARMS: 

has arrived. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

Mr. Speaker, His Honour the Lieutenant Governor 

Admit His Hnnour the Lieutenant Governor. 

May it please Your Honour, the General Assembly of 

the Province has in its present session passed certain bills, to which, 

in the name and on behalf of the General Assembly, I respectfully request 

Your Honour's assent. 

A bill, "An Act To Provide For The Raising Of Moneys 

Required For The Purchase By The Province From BRINCO Limited Of All 

Of The Interest And Title Of That Company In And To Hydro-Electric 

Fa~ilities And Water Rights In Labrador.'' 

A bill, "An Act To Ratify, Confirm And Adopt A Principal 

Agreement Between The Government And BRINCO Limited, To Authorize 

The Lieutenant Governor-in-Council To Enter Into Subsidiary Agreements 

With That And Other Companies And To Make Certain Statutory Provisions 

Relating To Such Agreements." 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Education (Teacher's 

Pensions) Act." 
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A bill, "An Act To Amend The Financial Administration Act." 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Memorial University 

Act." 

A bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Public Service 

(Pensions) Act." 

A bill, "An Act Respecting The Newfowtdland and Labrador 

Power Corporation." 

HONOURALBE E • . JOHN A. HARNUM (Lieutenant Governor): In Her Majesty's 

name, I assent to these bills. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Speaker, before I make the motion for adjournment 

which will be to a day in November, let me emphasize that the 

motion is phrased in such terms that the government may recall the 

Legislature at any given time so it should not necessarily be interpreted 

that we will be waiting until November to call back the Legislature. 

There are certain items that may come up such as the one here, "An Act 

To Amend The Newfoundland Registered Nurses Act," if it should be necessary 

to bring in legislation. If the Hon. Minister of Health should feel 

that it is necessary to recall the House, we shall recall it without 

any hesitation as we have since we have been in power. 

In the meantime, Mr. Speaker, I will now make the 

normal,formal motion: 

"I move that this House when it adjourns today 

stand adjourned until Thursday, November 28, 1974 at three o'clock 

provided always that if it appear to the satisfactfon of Mr: Speaker 

or,in the case of his absence from the province, the, Chairman of 

Committees after consultation with Her Majesty's Government, that the 

public interest requires that the House should meet at an earlier 

time than the adjournment, Mr. Speaker, or in his absence the 

Chairman of Committees may give notice that he is so satisfied and 

thereupon the House shall meet at the time stated by such notice and 

shall transact its business as if it had been duly adjourned to that time. 

MR. SPEAKER: This House stands adjourned until tomorrow Thursday, 

Ravember 28, 1974 at three o'clock. 
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